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Dedicated to the father, friend and colleague, all in one, 
and equally to our mother. Without their help and support, 
this book would never have been written. 



 

Foreword 

The interest in Fresnel antennas has been growing steadily since the late 1980s. 
The simple but ingenious Fresnel zone concept has been extended greatly and 
exploited to create different types of Fresnel zone antennas including the offset 
Fresnel zone antennas, the phase correcting Fresnel lenses and zone plate 
antennas, and reflect arrays. This is primarily driven by the increasing demand on 
low-cost, low-profile, and high-gain antennas. 

I know Professor I. Mimin and Professor O Mimin “over the net” since early 
1990s, and I have always been impressed by their untiring effort to pursue various 
new ideas related to Fresnel zone diffraction and Fresnel zone antennas. It is 
encouraging to see the publication of their new book, “Basic Principles of Fresnel 
Antenna Array,” which covers the research on Fresnel antenna arrays. For a given 
antenna aperture, employing an array of Fresnel antennas as opposed to a single 
one can reduce the distance between the feed and the aperture, thereby reducing 
the profile of the overall system. On the other hand, a feed network is required to 
connect all the feeds, and the losses in the feed network need to be managed. It is 
expected the book will attract more interest in Fresnel zone antennas and stimulate 
new ideas on this fascinating subject.  

 
Dr. Y. Jay Guo  

Clayton South, VIC 
 



 

Foreword 

This work is an important addition to the field of array antennas. It also extends 
the knowledge and applications of Fresnel zone plate lens antennas (FZPLAs) and 
is the first study of FZPLAs in arrays. Profs. Igor and Oleg Minin have done 
extensive research and development on FZPLAs. They are among the world’s 
most famous researchers of the Fresnel zone plate antennas, having written four 
books (two in Russian) and numerous published articles. The Drs. Minin have 
made extensive millimeter-wave measurements on Fresnel zone plate antennas 
and rigorous comparisons with theory. This book is an excellent summary of the 
state of the art of diffractive optical elements (DOE) and introduces the 
application to array antennas. The book is very comprehensive and thorough, and 
offers innovative new ideas. 

Most of their work is applicable to zone plates having comparable diameters 
and focal lengths, the so-called large-angle zone plate, which is the configuration 
most often used at microwave, millimeter-wave, and terahertz frequencies. This 
book addresses the need for low-cost, low-profile, and lightweight antennas. A 
new hexagonal FZPL antenna is described. This has the advantage over the usual 
circular cross-section FZPLA in that its shape fits more compactly into an array. A 
technique involving Fresnel rotation is described. This improves the radiation 
pattern of the hexagonal FZPL antenna. In addition, the concept of changing the 
reference phase of the Fresnel zone radii from 0° to a more optimal number up to 
180° is described. These last two ideas improve the radiation characteristics. 

The technology of diffractive optics in the microwave to terahertz frequency 
range has seen much activity in recent years. This is the fifth book to be published 
on FZPL antennas, and in the past two decades some 100 research articles have 
appeared in the worldwide literature. The field of diffractive optical elements has 
been used in many applications, including radar, radiometry, missile terminal 
guidance seekers, point-to-point communications, and field tests of atmospheric 
effects, especially in cases where low cost, low attenuation, low weight, low 
physical volume, and ease of manufacturing are the considerations.  

This book begins with a review of elementary basics of antennas, defining such 
quantities as radiation power density and intensity, directivity, effective area of an 
antenna, and radiation pattern, parameters relevant to any antenna. Subjects 
relating to arrays are also described, including such topics as array factor, diversity 
combining, and grating lobe criteria. Fresnel zone plate antennas are also 
reviewed, comparing lenses and zone plates and giving Fresnel zone plate antenna 
design information. This includes the information about reflector-backed FZPLAs 
and reconfigurable zone plates utilizing photoconductive material or mechanical 
shutters. One chapter considers FZPLA candidates for arrays based on geometry: 



rectangular, square, circular, polygonal, hexagonal, star-shaped, and arbitrary-
shaped apertures. Perforated dielectric Fresnel lenses are considered in another 
chapter. 

A final chapter treats arrays of small lenses, lens arrays based on Luneberg 
lenses, fly’s-eye imaging concepts, waveguide lens array technology, and several 
other unusual applications. The net result is an extremely diverse coverage of 
numerous configurations and applications. The book should see broad use and 
wide application. Profs. Igor and Oleg Minin have again produced a significant 
document that will be valuable to antenna designers and those designing systems 
such as radar or communications. 

 
Dr. James C. Wiltse  

Atlanta, Georgia 
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Introduction 

Wireless and satellite communications are vital in the daily activities of the 
average individual and business. Most services can now be received from 
anywhere at anytime. These services must deliver wireless high bandwidth 
multimedia signals which provide reliably simultaneous access to voice, fax, high 
speed internet, and video. Also homeland security, nondestructive testing, imaging 
technologies are actually today. Antennas represent a critical technology in any of 
these wireless systems. 

Achieving a lowcost, lowprofile, and lightweight antenna in the microwave/ 
millimeter wave band (MMW) is not trivial. The core problem is generally that 
low aperture efficiencies result with existing lowprofile technologies. The 
parabolic reflector, reflectarray, and dielectric hyperbolic lens are all high gain, 
high efficiency antennas with desirable radiation characteristics but they are not 
lowprofile. Each one consists of a feed placed in front of the aperture by a certain 
distance which causes the antenna depth to be large even at MMW. There are also 
stringent tolerance issues that exist in each of their construction which make them 
costly to fabricate at these high frequencies. Fresnel lens antennas, including 
Fresnel zone plates [15], are also not very low profile due to their feed being 
placed at the focal point in front of the aperture in a similar manner to the other 
high gain antennas. 

The most common low profile technology is the microstrip antenna, which is 
typically used in an array to achieve higher gain. At higher frequencies, such as 
those in the MMW, the microstrip array feed network is very lossy which 
seriously degrades the aperture efficiency. The slotted waveguide array is another 
potential low profile antenna option, but its cost is prohibitive owing to the tight 
fabrication tolerances required at these frequencies. The only other alternative low 
profile antenna is the dielectric grating but, similar to the slotted waveguide array, 
fabrication becomes more complex and costly in the MMW. 

A potential solution to the low profile antenna problem at MMW lies in using 
lens technology in an array. By replacing a large diameter lens with an array of 
smaller lenses, the overall profile of the lens can be significantly reduced. 
However, there are some drawbacks to lens arrays such as the requirement for 
more feeds and the degradation of sidelobe performance. Very little work has been 
performed on using lenses in arrays though, which means that this area remains 
relatively unexplored. 

The Fresnel zone plate lens (FZPL) antenna, in particular, is an interesting 
candidate for the array element since it is the lowest cost, lowest profile, and 



 

lightest weight lens antenna [15]. The aperture of the FZPL antenna has the lowest 
profile of the Fresnel lens family of antennas because it is simply printed on a thin 
substrate which does not need to be of microwave grade. This also makes the 
FZPL antenna inexpensive to fabricate. 

It could be noted that a Fresnel zone plate works by interference and a Fresnel 
lens by refraction. The focal length of a Fresnel lens is not proportional to the 
wavelength of radiation, but for a zone plate, it is. 

It is interesting also to note that in the paper on optical processing for synthetic 
aperture array radar, Cutrona et al. [6] point out that the synthetic aperture 
recorded signals are one dimensional Fresnel zone-plate lenses. In the paper [7] a 
method of electronically processing synthetic aperture arrays utilizing the Fresnel 
zone-plate lens concept was also presented. 

Different from the conventional lens which uses curved surfaces to refract 
radiation, so-called a digital lens is made of a transparent flat plate with numerous 
micro zones, each zone has its location and optical characteristics precisely and in 
common case digitally defined. When radiation passes through these zones, the 
light waves interfere with each other due to phase differences and results in light 
wave manipulation. This manipulation technology can be used to deliver superior 
quality of images and it is widely applicable to many other industries such as radar 
antenna and communications. 

In general, the term diffractive optical elements (DOE) refer to those that are 
based on the utilization of the wave nature of radiation. The DOEs in common 
case are based on grating composition. The grating effect is dominant and defines 
their function and limitations. In general, grating dispersion is much stronger than 
prism dispersion. Thus, frequency properties (or chromatic dispersion) strongly 
influences to the imaging properties of DOEs. The relative conditional 
categorization of DOEs can be divided into several main subsections: diffractive 
lenses (elements that perform functions similar to conventional refractive lenses, 
e.g. they form images); diffractive antennas (quasi-optical elements that form 
arbitrary beampattern in far field); kinoforms (DOE whose phase modulation is 
introduced by a surface relief structure); binary optics; diffractive phase elements 
(DOEs that introduce phase change). The DOE can be seen either also as an 
aperture synthesis array. Beams from the individual apertures are recombined by 
diffraction and interference. The apertures (void circular, rectangles, hexagonal or 
more complex shapes) are positioned so that at the first order of diffraction (2π  
phase shift from one aperture subset to the next), an incoming plane wave is 
turned into a spherical outgoing wavefront. 

One of the factors that have stimulated much of the recent interest in diffractive 
optics at any frequency waveband has been the increased optical performance of 
such optical elements. This allows the fabrication of optical elements that are 
smaller (compared to wavelength), lighter and cheaper to fabricate, are more 
rugged and have superior performance that the conventional optical or/and 
quasioptical components they often replace. Important, the design capabilities for 
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Introduction      

binary optics now available can make possible the design and manufacture to 
components including antennas having optical and focusing properties never 
before produced. 

FZPL antenna is one of the simple digital lenses or DOE. Flat surfaces are two 
dimensional, therefore much cheaper to fabricate than three dimensional contour 
surfaces. It’s also more precise due to digitally defined microscopic zones and 
simple geometric shape. With the conventional technology, it’s very difficult, if 
not possible to produce a lens array on a single sheet of material, not to mention 
the cost. To further lower the fabrication cost, lenses even can be printed on a flat 
surface. 

The traditional circular FZPL antenna, however, does not perform well in an 
array. This is because the elements cannot be placed any closer together than when 
their edges touch at a single point, which does not provide an adequate separation 
to minimize grating lobes [8]. As such, a novel hexagonal FZPL (HFZPL) antenna 
[9] is described in details which can be more effectively packed in an array due to 
its shape. 

Prior to considering the HFZPL antenna in an array, two main ideas described 
as methods to potentially improve the radiation characteristics. The first idea is to 
change the reference phase of the Fresnel zone radii from the standard 0o to a 
more optimal value between 0 and 180 [10]. To further improve the radiation 
characteristics of the HFZPL antenna, a technique involving Fresnel zone rotation 
[9] are also described. This method might also provide interesting beamshaping 
options when used on the elements in an array. 

The book is intended to serve engineers, researchers and student in the field 
of antennas, micriwave/millimeter wave/THz wave engineering and tele-
communications. Also the authors believe that the book will also be of interest to 
designers of optical systems because, with scaling effects taken into account, the 
characteristics of diffractive quasioptical elements are valid for diffractive 
focusing elements of integrated optics. 

We are greatly indebted to Prof. Jim Wight (Chancellor’s University), Dr. Aldo 
Petosa (CRC, Canada) and specially to Dr. Sara M. Stout-Grandy, the big number 
of results described in the book were obtained during her 3 years Ph.D. thesis 
work titled “Investigation of Planar Fresnel Zone Plate Antennas” under the 
supervision of Dr.A.Petosa, Prof I. Minin and Prof. J. Wight, for permission to use 
figures and some of joint results.  

We are infinitely grateful to Dr. J. C Wiltse (Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, USA) and Dr. Jay Guo (CSIRO), for his willingness to write the 
Foreword to this book and also to Christoph Baumann, editor for English 
engineering books at Springer Heidelberg, Germany, for constant attention and 
help in our work with the book. 
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Chapter 1 
The Brief Elementary Basics of Antenna Arrays 

For some applications, single-element antennas are unable to meet the gain or 
radiation pattern requirements. Combining several single antenna elements in an 
array can be a possible solution. 

1.1 Some Basic Antenna Parameters Definitions 

1.1.1 Radiation Power Density 
 

Radiation Power density, W, gives a measure of the average power radiated by the 
antenna in a particular direction and is obtained by time-averaging the Poynting 
vector. 

[ ] 2
),,(

2
1Re

2
1),,( φθ

η
φθ rEHErWr =×= ∗  (Watts/m2 ),                    (1.1) 

where, E  is the electric field intensity, H  is the magnetic field intensity, and η  is 
the intrinsic impedance (Fig. 1.1). 

1.1.2 Radiation Intensity 
 

Radiation intensity, U , in a given direction is the power radiated by the antenna 
per unit solid angle. It is given by the product of the radiation density and the 
square of the distance r . 

rWrU 2=  (Watts/unit solid angle) (1.2) 
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Fig. 1.1 3D polar dimensional radiation power pattern 

1.1.3 Total Power Radiated 
 

The total power radiated by the antenna in all the directions is given by:  

∫∫=
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1.1.4 Directivity 
 
The Directive gain, gD , is the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction 

to the radiation intensity in all the directions, i.e.:  
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The Directivity, 0D , is the maximum value of the directive gain, gD , for a 

given direction, i.e.:  

totP
UD ),(4 max

0
φθπ= , (1.6) 

where ),(max ϕθU  is the maximum radiation intensity. 

1.1.5 Effective Area of an Antenna 
 

Consider that an EM wave of power density, P, is intercepted by an antenna of ac-
tual physical area, A. The EM wave will induce a voltage, V, across the radiation 
resistance of the antenna. The antenna can deliver a maximum power, maxW , to a 
load, radL RR = , i.e., a load matched to the antenna radiation resistance (assuming 
ohmic losses are zero). The maximum power that the antenna can deliver to a load 
is:  

radR
VW

2

2

max = .  (1.7) 

The effective area, eA , of an antenna is defined as the area required for gather-
ing enough power from the incident power density, P, of the EM wave in order to 
deliver power, maxW , to the load. 

P
WAe

max= . (1.8) 

Let us find the effective area of a short dipole. The radiation resistance is 
2
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Now, the voltage induced across a short dipole is just ElV = . So the effective 

area is 23
8eA
π

= λ . The directivity of a short dipole is .5.1max =D  Then the rela-

tive directivity of a short dipole is:  
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1.1.6 Radiation Pattern 
 

The Radiation Pattern of an antenna can be defined as the variation in field inten-
sity as a function of position or angle. Let us consider an anisotropic radiator, 
which has stronger radiation in one direction than in another. The radiation pattern 
of an anisotropic radiator consists of several lobes. One of the lobes has the 
strongest radiation intensity compared to the other lobes. It is referred to as the 
Major lobe. All the other lobes with weaker intensity are called Minor Lobes. The 
width of the main beam is quantified by the Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW), 
which is the angular separation of the beam between half-power points. 

1.2 Antenna Arrays, Radiation Pattern, 

 
Let us consider briefly the basics of antenna arrays following [1, 2]. The antenna 
elements can be arranged to form a 1, 2 or 3 dimensional antenna array. As a rule 
in practice either a 1 or 2 dimensional antenna array is used. 

The overall radiation pattern changes when several antenna elements are com-
bined in an array. An array consists of two or more antenna elements that are spa-
tially arranged and electrically interconnected to produce a directional radiation 
pattern. The interconnection between elements, called the feed network, can pro-
vide fixed phase to each element or can form a phased array. The geometry of an 
array and the patterns, orientations, and polarizations of the elements influence the 
performance of the array. The so-called ‘array factor’ is used: this factor quantifies 
the effect of combining radiating elements in an array without the element-specific 
radiation pattern taken into account. The overall radiation pattern of an array is de-
termined by this array factor combined with the radiation pattern of the antenna 
element. The overall radiation pattern results in a certain directivity and thus gain 
is linked through the efficiency with the directivity. Directivity and gain are equal 
if the efficiency is 100%. 

and Array Factor 
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1.2.1 Broadside and Fire Arrays 
 

Arrays can be designed to radiate in either broadside, i.e., radiation perpendicular 
to array orientation (the z-axis) or end fire, i.e., radiation in the same direction as 
the array orientation (the y-axis). To simplify the problem, we will focus on 
broadside arrays and only radiation in the z direction is considered. This allows for 
easy transformation to 2 dimensional planar arrays with the elements in the (xy) 
plane. 

1.2.2 Defining Array Factor 
 

The array factor depends on the number of elements, the element spacing, ampli-
tude and phase of the applied signal to each element. The number of elements and 
the element spacing determine the surface area of the overall radiating structure. 
This surface area is called aperture. A larger aperture results in a higher gain. The 
aperture efficiency quantifies how efficiently the aperture is used. The influence of 
these parameters will be further explained with the aid of a linear array of iso-
tropic radiating elements. An isotropic radiating element radiates an equal amount 
of power in all directions, i.e., it has a directivity of 1 (0 dB) and a gain of 1 (0 dB) 
if the efficiency were 100%. 

A three dimensional array with an arbitrary geometry is shown in Fig. 1.2. To 
simplify throughout this discussion, it is assumed that the source of the wave is in 
the far field of the array, and the incident wave can be treated as a plane wave. In 
spherical coordinates, the vector from the origin to the n-th element of the array is 
given by ),,( mmmr φθρ= , and ),,1(ˆ φθ=− k  is the vector in the direction of the 
source of an incident wave. Throughout this discussion, it is assumed that the 
source of the wave is in the far field of the array and the incident wave can be 
treated as a plane wave. To find the array factor, it is necessary to find the relative 
phase of the received plane wave at each element. The phase is referred to as the 
phase of the plane wave at the origin. Thus, the phase of the received plane wave 
at the n-th element is the phase constant 

λ
πβ 2=  multiplied by the projection of 

the element position mr  on to the plane wave arrival vector k̂− . This is given by 

mrk rr
•−  with the dot product taken in rectangular coordinates. 
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Fig. 1.2 A three dimensional array with an arbitrary geometry 

In rectangular coordinates, 2ˆcosˆsinsinˆcossinˆ rzyxk =++=− θφθφθ  and 
zyxr mmmmmmmmm ˆcosˆsinsinˆcossin θρφθρφθρ ++=r  , and the relative phase of the 

incident wave at the n-th element is:  

mm rk •−=
r

ζ  

)coscossinsinsinsincossincos(sin mmmmmm θθφθφθφθφθβρ ++=  

).cossinsincossin( θφθφθβ mmm zyx ++=  

For an array of M elements, the array factor is given by [3]. 

∑
=

+=
M

m

j
m

mmeIAF
1

)(),( δζφθ , 

where mI  is the magnitude and mδ  is the phase of the weighting of the m-th ele-
ment. The normalized array factor is given by:  

{ }.
),(max

),(),(
φθ

φθφθ
AF

AFf =  

Note this would be the same as the array pattern if the array consisted of ideal 
isotropic elements. 

As an example, let us consider an array of any 2 identical antennas. The power 
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pattern for the array will be the product )(),(),,( ψθφθ arrayunit FrFrP = , where 

.cos αφβψ += d  For an array of 2 elements:  
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Consider an array of 2 half dipoles along the x-axis, with spacing 4/λ  and 
phase delay 2/π  for the drive current to the second antenna. 

αφβψ += cosd , 

( )1cos
22

cos
22

cos
4

2 −=−=−⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟
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⎞

⎜
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λ
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4
cos4
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The normalized array pattern is ( )⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −= 1cos

4
cos)( 2 φπφnP . 
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Consider an array of 2 half dipoles along the x-axis, with spacing 2/λ  and 
phase delay 2/π  for the drive current to the second antenna. 

αφβψ += cosd , 
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1.2.3 Array Pattern 
 

Importantly, if each element has a pattern ),( φθmg , which may be different for 
each element, the normalized array pattern is given by:  

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

=

∑

∑

=

+

=

+

M

m

j
mm
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j
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egI

egI
F

1

)(

1

)(

),(max

),(
),(

δζ

δζ

φθ

φθ
φθ .  (1.9) 

In (1.9), the element patterns must be represented such that the pattern maxima are 
equal to the element gains relative to a common reference. 
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1.2.4 Effect of Array Geometry and Element Patterns 
 

Let us consider briefly some main antenna array parameters. The array directivity 
increases with the number of elements. Figure 1.3 shows the directivity of 3 arrays 
with 2 (solid), 5 (dashed) and 10 (dotted) elements. The element spacing is 0.4 
times the wavelength for all the arrays in Fig. 1.3. The presence of side lobes next 
to the main lobes is important: this is typical for arrays. The number of side lobes 

 

-180   -150        -100          -50            0             50            100     

10

5

0

-5

Theta, deg. 
Fig. 1.3 Directivity of a 2 (solid), 5 (dashed) and 10 (dotted) element array with 0.4 λ  element 
spacing (after [4]) 

The element spacing has a large influence on the array factor as well. A larger 
element spacing results is a higher directivity. However, the element spacing is 
generally kept smaller than λ /2 to avoid the occurrence of grating lobes. A grat-
ing lobe is another unwanted peak value in the radiation pattern of the array. 

The “radiation pattern” of an isotropic element is a horizontal line. In this case, 
the overall radiation pattern is the same as the array factor since an isotropic ele-
ment radiates the same amount of power in all directions. 

Figure 1.4 shows the radiation pattern of a dipole (dotted), the same array factor 
(dashed) without dipoles, and the overall radiation pattern of the array with di-
poles (solid). The overall radiation pattern is clearly different from the array fac-
tor, i.e., the directivity has increased with the dipole’s directivity and the overall 
radiation pattern is slightly modified due to the dipole’s radiation pattern. 
 

and the side lobe level increase with the number of elements. It can be noted that 
according to the array factor definition, there are 2 main lobes. There is a main 
lobe at theta 0° (positive z axis) and a main lobe at theta 180°/180° (negative z 
axis). 
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Fig. 1.4  Directivity of a dipole in a 5 elements array with 0.4 λ  element spacing (after [1]) 

The radiation pattern of a dipole on an infinite ground plane has some advan-
tages. The dipole has a radiation lobe in the positive z axis only (broadside and be-
cause of the ground plane) and thus the directivity of the dipole has increased with 3 
dB (because of that ground plane). It can be noted that the overall array does indeed 
not radiate in directions where the antenna element does not radiate, i.e., no radiation 
in the negative z direction any more. The overall array has thus a perfect front to 
back ratio; this makes sense because we have used an infinite ground plane. 

1.2.5 Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW) (for the major lobe) 
 

In order to compute the HPBW in addition to the angle of first maximum, the half-
power point is also required. The half-power point can be calculated by:  

( ) 391.1cos
22

±=+= βθψ hkdNN ,                                                      (1.10) 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ±−= −

Ndh
782.2

2
cos 1 β

π
λθ .                                                           (1.11) 

Now the HPBW can be calculated as:  

hmHPBW θθ −= 2 .                                                                               (1.12) 

Note: The HPBW equation provided here is only for nonsteered arrays. 
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1.2.6. Feeding of an Array 
 

In all the previously discussed arrays, the element spacing has been kept constant 
and the elements were fed with the same amplitude and phase. The resulting ar-
rays were linear arrays with uniform spacing, uniform amplitude, and equal phase. 

However, the power does not necessarily have to be distributed with equal am-
plitude and/or phase. Unequal power and phase distributions to the individual 
elements can be used to modify the side lobe level, directivity, and direction of the 
main lobe. A range of standard amplitude and phase distributions exists (e.g. uni-
form, cosine pedestal), but this is beyond the scope of this article. When the power 
distribution is optimized to reduce the side lobe level, the efficiency of the array 
decreases when the phase distribution is optimized to perform beam steering; new 
side lobes will show up as the main beam is deflected sideways. 

Most literature on array antennas considers linear arrays of omnidirectional 
elements. Other geometries and element patterns are possible, and these factors in-
fluence array performance. It is well known that using elements with directional 
patterns can introduce grating nulls in patterns. Computer modeling was used in 
[5] to compare triangular, square, and cylindrical array configurations using direc-

1.2.7 Diversity Combining [2, 5, 6] 
 

In addition to phased and adaptive arrays, signals from multiple antennas can be 
combined to improve performance in fading channels. From a collection of M an-
tennas, the branch with the largest signal to noise ratio (SNR) at any time is se-
lected and connected to the receiver. As one would expect, the larger the value of 
M, the higher is the probability of having a larger signal to noise ratio at the out-
put. Maximal ratio combining takes a better advantage of all the diversity 
branches in the system. The branches are then co-phased prior to summing in or-
der to ensure that all branches are added in phase for maximum diversity gain. The 
summed signals are then used as the received signal. Maximal ratio has advan-
tages over selection diversity but is more complicated; proper care has to be taken 
in order to ensure that signals are co-phased correctly and gain coefficients have to 
be constantly updated. A variation of maximal ratio combining is equal gain com-
bining. In this scheme, the gains of the branches are all set to the same value and 
are not changed thereafter. Also the output is a co-phased sum of all the branches. 

1.2.8. Array Response Vector 
 

The array response vector for a signal with direction of arrival ),( φθ  and polariza-
tion state, P, can be written as follows:  

tional elements. “Spatial reference” algorithms that compute the direction of arrival 
of desired and interfering signals, which then form directional beams were used. 
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The phase shifts, mζ , represent the spatial phase delay of an incoming plane wave 
arriving from angle ).,( φθ  The factor ),,( Pgm φθ  is the antenna pattern of the m-

 
element. 

1.2.9 Spatial-Polarization Signature 
 

The spatial-polarization signature is the total response of the array to a signal with 
N multipath components and is expressed as:  

∑
=

=
N

n
nnnn Pa

1
, ),,( φθαν  

where nα  is the amplitude and phase of the n-th component. The angle of arrival 
and polarization state of the n-th component are given by nn ϕθ , , and nP . 

1.2.10 Grating Lobe Criteria 
 

The textbook grating lobe criteria [7, 8] that restricts the scan angle of a phased ar-
ray in order to eliminate grating lobes from entering “real space” is defined as:  

1)/(sin −≤ dλθ , 

where θ  is the scan angle of the array, λ  the operating wavelength, and d the 
spacing between elements. Such a condition eliminates any beam, other than the 
main beam, from forming in visible space and the antenna designer need not be 
concerned about radiating energy or receiving energy (other than normal 
sidelobes) from unwanted directions. This is a desirable condition (no grating 
lobes in real space), but imposes a strict limit on element spacing. For a non-
scanned antenna – main beam on boresight – the theoretical element spacing can 
approach λ . For large scan - approaching 90 degrees- the element spacing: ap-
proaches a λ /2 limit. So the condition on the spacing between elements is:  

1sin +
≤

θ
λd . 

th
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1.3 Brief Review of FZP Antennas 

1.3.1 Why Lens Antenna? 
 

At millimeter wave frequencies, parabolic reflectors are typically used to realize 
high gains. An attractive alternative is the dielectric lens antennas, similar to the 
optical lens, which do not require as stringent tolerances in fabrication as reflec-
tors do, and can be made using inexpensive plastic material. They can be used to 
focus the beam of lower gain feed antennas to produce highly directive patterns 
with low side lobe levels. Artificial dielectric material can also be used to enhance 
the performance of these lens antennas. 

From the Fig. 1.5 it follows that a deformation of antenna surface, δ , produces 
a significantly smaller focus-to-aperture-plane path length error in the lens 
(Fig. 1.5a) than in the reflector (Fig. 1.5b). 
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Fig. 1.5 Deformation characteristics of lens (a) and mirror (b) antennas 

From the simple geometrical consideration for the path length error, we may to 
write that for the lens it is:  

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −=− 1

cos
1

θ
δBOFACF  

and for the mirror antenna it is:  

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +=− 1

cos
1

θ
δBOFACF . 

In Fig. 1.6 below, the dependences of the path length error both for lens and 
mirror antennas vs. θ -angle (in radians) are shown. We may conclude that the 
lens antenna is more tolerant to surface errors than a mirror antenna. The reduced 



 

surface accuracy property of lens antenna appears to have remained relatively un-
appreciated. 
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Fig. 1.6 The path length error for lens (solid line) and mirror (dashed line) antennas vs θ -angle 

1.3.2 Fresnel Lens and Fresnel Zone Plate 
 
The classical Fresnel lens is different from the shaped dielectric lens in that the 
phase transforming surface is broken down into Fresnel zones, or concentric circu-
lar sections. Although the sections have discontinuities between them, each sec-
tion maintains the surface curvature of the original shaped dielectric lens but with 
significantly less dielectric material. The smaller lens profile is made possible by 
removing material such that the difference between ray paths on each side of the 
step is a full wavelength. 

It could be noted that a Fresnel zone plate works by interference and a Fresnel 
lens by refraction. The focal length of a Fresnel lens is not proportional to the 
wavelength of radiation, but for a zone plate, it is. 

Different from the conventional lens, which uses curved surfaces to refract ra-
diation, the so-called diffractive lens is made of a transparent flat plate with nu-
merous zones; each zone has its location and optical characteristics precisely and, 
in common case, numerically defined. When radiation passes through these zones, 
the radiation waves interfere with each other due to phase differences and this re-
sults in radiation wave manipulation. 

Fresnel came up with this idea in the early nineteenth century because he 
needed to construct a large lens with appropriate focal length for a lighthouse, but 
was unable to use the traditional shaped dielectric lens due to its excessive weight 
and size. Fresnel had reasoned that it was the surface curvature of the shaped di-
electric lens, which gave it the focusing power; so, he instead reproduced the 
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surface curvature in small sections. In this way, he was able to maintain the same 
focal length while reducing the weight and size of the lens significantly. 

The Fresnel lens operation, like the shaped dielectric lens, depends on wave re-
fraction and velocity changes in the material to perform proper focusing. Unfortu-
nately, compared to the hyperbolic lens, the Fresnel lens is less efficient at focus-
ing the energy from the source since the discontinuities in the aperture cause 
scattering and shadowing effects. Also, the Fresnel lens antenna has a more nar-
row band of operation since the bandwidth is inversely related to the number of 
zones. The efficiency and bandwidth are thus traded off against the improvement 
in size and weight. 

1.3.3 Classical Fresnel Zones 
 
The concept of Fresnel zones originated in the early nineteenth century from the 
work by Augustin Fresnel [9]. Fresnel expanded on Huygens’ work by taking into 
account the space and time periodicity of light waves. He was interested in the in-
terference and diffraction of light and was the first to use a geometrical construc-
tion of zones to solve what is now referred to as the Huygens-Fresnel integral 
[10]. Although these zones, which later became known as the “Fresnel zones”, can 
be applied to different shaped surfaces [11, 12], the discussion in this work will be 
limited to a planar surface since it is the most appropriate for FZPL antenna. 

Figure 1.7 illustrates the determination of Fresnel zones on a planar surface, 
which is normal to the direction of propagation, i.e., the z axis. A spherical wave 
emanates from a source, S, located a distance F from the planar surface, centered 
at O. 
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Fig. 1.7 Determination of Fresnel zones 

 
The phase of the wave on the surface is what determines the zones. The phase 

at any given location on the surface can be calculated by first tracing rays from the 



 

source to the specific point on the surface. As shown in Fig. 1.7a, if the point on 
the surface is A, this creates a triangle between the rays SO, SA, and the radius rA. 
The electrical path difference between SA and SO is the phase at point A. Since 
the source wave is spherical, all rays from the source to points on the surface at 
constant radii from O will have the same path difference. This results in constant 
phase spheres centered around O, which form circles on the planar surface. These 
circles represent the constant phase zones. 

Mathematically, the phase at an arbitrary point on the surface, A, is computed 
according to Eq. (1.13), where F is the distance SO, R is the distance SA, rA is the 
radius from O to A on the planar surface, and Δ  is the difference in path lengths 

,22 FFrFR A −+=−=Δ   (1.13) 

0/2 λπφ Δ= . (1.14) 

By knowing the phase values for every point on the surface, it is possible to de-
fine the zones. The first zone, from O to r1 in Fig. 1.7a moving radially outward, 
contains the phases from 0° to 360°. The second zone, which covers the area be-
tween the first and second rings, r1 to r2, has phases between 360° and 720°, and 
so on. A complete zone, therefore, contains a 360° phase range. 

It is also possible to define sub-zones where the phase from one sub-zone to the 
next ranges by an amount less than 360° [12, 13]. It is common to break the 360° 
phase range in half so that each sub-zone covers 180°. This is based on the half-
period zone theory which Fresnel founded when he noted that light emerging from 
adjacent 180° zones will be opposite in phase. 

1.3.4 Classical Fresnel Zone Radii 
 

Simple design equations for the classical Fresnel zone radii are established based 
on the lens antenna geometry shown in Fig. 1.7b. The lens aperture has a diameter, 
D, and the source is located at the focal point, which is a distance F from the lens. 
The source generates spherical waves, which are represented in Fig. 1.7b by the 
hemispherical wavefront. The waves that hit the center of the lens have a different 
phase relative to the waves that hit the other parts of the lens. This is due to the 
varying path lengths from the source to the lens aperture. 

between SO and SA. The phase, φ , is calculated from the path difference via 
Eq. (1.14), where 0λ  is the free space wave length [12]:  
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2)(2 Δ+Δ= iiFri , Ni ,...,3,2,1= .  (1.15) 

Equation (1.14) also needs to be re-written in order to account for the number 
of sub-zones, P, into which the lens is divided. The number of sub-zones is related 
to the phase by the following Eq. (1.14):  

,/2 φπ=P  Therefore P/0λ=Δ . (1.16) 

where the phase, φ , is in radians. 
Generally, as P gets larger, the lens will have more sub-zones and the phase er-

ror will decrease. In the common case, Eq. (1.15) may be re-written as follows:  

( ) 22
0 / FPiFri −+= λ . (1.17) 

It can be easily shown that, if ir /D is fixed and the focal length-to-diameter ra-

tio (F/D) decreases, the normalized phase error, φ /D, will increase. This implies 
that, to maintain a given phase error at a fixed diameter with a decreasing focal 
length, more sub-zones are required. 

1.3.5 Classical Circular Fresnel Zone Plate Lens Antenna Design 
 

The FZPL antenna, as conceptualized by Soret and Rayleigh at optical frequencies 
according to [14], was first used as an antenna in the microwave band in the early 
twentieth century by Western Electric. In transmit mode, the FZPL antenna re-
quired that feed generating spherical waves be placed at the focal point of the lens 
so that a collimated beam would result in the far-field on the other side of the lens. 
The rings that were blackened by Soret to prevent light from getting through, were 
made metallic to reflect the microwaves. The resulting FZPL antenna, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.8, consisted of planar circular rings, which alternated between 
transparent and opaque (metal) and became known as the circular FZPL (CFZPL) 
antenna. 

This path difference was derived and expressed in Eq. (1.13). Re-arranging this 
equation and solving for the zone radii yields Eq. (1.15) where ir  represents the 
radius of an arbitrary zone and N is the total number of zones:  
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Fig. 1.8 CFZPL Antenna design: Side view (a), Front view (b) 

 
The circular geometry stems from the fact that the spherical waves from the 

feed create constant phase zones on the planar surface that are circular. The metal 
rings coincide with the alternating 180° phase sub-zones on the surface of the an-
tenna aperture. The EM waves that hit the transparent regions diffract through and 
combine to collimate a beam in the far field. This operation mechanism is differ-
ent from the refraction and wave velocity method of the Fresnel and shaped di-
electric lenses. 

An interesting property of the CFZPL antenna is that in the first approximation 
it does not matter whether the first sub-zone is transparent or opaque. The zone 
plate lens will perform the same in either case since it can focus both in the trans-
mission and reflection modes. 

1.3.6 Phase Correcting Fresnel Lens Antennas 
 
As mentioned previously, the FZPL antenna has a relatively low aperture effi-
ciency. This is caused primarily by the fact that half of the radiation is wasted 
when it is reflected off the aperture back to the source. Another factor contributing 
to the reduction in efficiency is that the other half of the radiation that diffracts 
through the transparent zones of the lens does not add perfectly in phase. An an-
tenna that avoids the first problem and improves upon the second is called the 
phase correcting Fresnel lens (PCFL) antenna. It can significantly improve aper-
ture efficiency by performing path length adjustments, or phase corrections, along 
the lens surface. The idea is to transform the phase at discrete intervals across the 
lens aperture in such a way as to better approximate the phase correcting ability of 
the hyperbolic lens surface. 
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In 1898, Robert W. Wood designed the first PCFL at optical frequencies by us-
ing half-period (180°) phase correction instead of the blacked-out zones as Soret 
has done [5]. Researchers at Bell Telephone Labs filed a patent for the first PCFL 
antenna in 1939 [14], which was designed at 30 GHz with material having a di-
electric constant of 20. In 1948, phase correcting lenses at 24.6 GHz were investi-
gated at the National Research Lab in Washington D.C. [14]. Despite this activity, 
the PCFL antenna did not become popular until 1960 when Sobel et al. [15] de-
signed and tested the first PCFL antennas at millimeter wave frequencies. Their 
designs were quite novel and involved phase corrections smaller than 180° which 
had never been implemented before. This led to aperture efficiencies on the order 
of 50–60%. 

Since that time, many researchers from around the world have been involved in 
studying the PCFL antenna. As a result, several methods have been established to 
create the phase adjustments including: 

 
• grooves or steps that are cut into the dielectric, 
• stacks of dielectrics with varying dielectric constants, 
• multiple layers containing metal rings, 
• perforations in the dielectric material, 
• printed metallic rings on a substrate and 
• diffractive photon crystal lens. 

 
Each method has advantages and disadvantages but, in all cases, the increase in 

the aperture efficiency of the lens comes at the cost of a substantial increase in an-
tenna thickness compared to that of the standard FZPL antenna. Some of these 
methods will be reviewed briefly in the following sections. 

1.3.7 Grooved PCFL Antenna 
 
The grooved 180° PCFL antenna is an extension of the standard FZPL antenna 
and has been investigated by many researchers [13, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The metal sub-
zones of the FZPL antenna are replaced with sub-zones that allow the radiation to 
pass through and also introduce the required 180° phase shift with respect to the 
adjacent zone. These sub-zones are thus made by cutting circular grooves, with a 
fixed depth, s, into a slab of dielectric material at the appropriate Fresnel radii. 
The groove depth is important since when chosen correctly, it will cause the radia-
tion passing through the groove to undergo an 180° phase shift. In this way, the 
radiation that hits the grooves will be corrected and will be in phase with the ra-
diation that exits in the adjacent zone. The operation mechanism is thus refraction 
and velocity changes instead of diffraction, which is similar to the dielectric lenses 
discussed earlier. 

The calculation for the groove depth, s, involves the assumption that the rays 
going through the lens are parallel instead of being refracted by the dielectric ma-
terial. Equating the path difference between the ray that goes through the groove 



 

and the one that does not, to 0λ /2 (180° phase correction) yields Eq. (1.18) where 

rε  is the relative dielectric constant and P is the number of sub-zones as defined 
above [19, 20]: 

( )( )1/0 −= rPs ελ . (1.18) 

The aperture efficiency of the 180° grooved PCFL antenna is typically on the 
order of 40% depending on the F/D and frequency. This represents a small im-
provement over the standard FZPL antenna. However, by dividing the half-period 
(180°) sub-zones into smaller sub-zones, each with specific phase correction, it is 
possible to achieve better aperture efficiencies. By making smaller sub-zones, the 
grooved PCFL antenna will better approximate the cross-section of a Fresnel lens 
of the same F/D. In [15] it was shown that a grooved 90° PCFL antenna has a fo-
cal intensity of only 1 dB below the same F/D Fresnel lens. Also, a grooved 90° 
PCFL antenna design shown in [19] at 30 GHz with F/D=1 and D=15.8 cm 
achieved a 43% aperture efficiency, which is a significant improvement over the 
FZPL antenna and much closer to the 60% achieved with the hyperbolic dielectric 
lens. 

However, there is a limit to how much phase correction can be realistically 
achieved. The authors in [19] indicated that using a phase correction beyond quar-
ter-wave (90°) would not be worth the extra fabrication complexity and lens 
thickness required. 

1.3.8 Shadow Blockage 
 

The primary disadvantage of the grooved PCFL antenna is shadow blockage, an 
effect that limits the aperture efficiency by creating shadow regions. Black and 
Wiltse [4, 11] considered screening of Fresnel zones in a high-aperture zone plate. 
The problem was later treated in detail by Petosa and Ittipiboon [19, 21]. The ra-
diation that hits the vertical sections of the groove refracts through the lens and 
adds constructively on the other side. The radiation that hits the horizontal sec-
tions of the groove, however, refracts in a direction that does not allow it to add 
constructively when it emerges from the lens. Since not all of the incoming radia-
tion add constructively, the aperture efficiency is reduced. 

In [21], also derived was the overall shadow efficiency for a given grooved 
PCFL antenna. The shadow efficiency is also highly dependent on the F/D. As 
outlined in [19, 20], when the F/D decreases, the shadow efficiency gets worse 
and can be as low as 0.4 for the F/D=0.25 case as compared to 0.9 when the 
F/D=1.0. This is because, when the feed is closer to the lens, the radiation hits the 
grooves at a small angle (< 35°) with respect to the lens surface, which allows 
more opportunity for the rays to hit the horizontal sections. When the feed is fur-
ther away, the radiation hits the lens with bigger angles (> 60°). 
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It was shown in [12, 22] that this effect can be effectively reduced for diffrac-
tive elements fabricated on an arbitrary curvilinear surface, but this is not a subject 
of the present book. 

1.3.9 Mismatch Losses 
 

Another disadvantage of the grooved PCFL antenna is mismatch loss. Like 
shadow blockage, it limits the aperture efficiency of the antenna but for entirely 
different reasons. The mismatch loss arises from the radiation that is reflected off 
the face of the antenna aperture, which is an air-dielectric interface. The amount of 
reflection depends on the lens thickness, dielectric constant, and angle of inci-
dence of the incoming radiation. 

It is difficult to calculate the mismatch loss due to the nonuniform thickness of 
the lens and the varying incidence angles of the incoming radiation across the ap-
erture. In [19] these losses were investigated by simulating and testing antennas. 
To observe the effect of the lens thickness, they tested two grooved PCFL anten-
nas at 30 GHz with F/D=0.5 and with overall thicknesses, t=33 mm and t=15 mm. 
They found that the thinner lens had higher gain and hence lower mismatch loss. 

To quantify the effect of the dielectric constant, the same authors tested two 
grooved 180° PCFL antennas at 30 GHz with F/D=0.25 having constant thickness but 
different dielectric constants, rε =2.5 and 10. The antenna with the lower dielectric 
constant had deeper grooves than the one with the higher dielectric constant, which 
caused larger shadow blockage areas. The deeper grooves were due to the relationship 
between rε  and groove depth from Eq. (1.18). The higher dielectric constant material 
had bigger reflections off the surface, which caused the mismatch losses to increase. 
It turned out that the higher dielectric constant was more desirable since the higher 
reflections could be used advantageously to reduce mismatch losses. 

It could be noted also the following. As it was described in [12, 23] in the general 
case, if a diffractive antenna is fabricated on a surface of revolution, including a flat, 
one always has to deal with a technological substrate on which the necessary phase 
profile of the antenna is machined. The optical thickness of this substrate (or the part 
of the lens that supports the grooves) may be comparable with the height of phase 
profile, and the Fresnel zone radii will not coincide with zone radii calculated in the 
approximation of “thin” diffractive antenna. This technological substrate that sup-
ports the grooves may be considered as a “refractive layer” of the diffractive an-
tenna, which makes it possible to treat this “layer” as an additional degree of free-
dom; by choosing its profile, it is possible to correct for the beam pattern of the 
element as a whole [12]. This was accomplished by appropriately selecting the 
thickness of that part of the lens that supports the grooves [24, 25]. It was shown in 
[24] that the gain of the grooved PCFL antenna varies significantly with the thick-
ness of that part of the lens that supports the grooves. 

Figure 1.9 shows the focusing gain, G, as a function of the base thickness, t, for 
the two zone plates: F/ λ =15 (solid line) and F/ λ =20 (dashed line). For the figure, 



 

the wavelength in the dielectric is λελλ 629.0/ == rd , and 629.0/0 ≤≤ λt , or 
1/0 ≤≤ dt λ . The zone plate with the focal length of F/λ =15 has higher focusing 

gain when λ1.0=t . Setting the base thickness to λ3.0=t , however, would reverse 
the result, and the zone plate with F/ λ =15 would outperform the zone plate with 
F/λ =20 by more than 1 dB. 
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Fig. 1.9 Focusing gain, G, as the base thickness t is varied for two similar quarterwave zone 
plates. The solid line shows G for a zone plate with F/λ = 15 and the dashed line for a zone plate 
with F/ λ =20. Both zone plates share the parameters N = 5; rε = 2:53, and P= 4. Thin lines are 
the zone plates without matching layer, thick lines are the zone plates with matching layer (after 
[26] with permission by Prof. Glenn S. Smith) 

Matching layers are often placed on the surfaces of conventional lenses to re-
duce reflections and improve their performance, and we might expect the same to 
be true for the zone plate. To test this hypothesis, a dielectric, quarter-wave match-
ing layer was placed on the front surface of the zone plate. The thickness of the 
layer was 4/)/( rελ , where, for this case, the relative permittivity of the layer 

was 59.1≈rε . 
Figure 1.9 shows the effect of including the matching layer. It clearly alters the 

dependence of the focusing gain on the base thickness λ/t . For some values 
of λ/t , the layer increases G as expected, while for other values of λ/t , it de-
creases G. When λ/t =0.1, the matching layer increases G for both designs F/ λ . 
However, when λ/t =0.3, the matching layer decreases G for both designs F/ λ . 
Figure 1.9 also showed that the matching layer increases G and decreases t  for 
both designs F/ λ  (see arrows in the Fig. 1.9). From these results, it appears that 
the effectiveness of a simple quarter-wave matching layer for increasing the focus-
ing gain of the zone plate must be evaluated for each design. 

The base thickness controls the overall thickness of the zone plate and, as 
shown above, affects the focusing ability of the zone plate. Despite this, it has re-
ceived a relatively small amount of attention in the literature [24]. In a practical 
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design, a thickness 0>t  is necessary to support the zone plate. In an analysis of 
these devices that use geometrical optics, this factor does not affect the focusing, 
because it imparts a uniform phase shift for all of the incident field. In reality, 
however, it does determine how much of the incident energy is reflected from the 
dielectric-air interfaces and how the multiple reflections that occur within the zone 
plate produce constructive or destructive interference. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that t  can be optimized. An in-depth 
study, however, showed that there does not appear to be a simple, analytical 
method for optimizing t . The study also showed that for typical microwave or 
millimeter-wave zone plates, the change in the focusing gain due to varying t  can 
be as much as 2 dB [26]. 

Let us consider the optimal value of P – a number of phase corrections per zone 
for minimizing reflection from the zone plate surface. The thickness of the dielec-
tric for consecutive sub-zones decreases by the distance s . This distance is chosen 

If we consider the next sub-zones and write a condition of antiphase of re-
flected waves from the next sub-zone, we may conclude that:  

2/2 λ≈s . 

Keeping in mind (1.18), it is followed that:  

1
4

−
≈

r
optP

ε
. 

Taking into account that in microwave and millimeter wave bands, it is usually 
that 5.1≈rε  … 1.7, it can be arrived at that the value of .8≈optP  

 

1.3.10 Reflector-Backed Fresnel Zone Plate Antenna 
 
The conventional FZPA has two disadvantages. The first, as it was mentioned ear-
lier, is the inherently low aperture efficiency, which is a result of the significant 
amount of EM waves that are blocked by the metal zones. The second disadvan-
tage is the large overall volume of the antenna due to the location of the feed rela-
tive to the aperture. The reflecting FZPA still suffers from the same large volume 
as the conventional version and requires an additional support for the feed. 

 

to make the phase for a horizontal path through the zone plate decrease by at the 
start of each sub-zone within a full-wave zone (1.18). 
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Fig. 1.10  FZPA in Reflection Mode (left) and Transmission Mode with Reflector (right) 

In the paper [27], an alternative feed method was investigated, which enhances 
the aperture efficiency of the FZPA in transmission mode while allowing for a po-
tentially significant reduction in profile. Instead of placing a reflecting surface be-
hind the FZPA, it was placed at the aperture of the feed antenna as shown in 
Fig. 1.10. With this geometry, the FZPA could be fed using a planar antenna such 
as a microstrip patch. In this way, if the focal distance was decreased to about 
0.5 λ , the feed, a layer of foam, and the lens could all be sandwiched together to 
yield an attractive compact package, which would be comparable to a planar 
array in profile. 

The FZPA used in [27] consisted of 10 zones. The focal distance-to-diameter 
ratio (F/D) was set at 0.237 and the focal distance was 3.75 λ . The FZPAs were 
designed and modeled at 30 GHz with perfect conductors for the metal zones and 
reflecting surface. An open-ended WR28 waveguide with a ground plane around 
the aperture was used to feed the FZPAs and was placed at the lens’ focal point. A 
waveguide feed was chosen in this study to simplify the model and focus on the 
effect of the ground plane. The ground plane size was set at 15.8 × 15.8 cm 
square, where each side corresponded to the diameter of the outer zone of the 
FZPA. The waveguide was oriented such that the electric field vector was along 
the y-axis. 
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Figure 1.11 shows FDTD-simulated comparison at 30 GHz of the H-Plane ra-
diation patterns between two identical 10-zone FZPAs, where one has the ground 
plane at the aperture of the waveguide feed and the other does not have the ground 
plane. The addition of the ground plane improved the peak directivity at 30 GHz 
by about 1.3 dB and lowered the overall side lobe level by nearly 2 dB. As a result 
of the directivity improvement, the aperture efficiency improved from 12% to 
16% when the ground plane was included. 

 

 
Fig. 1.11 Radiation Patterns of the 10-Zone FZPA with and without the Ground Plane: H-Plane 

The reason for this behavior was related to the interference of the re-scattered 
fields from the ground plane. In other words, the fields that were initially reflected 
off the metal zones of the FZPA were being re-reflected by the ground plane and 
then either diffracted through the air zones or reflected again off the metal zones. 
The re-reflected fields that diffracted through the air zones contributed to the in-
crease in peak directivity and the re-reflected fields that reflected again off the 
metal zones caused further interference of fields between the lens and ground 
plane. Measurements confirmed that the FZPA with a reflector, or ground plane, 
at the aperture of the feed had a higher directivity by about 1.3 dB, better overall 
side lobes by about 2 dB, and an improved aperture efficiency of about 4%. 



 

It is possible to decrease the large volume of the Reflector-Backed FZPA. Sev-
eral lower profile configurations were investigated in [28]. The focal distance of 
the FZPA was progressively decreased and the effect on the antenna’s radiation 
patterns, peak directivity, and aperture efficiency was observed. The focal distance 
of the FZPA was decreased from 3.75 to 0.25 λ  and, for each focal distance, the 
radii of the metal zones were recomputed. The intent of studying the effect of re-
ducing the focal distance was to determine how small the focal distance could be 
before the radiation patterns deteriorated excessively. It was expected that the key 
factors contributing to the degradation would be the aperture illumination and the 
effect of fields bouncing off the ground plane. The aperture illumination was a 
problem because the same feed was used for all simulations despite it not provid-
ing 10 dB edge illumination for all cases. This meant that the lens would not be 
entirely illuminated for the smaller focal distances. 
 

 
Fig. 1.12 Peak directivity vs. N of metal zones with ground plane 
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The effect of the number of metal zones on the peak directivity is shown in 
Fig. 1.12 for focal distances, which were decreasing by increments of 0.5 λ . The 
first observation was that the directivity decreased with decreasing focal distance. 
However, the cases with focal distances below 1.25 λ  showed directivity de-
creases at 30 GHz, which were more than what was expected based on the aper-
ture change. This additional drop was related to the aperture illumination effect 
since very little of the aperture was being illuminated at these small focal dis-
tances. When the focal distance spacing reached 0.25 λ , the directivity was only 
slightly higher than that of the feed. At these small focal distances, the near field 
or evanescent components of the field are involved, which means that the standard 
interference techniques do not apply [29]. In these cases, the lens tends to behave 
more like a leakywave structure. The other effect from Fig. 1.12 was that the di-
rectivity increased as the number of metal zones increased for nearly all focal dis-
tance cases. This indicated that the aperture illumination reduction with the larger 
number of metal zones was likely compensated for by the reflected fields from the 
groundplane as the number of metal zones increased. These groundplane reflec-
tions were evident in that the curves did not increase monotonically with the num-
ber of metal zones. When the same curves were generated without the ground-
plane, they increased monotonically. 

Operating below 0.75 λ  does not yield much more directivity than the feed, 
while operating at 2.75 λ  produces nearly the same directivity as in the 3.25 λ  and 
3.75 λ  instances. Also, it was found that the frequency where the maximum peak 
directivity occurred was not the same for each focal distance. Certain focal dis-
tances were, therefore, more optimal than others for focusing the fields at certain 
frequencies. This shift in frequency confirmed that the zone radii were not the 
proper sizes to obtain the peak at the designed frequency of 30 GHz. 

Figure 1.13 shows how the aperture efficiency generally decreased with the in-
creasing number of metal zones. The aperture efficiencies with five metal zones 
were much lower than with the single zone. This trend was the opposite of the di-
rectivity variation from Fig. 1.12. The reason that the aperture efficiency de-
creased and the directivity increased when the number of zones was increased is 
that the aperture area of the antenna increases faster than the directivity as the 
number of zones was increased. This makes sense in terms of the inverse relation-
ship between aperture efficiency, physical area, and directivity. 

Another observation was that for small focal distances, the aperture efficiency 
decreased nearly monotonically while this was not the case for the larger focal dis-
tances. Considering all the focal distances and zones, the highest aperture effi-
ciency occurred for the F=1.25 λ  case with the single metal zone, which was 66% 
higher than the single zone F=3.75 λ  case. 
 



 
Fig. 1.13 Aperture efficiency vs. number of metal zones 

It can be noted that an intriguing concept for alleviating these problems is the 
use of a three dimensional photonic crystal as the reflector. 

1.3.11 Perforated Dielectric PCFL Antennas 
 

The perforated dielectric PCFL antenna [19, 30, 31] is an extension of the multiple 
dielectric constant version. In this case, the multiple dielectric constants are 
achieved by perforating holes into a dielectric slab, which has a constant thickness 
and permittivity as shown in Fig. 1.14. The idea was derived from similar work 
performed on microstrip antennas in the late 1990s to enhance their efficiency and 
radiation characteristics [32, 33, 34, 35] and from similar work on perforated plate 
lenses [36]. From a fabrication point of view, drilling holes to control the dielec-
tric constant is much simpler than machining rings out of different materials and 
trying to stick them together precisely. 
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Fig. 1.14 Perforated FZP antenna (after [19] with permission by Dr. A. Petosa, Courtesy of the 
Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

Perforating a dielectric substrate ( rε >1) alters its permittivity because a portion 
of the original dielectric is removed and replaced with air which has rε =1. The 
permittivity of the substrate is, therefore, considered to be a combination of the air 
and the original permittivity thus creating an effective dielectric constant. By vary-
ing the size and spacing of the holes, it is possible to vary the effective dielectric 
constant through a range of values. The bigger the hole, the more air will be pre-

The arrangement of holes in the substrate also has a bearing on the effective di-
electric constant. Typically, triangular and square hole arrangements are used. The 
important difference between the two arrangements is the area between holes, 
which has a strong bearing on the amount of holes that can be packed together, 
also called the filling factor. 

sent, which will cause the effective dielectric constant to decrease. The range of 
dielectric constants is limited; however, if the separations between the holes in this 
lattice is kept small compared to the operating wavelength, the substrate will ap-
pear to have a uniform effective relative permittivity. This means that both the 
spacing between holes and the hole diameters must be small compared to the op-
erating wavelength [19]. 



with aperture efficiency of 35% at 30 GHz with F/D=1 and D=15 cm. This lens 
required 8800 holes spread over 7 zones. In [19, 38], the same authors looked at 
two perforated dielectric PCFL antennas having different dielectric constants, 

rε =5.8 and 10 respectively, in comparison with a grooved PCFL antenna having 

rε =2.6. The grooved PCFL antenna achieved the highest gain of the three with an 
aperture efficiency of 45%. The aperture efficiency of the perforated dielectric 
PCFL antennas was much lower and closer to 33%. This was attributed to the 
higher reflections off the air-dielectric interface because of the higher dielectric 
constants of the substrates in this case. The aperture efficiency could be improved 
by decreasing the dielectric constant, but that would cause the overall lens thick-
ness to increase. Some useful details on perforated FZP may be found in [12, 19]. 

Kadri et al. in [39] expanded on this work by designing a multi-frequency per-
forated dielectric PCFL antenna. They found that careful selection of the hole di-
ameter and location could enable the antenna to operate simultaneously at 20 and 
30 GHz, the up-link and down-link frequencies for EHF SATCOM. They used a 
triangular hole lattice to design a 12-zone perforated dielectric PCFL antenna 
where the dielectric constants and filling factors were chosen so that they would 
converge for both frequencies. 

1.3.12 Printed Metallic Rings PCFL Antenna 
 

Guo and Barton [40, 41] designed a PCFL antenna using an array of printed me-
tallic rings on a grounded substrate. Due to the presence of the ground plane, the 
antenna is in reflection mode. It achieves phase correction by adjusting the size 
and location of the planar conducting rings on the surface of the substrate. 

To determine the appropriate phase shifts, they used the knowledge that small 
rings exhibited capacitive behavior while larger rings were more inductive. The 
antenna in [40] was designed to have quarter-wave phase correction at 10 GHz 
with only one full-wave zone and F/D=1.4 with D=33.2 cm. The antenna achieved 
3 dB more gain than the reflecting FZPL antenna. 

In [41], the same authors designed a larger version of the PCFL antenna, which 
covered three full-wave zones instead of the single zone from [40]. The diameter 
was increased to 59.4 cm which changed the F/D to 0.8 and the frequency was 
changed to 11 GHz. They achieved an aperture efficiency of 43%. 

A single-layer ring reflector using circular, annular, or combined patches 
placed in classical Fresnel zones was described in [42, 43]. It could be noted that a 
quarter-wavelength substrate was used to simplify the design. The aperture radia-
tion efficiency at 94 GHz was 34%. Two zonal ring reflectors were made, meas-
ured, and compared with the classical half-wave Fresnel zone plate reflector show-
ing an improvement of 50% aperture radiation efficiency for the smallest one (four 
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enable a larger range of effective dielectric constants to be achieved. Using this 
lattice arrangement in [37], the authors designed a quarter-wave PCFL antenna 
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cular and ring patches, associated to reduce cell size, phase compensation in 
( 8/0λ ) Fresnel zones in the reflector center was achieved. The ring and combined 
ring and circular patches shapes also insure an increase of the bandwidth while 
keeping a single-layer structure in comparison to classical solutions based on the 
use of multi-layer structures. Figure 1.15 illustrates an example of such an FZP 
antenna. 

 

 
Fig. 1.15 Ring-reflector FZP antenna (By courtesy of C. Migliaccio et al., LEAT, UNS-CNRS) 

 
1.3.13 Subwavelength FZP 

 
Refractive optics, Fig. 1.16a, can provide ideal phase profiles but are nonplanar 
and not easily fabricated. The Fresnel zone equivalent, Fig. 1.16b, is almost planar 
reducing the refractive phase profile to a modulo 2π  stepped phase profile. Some 

correcting Fresnel zones) and 70% for the largest (combined eight and four cor-
recting Fresnel zones). Three types of patch elements were used: circular patch 
element, annular patch element, and combined circular and annular patch element. 
Due to the use of circular shapes of patches, i.e., circular, ring, and combined cir-



index structure, Fig. 1.16d, is perfectly planar and provides the desired phase 

following design of FZP is possible. The lens is divided into sub-zones, each zone 
with linear-varying permittivity. The design is such that the phase at the output 
plane of the lens is equalized for all rays through the zone boundaries. Investiga-
tions showed that aperture efficiency of 81% is real. 

Diffractive lens with feature sizes smaller than the wavelength of illumination 
are called subwavelength diffractive lens (SWDLs) – Fig. 1.16e. Because of their 
small feature size, SWDLs can be designed to perform the same function as multi-
level lenses. When an incident wave approaches the subwavelength grating 
grooves, diffractive, rather than refractive, optics dominate. The effective index of 
refraction encountered by the incident wave depends not only on the substrate, but 
also on the spacing of the grooves and the relative amount of material with respect 
to air that the wave comes in contact with. The effective index of refraction seen 
by the incident wave is therefore a weighted average of the refractive index of the 
material and that of air. By judiciously selecting the feature sizes and their spac-
ing, one can design a subwavelength lens to implement the same effects of phase 
control and constructive interference as with a multi-level lens and focus radiation 
accordingly, with little loss in performance [44, 45]. 

The simplest approximate model for subwavelength gratings is classical form 
birefringence [46]. This zero order approximation gives the effective refractive in-
dices of a binary subwavelength grating as:  
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where TE denotes light polarized parallel to the grating stripes, TM denotes light 
polarized perpendicular to the grating stripes, n1 and n2 denote the refractive indi-
ces of the materials that comprise the grating, and q=t1 /λ is the duty cycle of the 
grating, i.e., the relative portion of the material with refractive index  n1 within the 
grating. Note that the period is smaller than the incident wavelength λ. If the grat-
ing period is not binary, then it is approximated with a step-function, and the ef-
fective refractive indices for each step are calculated using Eq. (1.19). The struc-
ture is then replaced with a multi-layer stack whose properties can be calculated 
using transfer matrix methods [47, 48]. 

In addition to their focusing capabilities, SWDLs can also function as effective 
linear polarizers. Their inherently strong polarization dependence results from the 
particular direction of the subwavelength gratings, which favors one linear polari-
zation of radiation over its orthogonal component. 
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challenging. Conventional, multi-level binary FZPs, Fig. 1.16c, are planar, but 
only approximate the smooth phase profile of the Fresnel zones. The gradient 

profile, but is practically difficult in this ideal form. It can be mentioned that the 

progress has been made in demonstrating these structures, but the fabrication is 
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Fig. 1.16 Four main types of lenses: Segment of an arbitrary refractive lens (a), Fresnel lens (b), 
four-level Fresnel zone plates (c), gradient-index lens (d) and subwavelength artificial gradient 
index lens (e) 

1.3.14 Perforated Subwavelength Diffractive Lens 
 

Most diffractive elements (DEs) are designed using algorithms based on scalar 
diffraction theory and are fabricated with large features relative to the operational 
wavelength. Unfortunately, at longer wavelengths, the size of scalar domain fea-
tures tends to be sufficiently large as to prohibit the fabrication of a practical DE 
that meets size and weight constraints. In [12, 49], a design algorithm was pre-
sented that utilized a look-up table of effective properties as a function of the grat-
ing’s parameters as building blocks to synthesize more complicated DEs. The 
subwavelength cell-encoding procedure described in [12] was extended in [50] to 
include subwavelength features that are cylindrically shaped. The advantage of us-
ing cylindrically shaped subwavelength features is that inexpensive fabrication 
processes such as conventional mechanical drilling can be employed for DE fabri-
cation. The authors [50] also extend the concept of subwavelength DEs to longer 
millimeter wavelengths. To design DEs with spatially varying effective properties, 
a cell-encoding scheme was employed. In this process, a DE with a desired 



continuous phase response was approximated by a number of finite size cells. 
Each cell is assigned a single desired phase value. 

1.3.15 Diffractive Photonic Crystal Lens 
 
One of the complex electromagnetic systems of interest to us is a photonic crystal, 
a periodic dielectric structure with lattice spacing of the order of the wavelength of 
the electromagnetic wave. Typical for a photonic crystal is that electromagnetic 
waves in a certain frequency range and/or with a certain polarization cannot 
propagate along certain directions in the crystal. This forbidden frequency range is 
called a stopgap. If the propagation of the electromagnetic wave is forbidden for 
any crystalline direction and any polarization, for a certain frequency range, then 
this forbidden frequency range is called a photonic band gap [51, 52]. 

The idea of controlling light by means of photonic crystals has led to many 
proposals for novel devices [51, 53, 54] and has motivated many researchers to 
investigate a plethora of ideas. 

Below, we have shown the possibility of subwavelength focus diffractive 
photonic crystal lens as a perspective element to lens array. 

The optical length in the lens was calculated as follows:  

[ ]nyrayrN ii ))(2()(2 −+=Δ , 

Where, N – the number of holes in line, a – array parameter, and )(yri  – the radius 
of holes. From the equation, it is observed that at least 3 different types of 
photonic crystal lens are possible. 

Let us consider the first type of lens where N=constant. The main parameters of 
diffractive photonic crystal lens are the following:  

 
• Wavelength =λ 10 mm, 
• Width of a lens (0.83 1) 18.3mml λ= + =  
• Array parameter /10 1.83mma l= =  
• Radii of a circular holes: 1 0.25 0.457 mmr a= = ,  

2 1 0.227 0.87 mmr r a= + =  
• Lens positions at z-axis: 15–33 mm 
• Index of refraction n=1.6 

 
The main results of FDTD simulation are shown in the Figs. 1.17 and 1.19  

below. 
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Fig. 1.17 Diffractive photon-crystal lens of the first type (left) and field intensity distribution 
along optical axis (right) 

 
Fig. 1.18 Diffractive photon-crystal lens of second type (left) and field intensity distribution 
along optical axis (right) 
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Fig. 1.19 Field intensity distribution along (left) and across (“focal spot”, right) optical axis 



For the lens of second type where 21 rr =  and N ≠  constant, the main parame-
ters of diffractive photon-crystal lens are the following: 

 
• Wavelength =λ 10 mm, 
• Width of a lens (0.83 1) 18.3mml λ= + =  
• Array parameter /10 1.83mma l= =  
• Radii of circular holes: 366.02.01 === aqar  mm, 

• Array constant 732.0
2

11/12 =⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −+=
q

naa  mm 

• Lens positions at z-axis: 15–33 mm 
• Index of refraction n=1.6 

 
Diffractive photon-crystal lens of second type and field intensity distribution 

along optical axis are shown in the Fig. 1.18. Calculations show that the intensity 

be noted that the described results show only a possibility of diffractive photon 
crystal lens realization and could be optimized. 

1.3.16 Phase Compensation for FZP Antenna of Big Diameter 
 

It can be derived from Eq. (1.20) that the space dedicated to each zone defined by 
( 1−− nn rr ) is decreasing when n  increases. This is a drawback because it might be 
impossible for example to obtain 8/0λ  phase compensation when n increases due 
to the lack of space compared to the size of the element providing the desired re-
flected/transmitted phase. 

Malyuzhinets [12, 55] proposed to fabricate a diffractive element with the 
maximum height of phase – inversion profile equal to an integral multiple of h = 
λ/(n – 1) - or with the phase shift as an integral multiple of 2π. This signifies in 
fact that the diffractive element, or a part of it, is designed to work on one of the 
harmonics of the incident radiation. The advantage of such an element is a consid-
erably lower number of zones within the aperture, which is important in the 
short-wavelength range. A diffractive element with a phase step equal to h=Nh0 is 
calculated in such a way that the first several zones are phase-shifted by 2π, the 
subsequent several zones by 4π and so forth, up to the phase shift of 2πN. The 
number of divisions for each value of the phase shift was equal for each group, 
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in the focus increases by 12% and the side lobe level decreases up to 15%. It can 

Thus, we applied the principles of photonic crystal devices to the millimeter 
wave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum [99]. For the lens, we have observed 
their collimation and imaging ability both shown in the amplitude and phase. The 
results described above show that the diffractive photon-crystal lens is a per-
spective candidate to subwavelength focus lens as an array element. The FDTD 
simulations of diffractive photon-crystal lens were made in cooperation with 
Prof. V. Kotlyar, Samara, Russia. 
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even though this is not mandatory. Therefore, another possible free parameter (a 
degree of freedom) is available for optimizing the properties of diffractive ele-
ments: the height of the phase-inversion step. Furthermore, the frequency band 
with such a diffractive element also increases. This conclusion follows from the 
argument that the phase profile height for several wavelengths in the spectrum will 
be a multiple of 2π. Zone radii of the diffractive element are found from the 
expression:  

ir = 2222 MiMFi MM λλ + , (1.20) 

where M  is the multiplicity coefficient for the wavelength Mλ . It is clear from 
this formula that the diffractive element computed for certain Mλ  and M  will 
have the same focal length for other wavelengths for which the product Mλ M  
remains constant. However, in such types of FZP, the thickness increases. 

The dielectric Fresnel lens was shown to have the best radiation performance 
and highest aperture efficiency (~50%). The FZPL antenna, on the other hand, has 
an aperture efficiency of less than 10% but was found to be the simplest to fabri-
cate and of the lowest profile of all the lens antennas considered. The RFZPL, 
DFZPL, SWDL, and PCFL antennas, were developed as alternatives to the FZPL 
antenna with improved aperture efficiencies, which in certain cases, approach that 
of the dielectric Fresnel lens. Unfortunately, in all cases, the increase in aperture 
efficiency comes at the expense of increased cost, complexity, and size of the 
antenna. 

1.4 Reference Phase Concept 
 
The problem of synthesis of the amplitude-phase-type profile does not have a 
unique solution even for the simplest element – the Fresnel zone plate. In defining 
these zones of constructive and destructive radiation, Fresnel [9] assigned a spe-
cific phase origin or reference phase of 0° to the shortest ray connecting the source 
and detection point in order to simplify the analysis. Based on Fresnel’s analysis, 
Soret later demonstrated focusing in half opaque zone plates, which blocked radia-
tion from what was defined as the destructively interfering zones [56]; the same 
choice of phase origin as Fresnel was used. Later work has shown that the out-of-
phase zones need not be blocked if selective phase shifts are introduced into the 
zone plate [14, 57, 58]. However, the same special choice of phase origin as Fres-
nel has been made. 

1.4.1 Diffracting Grating and Fresnel Zone Plate 
 

Let us consider two parallel rays incident at an angle 0θ  and striking two adjacent 
slits, of separation, a, at the same relative location. When the path length difference 



between the emerging rays is an integral number of wavelengths, constructive 
interference occurs and we get an interference maximum in the transmitted pattern. 
That is:  

λθθ na n =+ )sin(sin 0 , (1.21) 

where n is any integer known as the order and nθ  is the corresponding angle. Both 
n and nθ  can take on positive or negative values, depending on whether the rays 
bend down or up. 

Although we can pair off all rays from adjacent slits in the above manner for an 
interference maximum, it may also happen that rays from within the same slit 
combine to give total destructive interference for the very same conditions. Thus, 
the expected interference maximum would be obscured or “suppressed” due to the 
single slit diffraction pattern. This is known as a missing order. 

However, under illumination from a point source (A), the phase of the radiation 
across the grating will be varying as radiation further from the axis has a greater 
distance to travel. One can imagine generating a grating with a varying slit separa-
tion, d, to correct for this phase difference allowing for an image of the source (B) 
to be generated. Using simple geometry, we can see that:  

AR /tan 0 =θ , BRn /tan =θ . 

We can then substitute this into Eq. (1.21) assuming paraxial rays so that  
ϑθ sintan ≈  to give:  

dR
n

BA
λ=+ 11 , (1.22) 

where the constant slit separation, a, of Eq. (1.22) has been replaced by the vary-
ing width, d, used here. When the spacing varies inversely with the distance from 
the axis, the right hand side of Eq. (1.22) is constant. Note that we are presuming a 
grating with a slit width that is half the slit separation. Diffraction effects then tell 
us that every second order will be missing. Hence n takes on only odd values in 
the above equation. 

FZP is a series of concentric circles on a flat plate with the alternate regions 
darkened. It is constructed by imagining that there is a radiation source of wave-
length λ  at a distance A away from the plane of the plate. At a given instant in 
time, the radiation on the axis of the plate will have a certain phase. However, 

those places where the radiation is exactly in phase or exactly out of phase with 
the light on the axis. Let us treat the zone plate as a collection of infinitesimal 
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radiation on other portions of the plate will have a different phase since it had to 
travel further. The circles on the plate, which mark the zone boundaries, are 
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linear gratings with a spacing, d, which varies in a known way with the radius R. 
We can see that:  

12/ −−= mm RRd . 

On the other hand, d/sintan λθθ =≈ , which shows that the slit separation 
varies inversely with radius. Substituting this expression into Eq. (1.22) yields the 
formula:  

nfBA
111 =+ , 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

0λ
λ

n
Ffn

. 

This last formula is recognized as being the familiar Gaussian lens formula for 
a lens with a focal length fn. That is, the zone plate will act just like a thin lens 
with a focal length fn. Also, since n can take on negative values, the zone plate 
acts like a diverging lens as well as a converging lens. Furthermore, since n can 
take on several integral values, it will behave like very many diverging and con-
verging lenses all rolled into one. Notice also that the focal length is wavelength 
dependent. 

1.4.2 Physics of Reference Phase 
 

Let us consider FZP with N>>1, where N is a number of Fresnel zones. In this 
case FZP could be interpretive as a quasi-periodical grating.  

As it is known in a circular grating (Fig. 1.20), as spatial overlapping of posi-
tive and negative orders of diffraction (n) with same number is observed. This 
fact is the reason for other specific phenomenon, which is describing a property 
of a circular grating: the radial structure of field intensity at diffractive maxi-
mum (n ≠ 0) in the Fraunhoffer zone depends on the relative phases of wave 
fronts. Phases, on the other hand, are defined by position of a grating of radius 
R0 at coordinate r (where the grating begins), and an initial phase from which 
the periodic transmitting function t(r) will start at the point r = R0. 



R0

 
Fig. 1.20 Circular grating 

Let us write down the expression of a spatial part of an electric field of a wave 
in Fraunhofer zone diffraction E (r), through a field of a wave at once behind grat-
ing A (r). Let us analyze a circular aperture in the Fraunhofer approximation, 
namely a distant source and a distant observation point. Therefore, plane waves 
are incident on and leave the aperture. At circular symmetry, two dimensional 
Fourier transformation becomes one dimensional transformation of Fourier-Bessel 
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For simplification of a problem, we shall consider the elementary case of a har-
monic grating, when:  
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rErtErE .  (1.24) 

Note that d is independent of r, transmittance of the grating is 0.5 
(1+cos((2πr/d)+δ) and δ is the “reference phase” for the grating. There is a circu-
lar grating in the aperture with a variable transmittance, which depends on radius r 
in the aperture. 
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For further simplification, we shall replace Bessel function it asymptotic ap-
proach, which are fair both for all not zero orders of diffraction and at conditions 
of 1/2 >>dnrπ :  
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From (1.26), strong dependence of diffractive structure rings from an initial 
phase of a grating is visible. From (1.26), it also follows that intensity in the center 
of a diffractive maximum at dFr /λ=′  is:  
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. (1.27) 

For a linear one dimensional grating of the same radius R and with the same 
transmitting function t (x)

2

2
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4
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)(16 F
IRI
λ

π
= . (1.28) 

In the standard Fresnel zone plate, the cos term in (1.24) would be either 0 or 1 
and d would not be constant due to phase requirements for constructive interfer-
ence. Also taking into account δ as the reference phase for the grating, it is very 
analogous to the reference phase in Fresnel zone plates [12]. Again, it is interest-
ing to note that if the number of Fresnel zones in the Fresnel zone plate is much 
more than 1, then it may be shown as a circular grating. 

1.4.3 Geometrical-Optics Interpretation 
 

As an example, we consider a diffractive element that allows focusing of radiation 
onto an annular region. It appears that a diffractive element focusing laser radia-
tion onto a ring was first described in [59]. It was meant to produce annular 

is the disk of Airy in this case) is given by the known expression:  
, intensity in the center of diffractive maximum (which 

After substitution of (1.24) and (1.25) in (1.23) and the lowering of high – os-
cillating members, it is obtained that:  

From the comparison of expressions (1.27) and (1.28), the dependence of the 
field intensity in the center of diffractive maximum vs initial phase of transmit-
tance function of a circular grating is clear visible. Thus, the intensity in the center 
of diffractive maximum of a circular grating depends on the size of a grating. In 
case of a circular grating, the width of diffractive maximum is proportional to 
Δr≈1/R, but in so called Airy’s disk  its area is proportional to s~ R 2

0 . 



imprints on metal surfaces. The field structure in the focal region of this element 
of diffractive optics was later treated in the Fresnel approximation in [60, 61]. 
Specifically, it was shown [60] that there are two solutions to the problem of fo-
cusing onto a ring: one in which rays intersect the optical axis and another in 
which they do not intersect it. A similar analysis of elements with angular momen-
tum response was given in [62] in relation to systems of geometric transformation 
of images. In addition, it was shown in this paper that field intensity has a maxi-
mum in the focal plane on the optical axis of the element of diffractive optics, 
produced by weak, spurious illumination along its optical axis [62]. By increasing 
the number of phase quantization levels, P, of a phase element of diffractive optics 
approximately to 16, it is possible to greatly reduce the field intensity at the opti-
cal axis, as shown in [63, 64] in the paraxial approximation. However, in the opti-
cal range, this increases the technical difficulties in manufacturing the diffractive 
element and multiplies the number of masks required to generate the desired phase 
profile [63, 64]. Also, in a number of cases, there are reasons that make this ap-
proach (calling for increased number of phase quantization levels) unsuitable. 

In addition to increasing the number of phase quantization levels, there is an-
other free parameter of diffractive optical element whose selection can regulate 
the field intensity distribution function in a prescribed region of space [23, 65, 66]. 

To simplify the explanation of the method, we consider here how monochromatic 
radiation from a point-like source is focused to a point using a flat diffractive 
element. The structure of zones on its surface can be easily obtained by considering 
equiphase contours (Fig. 1.21a, b); these lines are elliptical. 
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Fig. 1.21 (a, b). Principle of construction of equiphase curves (after [63]). 

Obviously, to focus radiation at a point F, it is necessary (for a binary element) 
that the difference between the eikonals of the incident and diffracted rays, ⎪IOF⎪ 
and ⎪IM + FM⎪ be a multiple of λ/2 (see Fig. 1.21a). Since the phase shifts on the 
boundaries between the neighboring zones have opposite signs, transparent and 
opaque zones alternate. Practically all known binary diffractive focusing elements 
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built until recently followed this principle. On the other hand, the central zone of a 
diffractive element can be ether transparent or opaque for the incident radiation. In 
the latter case, the in-phase condition for the radiation at the point F is written dif-
ferently: the difference between the eikonals of the rays, ⎪IM2 + M2F⎪ and ⎪IM1 + 
M1F⎪ must be a multiple of λ/2 (see Fig. 3.1b). We see from Fig. 3.1 that in this 
case, the size R0 of the central opaque zone ⎪OM1⎪ can be arbitrary. It is easily 
seen that it is expedient to choose R0 ≤ ⎪OM⎪ since otherwise such effects as apo-
dization will be observed. It is not difficult to apply similar reasoning to other 
types of diffractive focusing elements, such as focusing onto a ring. 

In other words, another parameter that can be varied in calculating the modula-
tion function of a diffractive element is a permanent phase shift. The diffraction 
zones can be displaced by adding an initial phase shift ϕ0 to the phase function of 
the element:  

).2,),(mod()( 0 πϕϕϕ += yxr  

This means, in fact, that the zone is divided not by starting at the extremum of 
the transmission phase function, but at an arbitrary value of transmission (Fig. 
1.22). 
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Fig. 1.22 Phase profile for various values of phase shift: 0π, π/3, 2π/3. 

For a binary element that focuses radiation emitted by a point-like radiation 
source to a ring of radius Rring, the effect of R0 on the quality of field intensity dis-
tribution function in the focal plane was evaluated by running a numerical experi-
ment in scalar wave approximation. 

We chose the following parameters for the focusing element: distance A from 
the point source of radiation to the diffractive element plane and distance B from 

element D was 2 cm, the radius of the ring of focusing Rring was 0.1D, and the 
wavelength λ was 10.6 μm. The results of the numerical experiment are plotted in 
Fig. 1.19 (the ordinate is the field intensity normalized to the largest maximum of 

this element to the focal plane were 7.5 cm each, the diameter of the diffractive optic 



 

the three distributions under study, and the abscissa axis is the coordinate along 
the ring radius in the focal plane). Figure 1.24 shows the corresponding shapes of 
focusing areas in isometric projection. 
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Fig. 1.23 Field intensity distribution along the radius of the focusing ring 

Curve 1 in Fig. 1.23 shows the distribution of field intensity in the focal plane 
along the ring radius of the known solution (R0 = 0) while curve 2 gives the result 
of optimization of the binary element with the central maximum suppressed. The 
optimization consisted in minimizing the field intensity on the optical axis of the 
diffractive element R0: 

R0: I ∼ 
Ro

min ⎪U(x = 0, y = 0, B)U*(x = 0, y = 0, B)⎪. 

In all cases shown in Fig. 1.23, the central zone of the diffractive optical ele-
ment was opaque for radiation and the total number of zones on the surface of the 
focusing element remained unchanged. 
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Figure 1.24 Field intensity distribution in isometric projection, correspond to fig.1.23: left – 
curve 1, average – curve 2, right – curve 3 
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maximum even for a binary diffractive element and to increase field intensity in 
the ring itself through spatial redistribution of energy. 

Similarly, it is possible to correct the shape of the focusing region. For in-
stance, the problem posed by focusing radiation onto a ring with maximum inten-
sity at a point Rk was solved in this manner, that is, through optimization of the 
type:  

I ∼ 
Ro

min ⎪U(Rk,0,B)U*(Rk,0,B)⎪. 

The results of optimizing the focusing properties of diffractive optical elements 
are shown in Fig. 1.23 (curve 3). 

Some comparative characteristics of the discussed variants of diffractive optical 
elements are shown in Table 1.1. 

 
Table 1.1 

Curve in  
Fig. 1.19. 

R0
1 I/I2

max I0/I3, % Δr/Rring
4 

  0.1 0.5 0.7 
1 0.00 0.69 65 0.302 0.238 0.198 
2 0.47 0.81 21 0.270 0.143 0.103 
3 0.64 1.00 25.5 0.248 0.132 0.094 
 
Note:  1. The value of R0 is given in units of (λB)1/2. 

2. I/Imax is the normalized field intensity at the distribution peak. 
3. I0/I is the intensity of the central (axial) maximum relative to 
the maximum intensity within the ring. 
4. Δr is the width of the ring at the indicated intensity levels. 

 
The results shown in Fig. 1.23 and Table 1.1 imply that even for binary diffrac-

tive elements, the field intensity distribution function can be corrected in the focal 
area by choosing R0. Similar effects are achieved also for elements that focus ra-
diation onto an area of arbitrary shape, for instance, onto longitudinal or transver-
sal segments, an ellipse, a transversal (relative to the optical axis) smooth curve, 
etc. Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that the statements made above are also 
valid for phase-type diffractive elements. 

As follows from Fig. 1.23, the stray central maximum of field intensity can be 
essentially “suppressed” by choosing a suitable value of R0. The gist of the effect 
observed is as follows. The boundary of each zone on the surface of a diffractive 
element is a source of toroidal convergent boundary waves, so that in-phase con-
structive interference of these waves can be observed not only in a prescribed 
space (at a point Rk) but also in some different locality, for instance on the optical 
axis where the effect reaches its maximum. By redistributing the structure of 
zones on the surface of the diffractive element, the synchronization condition for 
boundary waves in a certain prescribed region can be changed by choosing the 
value of R0. This makes it possible to considerably suppress the spurious central 
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The relation between the reference radius and the reference phase is given 
below. 

As shown in Fig. 1.21a, rays from a source (S) pass through a diffractive ele-
ment to a detection point (F). The rays have a phase at F, which depends on the 
positions of S and of F, the distance between them, and on the point where the ray 
went through the diffractive element. The path length of the shortest ray connect-
ing S and F, sometimes called the direct ray, is R=|SO|+|OF|. Historically, begin-
ning with Fresnel, the phase of a general ray with path length r=r1+r2 (where 
r1=|SM| and r2=|MF|) has been computed by subtracting R from r, implicitly as-
suming that the distance R of the shortest ray defines the phase origin θref =0° or 
reference phase. All rays with phase in the range –90° <phase<90° are defined as 
constructive and a zone plate of the blocking type is designed to block all rays 
whose phase fall outside this range. 
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Fig. 1.25 39 GHz beam power, P, as a function of θref with 0 dB corresponding to θref =0°. Points 
are measured, solid line is calculated (after [67]) 
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The problem of synthesizing the structure of the focusing diffractive element 
thus does not have a unique solution and the field intensity distribution function 
can be corrected in the focal plane by choosing the free parameter R0 [65]. 

1.4.4 Reference Phase in Diffractive Antennas 
 

For the simplest case of the source at infinity, the incident wave fronts are plane 
waves and the specification of the radii of FZP has a simple form [66]:  
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varied in increments of 30°. Initially, the aperture contained an even number of 
zones and thus nearly equal areas of in-phase and out-of-phase zones as θref is var-
ied through 360°. The solid line is calculated from Fresnel-Kirchhoff. Note that 
the calculation qualitatively reproduces the magnitude of the overall variation of 
about 1.7 dB, the existence of a maximum at θref =330°, and the minimum near 
θref=180°. 

The phase of the focused beam was also measured for the same set of zone 
plates as in Fig. 1.25. The beam phase data, θbeam, are plotted vs. θref as points in 
Fig. 1.26, relative to that of the zone plate with θref =0°. Calculated phase is also 
shown in Fig. 1.26 by the solid line and is plotted relative to θref =0°. Note that 
measured and calculated phases both vary close to linearly with θref. It is evident 
that the choice of θref in the design of a zone plate allows the beam phase to be 
varied over a complete 360°. 
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Fig. 1.26 Focused beam phase vs. Θ ref  relative to Θ ref =0°. Points are measured data and the 
solid line is the calculated phase (after [67]) 

Measured antenna patterns show that the magnitude and position of the maxi-
mum side lobe vary with θref [67]. The antenna pattern results are summarized in 
Fig. 1.27, which displays measured data for peak to side lobe ratio (PSL) in dB vs. 
θref in the two cardinal planes. It is seen that the variation of PSL with θref tracks 

The definition of ray phase can be generalized [67] to include θref explicitly:  

refRrrPhase Θ−−+= )( 21
. 

Although standard zone plate construction assumes a specific choice for refer-
ence phase, namely θref =0°, it can be chosen to have any value between 0° and 
360°. Figure 1.25 displays measured beam power for a set of zone plates with θref 

λ

o360



 
Fig. 1.27 Measured peak to side lobe ratio (PSL) in H-plane and E-plane scans. Note that the op-
timum PSL occurs for the nonstandard value of θref  =60° (after [68]) 

A general relationship between the reference phase, θref, and the reference ra-
dius, r0, can be solved for directly (for plane incident wavefront):  
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These relations are valid for a planar FZP. 
As for the beam phase vs. reference phase for the curvilinear FZP, the calcula-

tion shows [67] that these dependences are equal to a flat FZP and provides the 
following relation (with accuracy about 7%):  

.refbeam θθ ≈  

These results demonstrate that beam phase control by reference radius/phase 
is a more general new functionality for FZP. For FZP antennas, which can be re-
configured in real time [12, 69, 70, 71], new operational capabilities may be 
possible. 
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approximately for the two directions. It is interesting that the PSL is maximized 
for the nonstandard value of θref =60° and exceeds that of the standard value for a 
range of θref. Figure 1.27 shows that the peak to side lobe ratio can be improved by 
2–2.5 dB over the standard construction with θref =0°. 
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1.4.5 Reference Phase: Alternative Definition 
 
A recent paper, [65], highlighted the existence of a free parameter in the design of 
FZPL antennas. This parameter is reference phase (originally introduced in [66]) 
and, when properly chosen, was shown to improve certain aspects of antenna per-
formance. Though fundamentally the same, reference phase in this work is defined 
slightly differently than in [65]. This work deals with the specific case of an an-
tenna which, in transmit mode with a source such as a waveguide placed at its fo-
cal point, creates a plane wave in the far field. The more general treatment in [65] 
involves spherical waves from an arbitrary point source on one side of the lens be-
ing focused to an arbitrary point on the other side of the lens. The two cases be-
come the same when the arbitrary focus point in the general case is moved to 
infinity. 

Consider again the lens geometry in Fig. 1.28 to specifically indicate the phase. 
As described previously, the fields from the source travel varying distances to hit 
the lens surface. The shortest distance traveled is F with all other paths being 
longer by iΔ , the path difference. The phase of the shortest path is 0φ  and the 
fields that hit any point on the lens surface will have a radius, ir , and a phase, iφ . 
Historically, as it was mentioned above, the radius of the first zone was chosen 
such that the phase difference, 01 φφ − , was 180°. This decision was made to sim-
plify calculations and ensure that the out-of-phase waves from 180° to 360° were 
blocked in order to achieve constructive interference in the far field. However, this 
phase difference does not have to be 180° and can actually be any value between 
0° and 180° (phases between 180° and 360° are actually the dual of the 0°–180° 
cases, wherein the opaque and transparent regions are simply inversed). 
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Fig. 1.28 Reference phase definition 



 

Changing the phase difference to between 1φ  and 0φ  creates a new first zone 
with radius 0r  and offset phase offφ , as illustrated in Fig. 1.28. This causes a shift 
in the phase of all the other zone radii by the amount of the phase offset since 1φ , 
now the phase of the second zone, must be 180° from offφ . The new zone repre-

sents a sort of phase correction because instead of allowing the phase difference, 
or error, to reach 180°, it is corrected at a value less than 180° while still maintain-
ing constructive interference in the far field. Equation 1.29(a) shows how the 
phase offset is included in the standard phase difference expression with the zone 
index beginning at zero instead of one in order to include the additional zone. 

( ) ,0 offi i φπφφ +=−  i=0,1,2,…,N.  (1.29a) 

Let offφφ +=Φ 00 .   (1.29b) 

Therefore: ( ) πφ ii =Φ− 0 , i=0,1,2,…,N.         (1.29c) 

As a simplifying measure, the sum of 0φ  and offφ  will be represented by 0Φ , 

which is defined as the reference phase and is expressed mathematically in  
Eq. 1.29(b). Since 0φ  is typically chosen to be 0°, the reference phase becomes 
equal to the offset phase. Substituting the reference phase into Eq. 1.29(a) yields 
Eq. 1.29(c). 

Antenna designs include this new reference phase parameter in the computation 
of the Fresnel zone radii. The derivation of this new expression begins with an 
analysis of the trigonometry in Fig. 1.28:  

222 )( ii FFr Δ+=+   (1.30) 

0
2 Φ+==Δ πφ

λ
π ii

i . (1.31) 

Therefore: )(
2 0Φ+=Δ π
π
λ ii

. 

Substituting iΔ  from Eq. (1.31) into Eq. (1.30) yields the result of Eq. (1.32), 
which is the final expression for zone radii when reference phase is included. 
Careful inspection of Eq. (1.32) confirms that increasing the reference phase 
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Recognizing that iφ  is actually the electrical length of iΔ , then Eq. 1.14 is sim-
ply another version of Eq. 1.29(c). 
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effectively increases the radii of the Fresnel zones and hence the overall diameter 
of the lens. 
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It can be shown that, if 0Φ =0°, Eq. (1.32) is transformed into classical. 
Comparing the expression in Eq. (1.32) with that from [70], it can be seen that 

Θ ref from [65] is actually ( 0Φ +π ) in this consideration. This represents a 180° 
difference between the two above-mentioned reference phases. 

 

1.5 Main Principles of Real-Time Reconfigurable 
Diffractive Antenna Design 

1.5.1 Theory of Photoconductivity FZP 
 

Control of the electronic properties of photoconductors with light has a long his-
tory. Historically, silicon or germanium plates that change their properties under 
illumination by light were used by Dolmatova in the microwave band as convert-
ers [12, 68]. This paper suggested creation of semiconductor zone plates by gener-
ating annular plasma inhomogeneities in the semiconductor. The zone plate was 
fabricated from 1.5 mm thick n-type germanium plate, with resistivity of 40 Ω cm, 
in which plasma was initiated by illumination through a mask or by projecting an 
image of the zone plate on the surface of the semiconductor. 

As a rule, the radii of the zone-plate rings are determined from geometric con-
siderations [12]. For the n -th ring, the radius nρ  becomes:  

2

2
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+= λλρ nnfn

. (1.33) 

where f  is the focal length of the zone plate and A is the wavelength in the sub-
strate. 

Illuminated areas correspond to regions of high-concentration electron-hole 
plasma and therefore, to low transparency for millimeter wavelength radiation. 
Shaded areas in their turn correspond to regions of low concentration of electron-
hole plasma, that is, to low transparency. When light source is turned on, a Fresnel 
zone plate is created in the path of the electromagnetic field, whose zone radii can 
be varied smoothly if a variable focal distance lens is used. Experiments showed 
that it is possible to change the conditions of creating nonuniform plasma in a 



 

semiconductor and the ratio of conductivities in different areas of the semiconduc-
tor, and therefore, control the position of the focal spot, its size, and the intensity 
of radiation at this point. If the transparency can be made movable along the sur-
face of the semiconductor, a scanning system may be created. 

This capability for optical control of electronic properties is under active inves-
tigation in a variety of alternative approaches to beam scanning, which employ 
photoconductors [69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. 

It is interesting to note that it took nearly twenty years for these ideas to be 
found useful in developing a number of new devices; for instance, optically con-
trolled millimeter wavelength band modulators [77]. 

Following [78] let us consider the theory of photoconductivity FZP. A simple 
analysis was developed for the circular FZP antenna, which is based on the plane 
wave spectrum for an antenna transmitting into a material half-space [79]. The ra-
diated field of the MMW source is represented by a spectrum of plane waves 
propagating outward in all directions. The amplitudes of the plane waves are given 
by the spectral density function, which is derived from the current distribution of 
the source. Each individual plane wave after interacting with the semiconductor 
body is calculated using Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients. 

The MMW source is at the origin of the unprimed coordinate system, and the 
zone plate at the origin of the primed coordinate system. The coordinates of the 
observation point in air are given in the unprimed system (r, θ , φ ). The coordi-
nates of a point on the zone plate are also given in an unprimed system, but now 
denoted by the subscript p (rp, pθ , pφ ). 

The MMW source is a rectangular waveguide mounted on an infinite ground 
plane and with dimensions of b and a in height and in width, respectively. The ap-
erture field is approximated by the dominant TE10-mode. The expression for the 
electric field of the waveguide radiating into a material half-space located at a 
height h above the planar interface is given as follows [78]:  
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with 

],sincos[sin φφθ yxkK isi
))r

+=  Ksi = к, sin θ    i = 1,2 (1.35) 

where Ksi is the transverse component of the plane-wave propagation vector. 
)(. siII KR ⊥  are the Fresnel reflection coefficients evaluated at Ksi and depending on 

the region of observation: 
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eK  is the surface current density vector, K  is the plane-wave propagation vector, 

1ζ  is the complex wave impedance, and 1γ  is the wave number in the z-direction. 
Equation (1.36) is calculated for the dominant TE10-mode aperture field with am-
plitude of 0E  and is given by [80]:  
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,cossin1 ppy kk φθ= ,sinsin1 ppx kk φθ= pz kk θγ cos11 =≡ . 

Substitution of Eqs. (1.38) and (1.34) gives the far-zone electric field of the 
waveguide radiating into a material half-space. The expression for the field in the 

A  is the spectral-density and 1k  and 2k  are the complex wave numbers in re-
gion 1 and 2, respectively. The components of A are easily computed from the 
surface current densities and given as follows:  



 

substrate (region 1) is used to calculate the physical optic current eK  for the zone-
plate rings:  
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The x` and y` components of this surface current are:  
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0μ  is the permeability of the free space, ω  is the angular frequency. 
The spectral density function for the current on the zone-plate rings is deter-

mined from Eq. (1.37). The far-zone electric field produced in the air is given as 
follows:  
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TUt ±{K Sl) are the Fresnel transmission coefficients evaluated at Ksi depending on 
the region of observation:  
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The variables of integration over the rings are changed from x’ and y’ into p 
and pφ , and the following substitutions are made:  
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where p is the radial distance in the plane of the zone plate. The components of the 
far-zone electric field are given by:  
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where M(p, pφ ) and Q(p, pφ ) are given in Eq. (1.40). NHZ is the total number of 
half zones, where a half zone is either an actual zone-plate ring or a fictitious 
zone-plate ring, and 1−pp  and pn are given by (1.33). 

 (1.43) 
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Based on similar principles, a beam-scanning antenna was analyzed and de-
signed at Ka band [81]. The antenna was based on the principle of the Fresnel 
zone-plate antenna. The scanning of the beam is achieved by using a laser to pro-
ject different patterns onto a wafer. 

1.5.2 Reconfigurable Plasma FZP 
 

The technique described below [69] was based upon a transient Fresnel zone plate 
approach in which a spatially varying density of charge carriers is created by opti-
cal injection of plasma into a semiconductor or photoconductor wafer. The photo-
injected charge carriers, electrons, and/or holes alter the index of refraction of the 
wafer locally, particularly the imaginary part of the index, and thereby attenuate 
and reflect incident electromagnetic radiation. Conversely, with suitable choice of 
parameters, the un-illuminated parts of the semiconductor allow the incident elec-
tromagnetic waves to be transmitted. The wafer, modified by light in this way, can 
be made to diffract incident radiation into a beam, which can be scanned. Because 
the wafer responds rapidly to changes in optical injection, it is possible to rapidly 
change the Fresnel diffractive conditions and thus rapidly change the beam 

Figure 1.29 shows two configurations [70]. In Figure 1.29a, an MMW feed 
behind the wafer transmits it through the wafer. A programmable light array 
projects a light pattern onto the wafer to form the Fresnel lens shaped plasma. In 
Figure 1.29b, a front feed transmits MMW through the wafer, which is reflected 
by an MMW reflector that is transparent to the light array. The light array projects 
a light pattern onto the back of the wafer. In this way, the MMW makes a double 
pass through the wafer. 

direction. 
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For the photoconductor described in [69, 72, 73], a variety of several materials 
were investigated. Experimental results are given here for Si wafers with dark 
resistivity in the range of 1000 W-cm, diameter of 150 mm, and thickness of 0.7 
mm. For photo-injection, light of wavelength below the band gap is used. In early 
testing, a variable spatial distribution of light intensity was created on the wafer 
surface by illuminating it through optical masks, which were transmissive to 
MMW [73, 74, 75]. Since then programmable arrays of individual lights have 
been employed. 
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 (a)      (b) 
Fig. 1.29 Antenna configurations (a) back feed transmissive, (b) front feed with transmissive 
antenna folded around optically transparent MMW mirror (after [69] with permission by 
Dr. G.W.Webb) 

The results with two programmable light arrays (PLA) in the geometry of Fig. 
1.26b, one containing 1285 LEDs and the other with 2335 LEDs, with a peak LED 
output at 0.88 m are shown [72]. The light array is controlled by a PC through a 
custom electronic interface. The system can switch the lights on/off at the 
maximum rate of 140 MHz (140 M lights/sec.) The maximum rate for the 1285 
LED frame is 80 K frames per second; however, the overall scan rate with either 
PLA is limited by the properties of the photoconducting material. 

Several light arrays and drive electronics also were developed in [73]. 
Figure 1.30 [73] displays a PLA consisting of 1285 LEDs having a peak LED 
output at 0.88 μ. The light array is controlled by a PC through a custom electronic 
interface, which can switch the lights on/off at the maximum rate of 140 MHz 
(140 M lights/sec.) The maximum rate is thus 80 K frames per second; however, 
the overall scan rate is limited by the properties of the photoconducting material to 
a few kHz. 



 

 
Fig. 1.30 Programmable light array of 150 mm diameter with 1285 LEDs (after [72] with per-
mission by Dr. G.W.Webb). 

Figure 1.31 [73] displays a PLA consisting of 3046 LEDs having a peak LED 
output at 0.88 μ. The light array electronics is controlled by a PC through a fiber 
optic interface, which can switch the lights on/off at the maximum rate of 240 
MHz (240 M lights/sec.) The maximum rate is thus 80 K frames per second; 
however, the overall scan rate is limited by the properties of the photoconducting 
material to a few kHz. An advantage of the fiber optic interface is that it allows 
the LED electronics package to be made more compact. The overall thickness of 
the LED array and electronics, neglecting ancillary components, is 6 cm. 

A large high-angle side lobe was observed at 94 GHz in some directions at 
about 55° off the main beam when using the 1285 LED PLA; however, this fea-
ture was not observed at lower MMW frequencies. For example, at 94 GHz, the 
side lobe could be seen at –25° when the beam is scanned to +30° in the H-plane. 
It was found that the side lobe was an aliasing effect between the finer zone plate 
features at 94 GHz and the light spacing of the 1285 LED PLA. Accordingly, the 
light spacing was reduced in the PLA to accommodate a total of 2335 LEDs. This 
higher light density PLA eliminated the spurious side lobe within the desired scan 
cone of 30° half angle. 
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Fig. 1.31 Programmable light array of 350 mm diameter with 3046 infrared emitting LEDs (after 
[73] with permission by Dr. G.W.Webb) 

Thus in [69], the authors demonstrated the ability to form a narrow MMW 
beam in a solid state scanner by using a photo-injected plasma to block the out-of-
phase rays. By controlling which rays need to be blocked, the beam can be rapidly 
re-formed in different directions. To estimate maximum efficiency or gain, we 
note that approximately 50% of the rays are blocked compared to the full aperture. 
Furthermore, the remaining in-phase rays have a distribution of phases over 180° 
compared, for example, to a fixed parabolic reflector or a phased array with 
perfect control over phase. From these considerations, we estimate that the 
maximum gain or efficiency would be down by approximately 10 dB, as presently 



configured. The advantage, however, is the ability to rapidly steer the beam over a 
fixed reflector, and at much lower cost than a phased array. 

Programmable light sources have been developed, which can produce up to 80 
x 103 new plasma patterns per second. However, the fundamental limit on scan 
rate is by the free carrier recombination time in the particular photoconducting 
material used. Our experiments with this material have shown that we can produce 
over 1000 independent beams per second, that is, to say by hopping in arbitrary 
direction with hops of arbitrary magnitude. When the beam is hopped in smaller 
increments, smaller changes are required in successive plasma distributions. In 
that case, the effective scan rate increases to above 4000 beams per second. 

 

The similar design of so-called optocontrolled antennas was made in [82]. The 
optocontrolled antenna system was represented as the aperture covered with a 
dynamic photosensitive material, whose electromagnetic characteristics depend on 
the intensity and density of controlling the optical radiation. The projective 
distribution of controlling optical radiation forms required amplitude-phase 
distribution for electromagnetic radiation of millimeter-wave band. The amplitude 
control forms distribution of light intensity as focusing Fresnel zones. The phase 
control forms the dynamic phase hologram on a multi-layer photosensitive 
covering. The ways of formation of the dynamic phase hologram on a basis of 
optical switching elements are investigated. The providing of a highly effective 
phase method of controlling is complicated because of expensive multi-layer 
photosensitive covering. The development of a polarizing way allows forming the 
dynamic phase diagram on single-layer photosensitive covering by means of the 
optical projective device of controlling. 

1.5.3 Electrical and Mechanical Concepts of Reconfigurable 
Technology [83] 

 
The unique possibility for Fresnel reflectors is to provide solutions to a new an-
tenna marker, where the classical technologies cannot offer good performance. It 
is known that one of the themes of major interest for the future of telecommunica-
tions and remote sensing applications is the study of the antennas with reconfigur-
able beam pattern capability. 

The idea is based on a flat structure formed by small reflectors, whose positions 
are electronically controlled by means of mechanical actuators, and that works as 
a reflector with any Fresnel distribution. The lattice of small reflecting cells is 
electronically controlled to provide any Fresnel distribution over the reflector sur-
face. So, it is possible to have real control of the radiation pattern or/and control of 
antenna configuration geometry. 

The radiation pattern of a reflected signal can be modified, for example, by 
changes of the geometrical characteristics of the reflecting surface. As it is known, 
perturbations on parabolic surfaces allow any desired shape of the 3 dB transversal 
section in the main beam, in the design of reflector antennas in geo-satellite 
communications. 
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Fig. 1.32 Geometry of a distribution of 12 × 12 reflecting cells (after [84] with permission by 
Dr.Juan Vassal’lo Sanz) 

Looking for an electronic control of the reflecting surface in order to modify 
the radiation pattern shape of the antenna, the authors [84] present an idea that can 
be used with many and different applications. This idea (developed by Julio 
Gutierrez Rios and Juan Vassal’lo Sanz) transforms a classical Fresnel reflector to 
Active Fresnel Reflector which has fixed the feeder, and then changing the Fresnel 
zones distribution to have an electronic scanning [84]. Such an Active Fresnel Re-
flector is formed by a square distribution of reflecting cells, whose position can be 
modified versus the perpendicular direction to the reflecting surface. Figure 1.32 
shows the studied geometry of a distribution of 12 × 12 reflecting cells, in the case 
of a Fresnel reflector surface of two levels [83]. 

The selected working frequency was 18.75 GHz, which must be in agreement 
with the distance separation between both levels (a quarter of the wavelength). 
The cell size in the antenna described above was determinate taking into account 
the supposed application of the antenna example, in order to avoid grating lobes, 
and the area to be covered by the scanning. 

The first objective of the mechanical structure is to allow the change of Fresnel 
level of any reflecting cell. Each Fresnel level is associated with a different posi-
tion of the reflecting surface of the cell, versus the perpendicular direction to the 
reflector surface. To provide this position change, the authors [84] selected the 



actuator is placed under each reflecting cell, and it allows a displacement of the re-
flecting cell of 4.5 mm, which is electronically controlled. This figure shows two 
complete “active reflecting cells”, at both states: “0” and “1”, which correspond to 
both Fresnel levels. The actuator is placed at the position “1” when there is a volt-
age of 6 V at the inputs of the actuator terminal, and it is placed at the position “0” 
when the voltage is 0. The actuator works over the reflecting cell as it can be seen 
in Fig. 1.33. 

 

 

permission by Dr.Juan Vassal’lo Sanz).  

1.5.4 Mechanically Reconfigurable 1D  
Fresnel-Zone-Plate-Shutter Antenna 

 
A reconfigurable 1D Fresnel-zone-plate antenna, consisting of a set of metal shut-
ters that can each be mechanically rotated to present either a transparent or an 
opaque region to the incoming wave was proposed in [85]. What sets this configu-
ration apart from conventional mechanically scanned antennas is the fixed location 
of the antenna aperture: thus, it does not require the large swept volume of con-
ventional mechanically scanned antennas. Only the shutters within the aperture are 
each rotated to one of two positions. Since the mass of each shutter is relatively 
small, the scanning rate should be much higher than for conventional mechani-
cally scanned antennas. 

In order to give the 1D Fresnel-zone-plate antenna the capability of beam scan-
ning, the aperture is sub-divided into a set of long, thin parallel metallic strips, of 
width w and thickness t. Each strip can be considered to be a shutter, and can be 
rotated to an “open” or “closed” position so that it appears either transparent or 
opaque to an incoming wave (polarized in the x direction). The width of the strip 
is chosen large enough to appear opaque to the incoming wave in the closed posi-
tion, while the thickness is chosen small enough to appear nearly transparent in the 
open position. The selection of the strip width is also a compromise between the 
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the better it can approximate various opaque and transparent regions required to 
scan the beam to the desired angle. However, for a given aperture size, using 
smaller strips will require a higher total number of strips, which becomes less de-
sirable to implement in a practical design. 

Thus, by dividing the antenna aperture into a set of thin metallic shutters that 
can be individually controlled to create a transparent or opaque sub-zone, various 
Fresnel-zone patterns can be synthesized to dynamically steer the location of the 
beam peak. A prototype designed at 23 GHz was fabricated as a proof of concept 
[85]. 

1.5.5 2-Bit Antenna–Filter–Antenna Elements 
 

A fully electronic high-resolution scanning requires integration of phase-shifting 
devices within the array elements to form reconfigurable arrays. A new type of the 
2-bit antenna-filter-antenna (AFA) element based on slot antennas and switchable 
resonators was proposed in [86]. This reconfigurable AFA can operate in four 
modes of operation as a three- or four-pole filter, and yields a 2-bit variable phase 
delay. AFAs are three-layer metallic structures composed of receive and transmit 
antennas and interconnecting resonant circuits, and act as filters with radiation 
ports [87]. 

The phase offsets existing between the different modes of operation of the re-
configurable AFA can be utilized to generate a 2-bit adaptive lens array. Elements 
in the lens array are configured to compensate for the spherical phase delay of the 
input wavefront and generate a phase distribution corresponding to the desired 
output wavefront. For a single beam output, the output phase will be a 2-bit ap-
proximation of a planar phase distribution. The state of each AFA element in the 
array can be calculated based on the location of the element in the array, focal dis-
tance, output phase, and operation frequency. 

Five 32-GHz lens arrays were fabricated in [87] with the AFA elements con-
figured to produce output beams at 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 from a spherical input 
wave emanating at a focal distance of 12 cm. By exchanging the roles of input and 
output sides, a single set of array prototypes can be used to characterize beam 

1.5.6 Liquid Crystal Antennas 
 

Generally, the lens antennas are composed of a homogeneous dielectric material 
or metallic elements. Considering modulation effects, nematic liquid crystal (LC) 

discretization resolution and the total number of strips. The smaller the strip width, 

steering in both E- and H-planes. 1021 AFA elements are arranged on a rectangu-
lar grid to form a circular array with diameter of 12 cm and a total effective area 
of 104 cm. It could be noted as the AFA elements are primarily bandpass filters, 
the adaptive lens array exhibits a bandpass frequency response. The total loss due 
to the 2-bit phase quantization error and switches was about 3 dB. 



 

ter-wave region [88, 89, 83] are attractive for applications to millimeter-wave re-
configurable devices. 

The focusing properties of the LC lens [90] and phase shifter [90] at 94 GHz 
theoretically and experimentally were investigated. In [90], the LC cell is com-
posed of the nematic LC material (E44) with a positive dielectric anisotropy and 
the planoconvex-shaped metal plates (brass) as electrode substrates. The LC layers 
and the metal substrates were alternatively piled up. The thickness and radius of 
the metal substrates were 0.8 and 45 mm, respectively. The thickness of the LC 
layers was determined by glass ball spacers of 0.3 mm and the maximum cell 
length was 12 mm. The metal substrates were coated with polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) and treated by rubbing to produce a homogeneous molecular orientation. 
The polarization direction of the millimeter wave was parallel to the grating vector 
of the stack-layered structure. The LC cell was driven by 1 kHz sinusoidal ac voltages.

When no external electric field was applied, the director is uniformly oriented 
parallel to the substrate, and then the effective refractive index of the LC layer is 

⊥n . When a voltage above the threshold was applied across the LC layer, the di-
rector is forced to align along the direction of the electric field. Thus, the effective 
refractive index of the LC layer becomes IIn . So in the low voltage regime, the 
LC molecules in the even zones are re-oriented first while the molecules in the 
odd zones remain in the original alignment owing to their higher threshold volt-
age. A binary-phase Fresnel lens is thus formed. If the polarization of the incident 
wave is parallel to the rubbing direction of the cell, the phase difference between 
the neighboring zones is 

λπδϕ /2 nd= , 

where nδ  is the difference of the effective refractive indices in the adjacent zones, 
d  is the cell gap, and λ  is the wavelength of the incident beam. The induced 
phase shift is electrically tunable. It was shown that the focal length of the LC lens 
decreases with increasing applied voltage. 

The first-order diffraction efficiency of a binary Fresnel lens is determined by 
the relative phase difference δΔ  between the adjacent zones:  

λπδ /)(2 oddeven nnd −=Δ , 

where d is the cell gap, and neven and nodd are the effective refractive indices of the 
LC composite in even and odd zones, respectively. The maximum efficiency is 
reached when δΔ =π. 

In [86], a millimeter-wave beam former using liquid crystal, which can 
electrically steer millimeter-wave beams by changing the permittivity of the LC was 
described. It was fabricated by alternately stacking a number of LC layers and 
electrodes. By employing the membrane impregnated with LC for the LC layer, the 
structure of the beam former can be simple, avoiding glass substrates and alignment 
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materials with relatively large dielectric anisotropy in the microwave and millime-
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layers. Measurement shows the maximum phase shift to be – 420° at a frequency of 
60 GHz, and maximum steering angle to be approximately ±13° and broadband 
characteristics across the V band. The beam former can also operate as a dielectric 
lens, which compensates for the quadratic phase variation of the fields over the 
aperture of the horn antenna. On the other hand, the insertion loss is 5–8 dB and 
relatively high for practical use. It was found that suppressing the dielectric loss of 
LC is needed to reduce the insertion loss. 

In [91], a novel, nematic liquid crystal cell with a one-dimensional periodic 
structure prepared using homogeneous and homeotropic orientations alternately as 
the electrically controlled millimeter-wave devices was proposed. When an exter-
nal voltage is applied across the LC layer, the LC molecules in the homogeneous 
orientation tend to align along the applied field direction and the periodicity of the 
molecular orientation vanishes. The millimeter-wave transmission properties of 
the LC cell are measured at 50  GHz. Changes in the phase and transmittance of 
the LC cell induced by applying the voltage to the cell were observed. For fre-
quencies 2–40 GHz, the LC types used were BDH-K15, BDH-E7, and BDH-E44. 
The maximum phase shift 50°/cm at 37 GHz was observed for a commercial liq-
uid crystal BDH-E44. 

passing the first element. These two waves are further separated into an o-o-ray, e-
o-ray, o-e-ray, and e-e-ray, respectively, again after passing through the second 
element. The transmission spectrum manifests the interference among the four 
peaks of the THz signal. 
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Chapter 2 
Lens Candidates to Antenna Array 

2.1 Circular Fresnel Zone Plate Antennas with Varying 
Reference Phase 

 
Let us consider the antenna designs take the new reference phase parameter into 
account in the computation of the Fresnel zone radii [1]. The Fresnel zone radii 
were computed using Eq. (1.32). The lens parameters for each F/D simulation are 
shown in Table 2.1. Each one was analyzed with the following nine different 
reference phases: 0Φ =0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°. The number of 
zones was kept constant with increasing reference phase, which meant that the radii 
of the zones were increasing slightly. 

Table 2.1 Simulation parameters for each F/D 

Nominal F/D F( λ ) D( λ )  
Desired

D( λ )  
Actual 

Number of total zones

0.237 3.75 15.8 10.05 10 
0.35 5.53 15.8 15.49 8 
0.5 7.9 15.8 15.02 6 
1.0 15.8 15.8 16.39 4 

 
Since it was desirable to have a consistent aperture size for comparison 

purposes, the lens diameters were chosen to be as close to 15.8 cm as possible for 
the 0Φ =0° case, while still maintaining an integer number of zones. This meant 
that careful consideration of the number of zones was required for each F/D to 
match the desired diameter of the last zone. Inevitably, the actual lens diameters 
were not exactly 15.8 cm and are shown in Table 2.1 for the 0Φ  = 0° case. Note 
that since the radii increased as the reference phase increased, the F/D inherently 
decreased by a small amount from 0° to 180°. This was found to have very little 
effect on the antenna performance. 

The lenses were fed with an open-ended WR28 waveguide placed at their focal 
point. The waveguide was oriented such that the electric field vector was along the 
y-axis. The feed shown to have a peak directivity of about 7 dB, with 10-dB 
beamwidths of 120° in the H-plane and 194° in the E-plane. Despite its inherently 



unequal H- and E-plane patterns, this feed yields about a 10-dB edge taper for an 
F/D of 0.237. The 10-dB edge taper is commonly used as a compromise between 
spillover and taper illumination for the parabolic reflector and is also a good 
approximation for the FZPL. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates how a typical co-polarized radiation pattern in the H-plane 
varies with reference phase. 

This is the F/D = 0.237 case, and only the first 20° from boresight are shown in 
order to magnify the effect of the first sidelobe. As the reference phase increased 
from 0Φ  = 0° up to 180°, the radiation pattern changed shape and dropped in level. 

 

 
Fig. 2.1 Typical radiation pattern in the H-plane varies with reference phase 

The detailed analyses on the effect of reference phase on the different antenna 
configurations shown the following [1]: 

 
1) Peak Directivity: The simulated peak directivity was confirmed to occur at 

the designed center frequency of 30 GHz for the smaller F/D cases (0.237, 0.35). 
However, this was not true for the larger F/D cases where the frequency of the peak 
directivity was observed to shift closer to 31 GHz. This increase in frequency is 
likely related to the feed not being optimal for the lens in the larger F/D cases. The 
feed was designed to be optimal for the F/D = 0.237 case so when the F/D was 
increased, the feed’s 10 dB beamwidth was much larger than that required for the 
10-dB edge taper and therefore significant spillover resulted. 
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The normalized peak directivity for each F/D case is shown in Fig. 2.2. The 
curves were normalized to the peak of the 0Φ = 0° case to compensate for the feed 
not being optimal in the larger F/D cases. The variation of the peak directivity with 
reference phase is related to the fact that changing the reference phase alters the 
diffraction pattern of the lens in a complex fashion. This caused the sidelobes to shift 
and change in level, thus impacting the peak gain. 

 

 
Fig. 2.2 Normalized peak directivity vs. reference phase 

The curves of Fig. 2.2 demonstrate that the average change in peak directivity 
was 0.23 dB as the reference phase increased from 0° to 180°. This means that the 
reference phase had very little effect on the peak directivity. The gain was also 
computed from these results based on the simulated losses in the structure, which 
include material loss, mismatch loss at the excitation port, and loss due to surface 
resistance. It was found that there was a 2.45 dB difference between the 
directivity and gain for the F/D = 0.237 case. This difference dropped to 1.23 dB 
for the F/D = 1.0 case. 

 
2) 1st Sidelobe Level: The level of the first sidelobe was affected significantly 

by the change in reference phase. Figure 2.2 illustrates these simulated results for 
the H- and E-planes, respectively, where the curves in both figures are relative to 
the peak directivity. The sidelobes were generally better for the smaller F/D values. 
This was true particularly when the reference phase is 0°. 



In both the H- and E-planes, all F/D cases exhibited a similar trend in that the 
level of the first sidelobe decreased as the reference phase increased from 0° 
through to about 60°. When the reference phase increased beyond 60°, the sidelobe 
also increased such that at 180° the sidelobe was nearly the same as it was at 0°. 
The overall decrease in sidelobe, as well as the normalized minimum sidelobe and 
the reference phase where this minimum occurred, are shown in Table 2.2 for each 
F/D case. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Relative 1st sidelobe level with varying reference phase: ϕE and ϑE  cut 
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Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 indicate that at least a 6-dB drop in the level of the 1st 
sidelobe can be expected by changing the reference phase from 0° to a more 
optimal value. At best this drop could be as much as nearly 9.3 dB, but on average 
it was around 7.5 dB. The simulations showed that there was no single value of 
reference phase which would result in the lowest sidelobe for all lens designs. An 
optimized value must be determined for each value of F/D. 

The case where the optimum reference phase was 120° (F/D – 0.35) was a case 
where the sidelobe had shifted in relation to the sidelobes formed by the other 
reference phase cases. This seemed to be a common effect caused by the increase 
in reference phase. At first, the sidelobes would decrease and would then diminish 
completely and reform another sidelobe further away from boresight. 

Table 2.2 Normalized minimum sidelobe (SLB) level, decrease and reference phase 

0.237 –24.22 6.44 60 –23.79 7.47 75 
0.35 –23.85 7.23 120 –23.31 6.78 60 
0.5 –25.08 9.29 60 –23.46 7.72 45 
1.0 –22.08 7.69 30 –21.78 7.89 30 

 
3) Half Power Beamwidth: The 3-dB beamwidth in all F/D cases was found to 

decrease with increasing reference phase. A small part of this was expected due to 
the increasing diameter of the lens as the reference phase gets larger. However, it 
was found that the change in diameter could only account for about 0.2° of the 
overall change, which was typically about 0.5°. Therefore, by increasing the 
reference phase, a small narrowing in the 3-dB beamwidth can be expected. This 
effect is visible in Fig. 2.2. 

 
4) Maximum Cross-Polarization: For all cases, changing the reference phase had 

only a small effect on the cross-polarization levels in the H- and E-planes (Figs. 2.4 
and 2.5). 

 
The maximum cross-polarization is fairly constant over all reference phases in 

the Eϑ  plane. The F/D=0.23 case shows a slight increase in maximum cross-
polarization with increasing reference phase, but it is only about 5 dB. The ϕE  

plane curves show that the maximum cross-polarization is certainly affected by 
the reference phase. Both the F/D=0.23 and F/D=1.0 show significant increases in 
maximum cross-polarization at reference phase of 30° and 45°, respectively. It is 
interesting to note that the F/D=0.23 case shows the lowest maximum cross-
polarization with reference phase in the ϕE  plane, but the highest in the Eϑ  

plane. 

F/D H-Plane 
Min. SLB 
(dB) 

H-Plane SLB 
decrease 
(dB) 

H-Plane  
Ref. phase 
(deg.) 

E-Plane 
Min. SLB 
(dB) 

E-Plane 
SLB decrease 
(dB) 

E-Plane 
Ref. phase 
(deg.) 



 Fig. 2.4 Cross- polarization levels vs. reference phase =Φ0 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° 

in ϕE  
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Fig. 2.5 Maximum cross-polarization vs. reference phase ϑE  and F/D 

In order to extract a physical meaning from these simulated results, it is useful to 
consider the FZPL antenna as a diffractive grating element with a non-periodic 
structure [2], which is valid for FZP with small number of zones (N < 100). Such 
an element produces output beams having several diffractive orders, the interference 
of which yields the beam pattern in the far field. Typically, only the −1 order is 
considered. When the reference phase is altered, a new zone is created, which 
increases the spatial frequency of the zones in the structure, thus resulting in a 
somewhat larger lens. A change to the spatial frequency causes a change in the 
intensity of the various diffractive orders, which redefines the output beam power 
from the FZPL surface into space. The resulting beam patterns are formed based on 
this new interference pattern. 

Changing the reference phase is thus a means of changing the diffraction and 
interference patterns of the antenna. Due to the complicated nature of these effects, 
it is difficult to predict how the radiation patterns of the antenna will be affected 
without electromagnetic simulations. However, it is intuitive that the antenna’s exact 
geometry is important in forming the diffraction patterns, since constructive and 
destructive addition of waves will be different in each case thus affecting the 
sidelobes and locations. This also explains why the optimum reference phase is 
different for each F/D antenna configuration. 

 



Antenna measurements were performed in a calibrated far-field anechoic 
chamber. The objective of the testing was to validate the simulation results and 
confirm that the observed trends described above were accurate. The chamber has a 
reflectivity of 30 dB and a ripple of 0.5 dB, which yields an overall accuracy of 
about ±0.25 dB for gain and ±1.5 dB for sidelobes. 

Each lens was made using the same zone radii as in the simulations. The lenses 
were etched on a 5 mil (0.127 mm) FR4 material and were attached with masking 
tape to a foam base for support. This structure was then situated on a custom-made 
test fixture at the proper location away from the open-ended WR28 waveguide feed. 
The horizontal location of the feed on the test fixture was controlled by a precision 
positioning device, with an accuracy of ±0.003 inches. The lens was manually 
centered with respect to the feed. Absorbing material was used to cover all surfaces 
that could cause undesirable scattering. The setup is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2.6 Test setup in the anechoic chamber 
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A typical measured radiation pattern shows the important trend that the level of 
the radiation pattern drops with increasing reference phase in the sidelobe vicinity. 
It is interesting to note that the frequency where the measured peak gain occurred was 
different from the frequency of the peak gain in the simulations. The simulated 
frequency of the peak gain remained constant at 30 GHz in all cases with varying 
reference phase at a given F/D, whereas the measured frequencies were 31 GHz for 
the lower reference phase antennas (0°, 30°, 60°) and then closer to 30 GHz for the 
90° and 120° reference phase antennas. The fact that the frequency of the peak gain 
for the lower reference phase antennas was at 31 GHz could be explained by a 
number of possibilities including: (1) the frequency of the peak gain for the feed was 
closer to 31 GHz than 30 GHz, (2) the simulations did not include the FR4 material 
or the foam support, and (3) the higher gain of the feed at 31 GHz had a narrower 
beam and thus a smaller edge illumination. 

Thus, the measured results revealed that changing the reference phase from the 
standard 0° to some other value between 0° and 180° caused a drop in the level of the 
1st sidelobe between 3 and 7.5 dB depending on the reference phase. These numbers 
were better in the simulations that showed a drop in the 1st sidelobe between 6.5 and 
9.3 dB. This finding is significant since the sidelobe improvement comes with very 
little impact on either the peak gain or the cross-polarization levels and a small 
decrease in the 3-dB beamwidth. This trend was also found to exist with other F/D 
values, but the optimum reference phase changes with each antenna configuration. 
This approach of optimizing the reference phase to improve the sidelobe 
performance should also be applicable to various types of phase-correcting Fresnel 
lenses whose radiation efficiencies will be significantly better than the Fresnel zone 
plate lens. 

These results show the classical CFZP is not optimal and beampattern may be 
optimized vs. reference phase for oblique illumination too. 

 

It could be noted that the concept of beampattern control by means of reference 
phase is valid not only for normal incident radiation but also for oblique illu-
mination too. For example, on Fig. 2.7 FDTD simulation of the main beampattern 
parameters of CFZP antenna (source: open circular waveguide at 10°, F0 = 150 mm, 
D = 199 mm, D/F = 1.33, λ =10 mm, angle of oblique illumination is 10°) are 
shown. 
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Fig. 2.7 CFZP antenna beampattern parameters vs. reference phase for oblique illumination 
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2.2 Square FZP 
 

Although symmetry defines the Fresnel zones as circular, for some applications it 
could be useful to have rectangular or square FZPLs. For example, square FZPLs 
are better suited to the intrinsic geometry of an array of rectangular pixels. Square 
Fresnel antenna should be easier to build than equivalent resolution monolithic 
apertures or classical aperture synthesis arrays, and allows larger fields and high 
dynamic range for imaging. 

Among high angular resolution imaging techniques, aperture synthesis provides 
the highest resolutions, but requires stringent path lengths control and quasioptical 
surfaces quality. The previously required high-precision quasioptics are replaced 
by mere holes in a thin opaque foil covering the dimensions of the array. Focusing 
is achieved with no other optical element than vacuum and the edges of the holes, 
their shape and positioning alone being responsible for focalization and beam 
combining. The consequences of this high number of apertures are a large number 
of pixels and a very high dynamic range. 

 
- The angular resolution of a square Fresnel antenna is the same as that of a 

filled aperture having the size of the whole antenna. 
- The use of air (vacuum) for the individual sub-apertures eliminates the phase 

defects and spectral limitations that would result from a transparent or reflective 
material. Thus, the spectral span of Fresnel antenna is limited only by the 
characteristics of the opaque material. 

- The resulting wavefront quality is relatively insensitive to array warping and 
only limited by the precision to which the apertures are carved. This constraint is 
also quite loose compared to quasioptical surfacing. 

- The dense rectangular pattern of the array (all aperture edges following two 
orthogonal directions) casts light at focus into a central peak flanked by two 
orthogonal spikes, rather than diffraction rings (case of circular FZP) or broad 
sidelobes, thus most of the field remains at very low stray light level.  

- The large number of apertures allows a high field/resolution ratio, hence 
much broader fields than with other antenna. 

 
The first attempt to treat the problem to study the field distribution near the 

focus of a square microwave lens, both theoretically and experimentally, was 
made in 1956 by P. A. Matthews, A. L. Cullen [3]. Theoretically, they have shown 
that scalar wave function for the square aperture is 
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Some advantages of square FZP antenna are: 



The transmitting horn was situated at a point twice the focal length from one side of 
the lens, and the field was measured in a region approximately the same distance from 
the other side of the lens. The position of the transmitting horn was adjusted to give a 
symmetrical pattern in a plane transverse to the direction of propagation near the focus 
and to give as good an approximation to a spherical wavefront as possible. 

Particularly satisfactory agreement has been found with the theoretically 
predicted transverse field pattern in the focal plane, and with the theoretically 
predicted increase in axial wavelength in the vicinity of the focus. The latter effect 
is related to the so-called anomalous phase change of 180° on passing through the 
focus [2]. A phase change of 180° between the main lobe and the first sidelobe in 
the focal plane, which the theory predicts, has also been verified experimentally. 

2.2.1 Gain of a Rectangular Aperture 
 

Gain of a rectangular aperture in the far field was considered in [4]. It was shown 
the gain of rectangular aperture in the Fraunhofer region is: 
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where 222 /)]()([)( uuSuCuM +=  and λRLu 2/11 = , λRLp 2/21 = . 

For a square aperture LLL == 21 , and accordingly we let upu == 11  and 
Eq. (2.1) becomes 

2
sq 0 ( )G G M u= . 

The corresponding equation for the circular aperture was 

( )2
cir 0 sin( ) /G G x x= . 

On other words, for rectangular aperture with uniform distribution of amplitude 
and phase of the radiation field, the distribution of field at the far zone can be 
represented as following [2]: 
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It is followed from Eq. (2.2) that directional patterns in principal planes (i.e. in 
planes xz or yz) are identical. For diagram in plane xz value λθπ /)sin( a  is used 
as an argument, and in plane yz value λθπ /)sin( b  correspondingly. 
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The field patterns were measured by means of the spinning-dipole technique. 
The experimental points measured in the focal was a three-step “egg-box” type 
with a square aperture 120 × 120 cm. It is two-point corrected for scanning, and 
was designed to produce a parallel beam.  Its focal length was 192 cm. 
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Radiation field in the case of circular aperture is: 

./)(2)( 1
2 uuJauU π=                                                                                           (2.3) 

Two differences are immediately apparent: 
1) Near the outer limit of the Fresnel zone, the correction for the square aperture 

leads to a smaller net gain than the correction for the circular aperture.  
2) The gain correction factor for the circular aperture has zeros at nx π=  while 

the rectangular aperture has minima, but not zeros at =x  3.65, 7.62. 
 

Beampattern (BP) by power at a distant zone (i.e. field intensity) is 
proportionate to a squared field’s amplitude 2)(uU . For a principal plane with 

rectangular aperture, BP fits the expression [ ]2/sin uu  while for circular aperture – 

[ ]2
1 /)( uuJ . 
For a circular aperture, a beamwidth at a half power level (~ 3 dB) is equal to 

)/029,1arcsin ( Dλ  and corresponds to an arguments value u=1,616. For a 
rectangular aperture, a beamwidth is equal to )/arcsin (0,887 lλ  and corresponds to 
an arguments value u=1,393. At the principal plane, a first sidelobe is 13.2 dB less 
than the main lobe for rectangular and 17.5 dB less than a main lobe for circular 
apertures. 

Values of the first four extremes of the filed intensity distributions for circular 
and rectangular apertures with uniform distribution of amplitudes and phases by 
aperture are shown at the following Table 2.3. 

It also was shown [3] that L = 1.67R by equating the gain of the circle with 
the gain of the square aperture. 

Table 2.3 Four extremes of the filed intensity distributions for circular and rectangular apertures 

Circular aperture 
Points of maximum Points of maximum Relative intensity 

r/61.0sin 1 λϕ =  0sin =ϕ  1.00 

r/12.1sin 2 λϕ =  r/81.0sin λϕ =  0.0175 

r/62.1sin 3 λϕ =  r/33.1sin λϕ =  0.0042 

r/12.2sin 4 λϕ =  r/85.1sin λϕ =  0.0016 

Rectangular aperture 

sin / ;  1,  2,  ...n b nφ λ= =  λϕπη /sinb=   

b/λ  0 1.00 

2 b/λ  πη 43,1=  0.047 

3 b/λ  πη 46.2=  0.008 

4 b/λ  πη 47.3=  0.005 



2.2.2 Diffraction Efficiency 
 

Let us define the “diffraction efficiency” of a Fresnel antenna as the proportion of 
incident radiation going into the first-order focus. It is well known that the 
theoretical diffraction efficiency cη  for a circular Fresnel zone plate when the 
number of zones tends to infinity is: 2 2

c 1/ mη π≈  for m  odd; and c 0η ≈  for m  
even and m 0≠ , where m  is the diffraction order. 

At the prime focus, which corresponds to the diffraction order m =1, about 
10.1% of the radiation is gathered. 

In the case of the square FZP, the diffraction efficiency can be derived using 
Cartesian coordinates. The wave contribution at focus can be expressed: 

0 0exp( ( , ))d d exp 2 exp( 2 )d d
x y x yrect

mx myE A i x y x y A i i x y
p pρ ρ

φ π π
⎛ ⎞

≈ = ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫ ∫ , 

where approximation of ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+≈

y

y

x

x mmyx
ρρ

πϕ 2),(  was used because the phase 

within a given aperture is a quadratic function of position and N >> 1. 
For m  odd and m 0≠ , the diffraction efficiency in amplitude for a given 

element of a square Fresnel antenna can be expressed as: 

22
0

max 4
mE

E
π

= , 

and considering a 50% overall “void to total area” transmission ratio, the 
diffraction efficiency in amplitude is 

22
2
mπ

. Finally, the diffraction efficiency in 

intensity for a square Fresnel element is: 

s 2 2

4E
mπ

= . 

When apodization is not applied, at order m =1 this corresponds to a 4.1% 
efficiency. 

For example, two separate orientations of the square FZPs are shown in Fig. 
2.8: one where the FZP is oriented vertically (Case 1) and one with the FZP 
oriented diagonally (Case 2). This was done to determine the effect of polarization 
on the pattern performance. Figure 2.9 shows the patterns for the square FZP with 
traditional zoning rules. 

The gain for the square FZP with vertical orientation is about 16.7 dB, but for 
diagonal orientation is 18.2 dB. The first sidelobes for square with vertical 
orientation is about –3.7 dB and for diagonal orientation is –11.2 dB. 
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Fig. 2.8 Geometry of the square FZPs 

 
Fig. 2.9 3D beampatterns of the square FZPs: vertical orientation (left) and diagonal orientation 
(right) 



2.2.3 Improved Zoning Rule for Designing Square Fresnel Zone 
Plate Lenses 

 
The design of circular FZPLs is well established; and to focus an incident plane 
wave to a point located a distance F from the lens, as a rule the dimensions of each 
zone radius (ri) can be determined using Eq. (1.17): 

ri = iλF + iλ /2( )2 , (2.4) 

where F is the focal length of the FZPL and λ  is the wavelength in the medium. 
For the case of square zones, approximations are required since the square 

boundaries do not coincide with the circular Fresnel zones. In earlier work, the 
dimensions of the square zones were determined by equating the area of each zone 
with that of the corresponding circular zone [5]. Thus the relation between half of 
the side of the square (Li) and the radius of the corresponding circular zone (ri) 
was [5]: 

Li = ri π
2

= 0.8862ri
. (2.5) 

In other designs, the length of the each square zone is equated to the diameter 
of the corresponding circular zone [6, 7]: 

Li = ri . (2.6) 

To derive the new zoning rule [8], based on minimization of a phase error, the 
geometry in Fig. 2.10 is considered, where the circle of radius R represents the 
boundary of a particular Fresnel zone centered at point O in the X-Y plane and 
having a focal point located on the Z-axis at a distance F from the lens. For any 
point B located on the circle, the following relation is precisely fulfilled within the 
geometric optics approximation for an axisymmetrical zonal plate (thus we shall 
consider that these boundaries are optimum for the appropriate axisymmetrical 
diffractional element): 

2/λnOFBFOB +=+  (2.7) 

The solid squares (Q1 and Q2) in Fig. 2.10 represent two possible choices for 
the square FZPL zone. If A represents a point on the square boundary and B a 
point on the circular zone boundary, then one can define a maximum error Δ  
between the difference of a set of rays from the lens aperture to the focal point as: 

Δ = OA + AF − OF + nλ /2( )≠ 0 . (2.8)  
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Fig. 2.10 Geometry of a single zone for deriving the improved zoning rule for a square FZPL 

The task of optimizing the square FZPL zones is one of minimizing this error 
Δ . Using a simple geometrical interpretation, this error can be minimized by 
maximizing the number of common points between the square and the circular 
zones. The two solid squares in Fig. 2.10 each share only four points with the 
circular boundary. Choosing a square whose dimensions lie between the two solid 
squares (the dashed square labeled Q3 in Fig. 2.10) will increase the number of 
common points from four to eight and should thus reduce the error. The minimum 
error will occur when these eight points are equally spaced around the circular 
zone. The dimensions of the square zone can be related to the radius R of the 



circular zone for the various squares (Q1–Q3) using simple trigonometry. If L is 
defined as half of the total length of the square zone, then 

L =
R / 2          , for Q1

R                 , for Q2

Rcos(π /8)  ,  for Q3

⎧ 

⎨ 
⎪ 

⎩ 
⎪ 

 (2.9) 

It could be noted the complex amplitude contribution of an aperture is not 
proportional to its area, as the waves from a given aperture element do not all 
interfere constructively (see Fig. 2.11). 

X

Y
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0

/2
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Transparent

0

 π-

 π

/2  π

 
Fig. 2.11 Evolution of the phase within an individual aperture, as seen from common focus 

 
The areas of these three square zones are compared to the area of the circular 

zone in Table 2.4. It is important to notice that this proposed technique for the 
definition of the width of the square zone does not depend on a type of the 
diffractional element (e.g. transformation of a flat or spherical wavefront set, or 
the focusing to a point or ring) and has a universal character. 
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Table 2.4 Parameters for various zoning rules 

Type of FZPL Area of zone Ratio 0/ SS  

Circular 2
0 RS π=  - 

Equal Area Square1 S = πR2  1.0 
Interior Square (Q1) S = 2R2  2 /π = 0.637 
Exterior Square (Q2) 24RS =  273.1/4 =π  

Optimal Square (Q3) S = 4R2 cos2 π /8( ) 4 cos2 π /8( )/π = 1.087  

 
To help verify the improved performance of this new zoning rule, several 

simulations were carried out using a finite-difference time domain (FDTD) 
method [8]. The case presented here uses the square FZPL as an antenna, where 
the FZPL is illuminated by an open rectangular metal waveguide (WR28) as 
shown in Fig. 2.8 case 1, designed to operate at 30 GHz. The aperture of the 
waveguide is placed at the focal point of the FZPL, which is located at a distance 
F from the center of the FZPL. Two lenses with 10 zones were analyzed: one with 
the L = R zoning rule (Q2 in Fig. 2.10) and one with the new zoning rule L = 
Rcos(π /8) (Q3 in Fig. 2.10) where the values of the circular zone radii were 
determined using Eq. (2.4) and F was chosen to be 37.5 mm. The simulated far-
field patterns in the two principal planes (ϕ = 0° and 90° as indicated in Fig. 2.8 
case 1) are shown in Fig. 2.12 for these two lenses at 30 GHz. For this case, the 
new zoning rule improves the peak gain by 1.2 dB over the traditional zoning rule, 
even for a binary amplitude-type of FZP. Simulations where the square FZP is 
used as a lens to collimate an incident plane wave show that the new zoning rule 
also enhances the focusing properties by moving the focal point significantly 
closer to the lens aperture, compared to the traditional zoning rules.  

The following could be mentioned. The derivation in Section 1.2.1 “Gain of a 
Rectangular Aperture” is based on circular and square apertures that have uniform 
amplitude and phase distributions, and L = 1.67R is obtained by equating the gain 
of the circle with the gain of the square aperture. 

In our derivation, we do not assume uniform amplitude and phase distribution 
over the apertures. Also, our equation (L = 0.886R) is based on maximizing the 
performance of the square FZP; i.e. the square FZP will not have the same gain as 
the circular FZP in our case. 

This new zoning rule may be used for square FZPs in microwave, millimeter, 
and terahertz waves, optical and IR techniques for optimal design of diffractive 
elements with square zone topology, including antennas, lenses, and scanning 
axicon, etc. This is a familiar fact that when a cylindrical zone plate is illuminated 
with a plane wavefront, a focal region is a line situated transversely to the optical 
axis, in parallel to the plane of the zone plate. Therefore, in contrast to the Fresnel 
zone plate, a “square” zone plate composed of two cylindrical zone plates 
produces a focusing region of an asymmetrical shape [9]. The focal area has the 
shape of a “cross” with a maximum in the intersection area. Along the diagonal of 



 
Fig. 2.12 Simulated gain of the FZLPs at 30 GHz 

The peak gain vs. frequency for the circular and square FZPs are plotted in Fig. 
2.13. For the case of the vertical orientation, the FZP with the optimized zoning 
has a higher gain than the FZP with traditional zoning (18.2 dB vs. 16.8 dB) at 30 
GHz. However, for the diagonal orientation, both the traditional and the optimized 
FZPs achieve the same gain (17.8 dB) at 30 GHz. Looking at the trend over 
frequency, the gain of the optimized FZP increases with frequency while the 
traditional zone FZP has a decreasing gain with frequency. 

the cross, the field intensity distribution is similar to that produced by the Fresnel 
zone plate. The detailed investigations of square FZP as a lens were described in [2]. 
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Fig. 2.13 The peak gain vs. frequency: 1 – circular FZP, 2 – square FZP with optimal zone 
vertical orientation, 3 – square FZP with classical zone vertical orientation, 4 – square FZP with 
classical zone diagonal orientation, 5 – square FZP with optimal zone diagonal orientation 

2.2.4 Fresnel Diffractive-Interferometric Arrays 
 

Some modification of a square FZP lens is possible. Let us consider a design of 
Fresnel diffractive-interferometric arrays from a circular FZP (Fig. 2.14). The 
term “Fresnel zone” defines an area delimited in the aperture plane by two 
concentric circles in the intersection of the aperture plane with spherical 
waveplanes centered on the focus and whose radii differ by one wavelength. The 
central Fresnel zone is the disc delimited by the smallest intersection. The number 
of zones covered by a Fresnel array (as for a filled aperture) corresponds to the 
number of zones crossed from center to edge along a one-dimensional line. 

 



 
Fig. 2.14 Circular FZP (left) and examples of one- and two-dimensional (right) orthogonal 
Fresnel array 

As it was mentioned, such orthogonal FZP can be seen either as an aperture 
synthesis array or as a particular case of classical diffractive zone plate. Beams 
from the individual apertures are recombined by diffraction and interference. The 
rectangles apertures (in this case) are positioned so that at the first order of 
diffraction (2π  phase shift from one aperture sub-set to the next), an incoming 
plane wave is turned into a spherical outgoing wavefront. Their orthogonal layout 
makes the nontransmissive zones connected over the whole array. 

One possible transmission law T(x, y) of the array is built as follows. Let us 
define functions g as (taking in mind the concept of reference phase): 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=
0
1

),( yxg
if 2 2 2 2

0 0
1( , ) ( , ) ; 1
2

otherwise

f fx y f x y f k m k m
m m

λ λ
λ λ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ − + ∈ + + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

, 

where ),( yx  are the distances from the optical axis, m  is the diffraction order, 
k  the Fresnel zone index, f  the designed focal length, and ),( 00 yx  are the 
arbitrary values of reference radii (in the case of binary array). The limiting 
condition for the reference radii is: 

fyx λ≤≤ ),(0 00 . 

Also it could be noted that in common case the value of 0x  is independent from 
the value of 0y . Binary type of rectangle diffractive-interferometric arrays is 
shown in the Fig. 2.15 [9]. 
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Fig. 2.15 Binary-type of rectangle diffractive-interferometric arrays 

Using functions )(ag  and )(1)( agah −= , one can define a two-dimensional 
transmission based on an orthogonal development of g  and h : 

)()()()(),(0 ygxgyhxhyxT += . 

The Point Spread Function (i.e. field intensity distribution in the focal plane) of 
such arrays is the square modulus of the Fresnel transform of T(x, y). 

To simplify a problem and understand a physics of array design, let us consider 
Yong’s double-phase aperture interference (Fig. 2.16). Let us consider a double-
square phase aperture of width l . In this case, the diffracted wave field at point P  
is [10]: 

[ ] [ ] ')exp(1)exp(1)( 21 BABAG UikUikUPU Δ−+Δ−+= , (2.10) 
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Here ( yx ff , ) are the spatial frequencies defined by: 

,/)/cos( 0 zxfx λλθ ≈=  ./)/cos( 0 zyf y λλϕ ≈=  
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Fig. 2.16 Double-phase rectangle aperture 

Simple inspection of Eq. (2.10) shows that one does not have a diffracted field 
whenever .1)exp()exp( 21 =Δ=Δ ikik  If )exp()exp()exp( 21 Δ=Δ=Δ ikikik , the 
boundary wave contribution to the diffracted wave field is: 

( ) ).cos(
)sin()sin()exp(1 2 df

lf
lf

lf
lflikKU x

y

y

x

x
B π

π
π

π
πΔ−=                     (2.11) 
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Aside from the amplitude and phase factors, this expression of the boundary 
wave is the classical result of the Fourier-optics treatment of Young’s double-slit 
experiment [11]. A simple inspection of Eq. (2.11) shows a maximum of fringing 
effect in the diffracted wave field when .1)exp( −=Δik  

2.2.5 Polygonal FZP 

2.2.5.1 Geometrical Optimization of Polygonal Fresnel Zone Plates 
in Paraxial Approximation 
 
When the polygonal shape is used in an array, as shown in Fig. 2.17, it does not 
result in overlap issues like the circular geometry. However, since the polygonal 
FZPL is inherently an approximation to the CFZPL, it will not perform as well. In 
order to make the polygonal FZPL a more attractive candidate for use in an array, 
new methods of the CFZPL approximation by polygons, for instance, introduced 
in [8] for a square Fresnel zone plate antenna, could be developed. 
 

Element
Spacing

Element
Spacing

 
Fig. 2.17 Arrays of circles (left) and hexagons (right) 

Moreover, when the resolution of the fabrication techniques is comparable to 
the spatial dimensions of the Fresnel zones, the actual fabricated contours circles 
are jagged versions of the perfect circular pattern. For those cases, the study of 
polygons with a large number of sides has received attention [12, 13]. 

As it was mentioned, a very useful approximation neglects the second term 
within the square root and provides the well-known dependence where the zone 
radius is proportional to m . This is true in optical waveband and these values 
serve as a reference when calculating the geometric parameters of the polygon 
element in [14] (it means a paraxial approximation, which is not valid in 
microwave [2]).  

The circle of reference for the zone m has a radius Rm, given by Eq. (2.10). The 
parameter for the polygonal shape will be the apothem x, along with the number of 
sides s. The optimum polygon contour should intersect the circle of reference at a 



position that overfills the circle of reference in some regions and underfills it in 
the rest. When analyzing regular convex polygons, we may restrict the region of 
computation to an angular range determined by an apothem and the line joining 
the center of the polygon and the closest vertex to the apothem location. The angle 
subtended by these lines is 

pol / ,sα π=  

where s is the number of sides of the polygon. The region of the polygon within 
this angular range always has the shape of a right triangle. There are 2s equal right 
triangles in a regular polygon having s sides. From Fig. 2.17, we may see that the 
polygon shape intersects with the circular Fresnel zone reference only once on the 
contour side of this right triangle, at an angular position given by intα . The 
location of this intersection is the main issue that needs to be properly solved. By 
reducing the area that overfills and underfills the circular angular sector when the 
polygon is traced, the authors of [14] decrease the number of Huygens wavelets 
that belong to the areas A1 and A2 in the Fig. 2.18. 

The extent of this mismatched area has the following analytical form, 

2 2
1 2 int pol pol int

1 1 tan tan
2 2mA A A R xα α α α⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + = − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
, 

where Rm is the radius of the circular boundary of the m Fresnel zone, x is the 
value of apothem of the regular polygon, and intα  is the angle that defines the 
intersection between the polygon and the circular contours (as seen in the lower 
portion of Fig. 2.17). This value can be related to the apothem value by the 
following relation, 

mR
x1

int cos−=α . 

By minimizing the total area A with respect to the value of the apothem x, we 
find the optimized apothem value, 

)/(tan25.01 2 s
Rx m

m
π+

= . 
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Fig. 2.18 Definition of the problem (after [14] with permission by Dr. J.Alda) 

 
 
 
 



When the value of the optimized apothem xm is normalized to the radius of the 
Fresnel zone Rm the result is independent of m and depends only on the number of 
sides s of the polygon. As a consequence of the Fresnel zone arrangement, the 
outer zones are more closely spaced. Then, it will eventually happen that a 
polygonal shape with a finite number of sides will intersect more than one circular 
Fresnel contour. This situation degrades the performance of the polygonal FZP 
and can be avoided only by limiting the number of allowed Fresnel zones for a 
given number of sides of the polygon. 

Actually, for a given value of the apothem, the range of the circular shapes that 
can be intersected is given by the following two limits: 

min

max pol

( )
( ) / cos( )

m m

m m

R x x
R x x α

=
=

. 

To verify the geometrical consideration, the authors of [14] evaluated the Strehl 
ratio using scalar theory of diffraction. It was shown that as the number of sides of 
the polygon increases, i.e. the polygon becomes a circle, the Strehl ratio 
approaches 1. At the same time, the performance degrades when increasing the 
number of involved zones for a given polygon shape. For the case of a square 
polygon, the optimized polygon is very similar to the one obtained recently in [8]. 

2.2.5.2 Generalization to the Case of Arbitrary Shape of Aperture 
 

Following [4], from the geometrical consideration for the arbitrary polygonal 
shape we may write the following equations. 

The distance between the center of circle and polygonal boundary to the normal 
is:  

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

n
RCosx

2
2

2
1 π , 

where n  is the number of polygons and R  the radius of circle. The length of 
the polygons is: 
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The following could be noticed. The optimization proposed by J.Alda et al. 
described in Sect. 2.3.1 “Geometrical optimization of polygonal Fresnel zone 
plates in paraxial approximation” was based on the geometrical minimization of 
the area that overfills and underfills the circular angular sector when the polygon 
is traced. The optimization based on the reduction of the phase mismatch between 
the contribution to a given pseudo-Fresnel zone of a polygon and an actual 
circular Fresnel zone [8] described above is more physically clear and correct. 

2.2.5.3 Hexagonal FZP vs. Reference Phase 
 

As an example let us briefly consider the beampattern analysis of HFZP vs. 
reference phase. Parameters of the simulation were: lens shape –  hexagonal 
with optimum dimensions, number of zones: 10,  F/D: 0.23 (F = 3.75 cm, D ~ 
15.8 cm), frequency: 30 GHz, reference phases: 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 
120°, 150°, 180°. 

 

respectively, of the co-polarized radiation patterns. As the reference phase 
increases in the ϕE  cut, the gain drops, the first null gets deeper, and the first 
sidelobe peak level decreases. There is a clear improvement in the first sidelobe 
level by choosing a reference phase other than 0°. The situation is somewhat 
different in the ϑE  cut where although the gain decreases similarly, the first 
sidelobe level increases with increasing reference phase. Also, the location of 
the first null and first sidelobe peak varies with reference phase. When the 
reference phase is 30°, the ϑE  behavior is significantly different from the other 
cases. 

a) Co-polarized Radiation Patterns: Figure 2.19 shows the ϕE  and ϑE  cuts, 

For the optimal hexagonal configurations, the distance from the center of the 
hexagon to the center of an edge L will be related to the radius of the circle R by 
the expression in equation: 

RL 996.0= . 



 

Fig. 2.19 Co-polarized radiation patterns: ϕE   and ϑE  cuts 

Figures 2.20 shows the three-dimensional co-polarized radiation patterns for 
optimal HFZPL antenna. 
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Fig. 2.20 Three-dimensional Pattern of the optimized HFZP at 30 GHz 

previous two figures. The overall drop is about 1.3 dB. Results are the same for 
both ϕE  and ϑE  cuts. 

 
Fig. 2.21 Peak gain vs. reference phase: ϕE cut 

c) First Sidelobe Level: As observed in Fig. 2.19, the first sidelobe level in 
the ϕE  cut decreases by 4 dB from the 0° reference phase case with the lowest 

sidelobe being at the reference phase of 150°. The analysis of the ϑE  cut shows 
a significant increase in the sidelobe level when the reference phase is 30°, but 
on careful observation this sidelobe is not in the same location as the other first 
lobes.  The results are summarized in Table 2.5. 

b) Peak Gain: Figure 2.21 illustrates the drop in peak gain as seen in the 



Table 2.5 Change in first sidelobe level and reference phase 

F/D First sidelobe 
decrease ϕE  plane 

(dB) 

Ref. phase ϕE  plane 

(deg) 

First sidelobe 
decrease ϑE  plane 
(dB) 

Ref. phase ϑE  plane 

(deg) 

0.237 2.81 180 8.44 180 
0.35 2.19 180 12.7 180 
0.5 2.73 120 15.26 180 
1.0 5.94 120 3.72 180 

 
d) First Sidelobe Peak Location: The location of the first sidelobe from 

boresight as the reference phase increases has shown that, other than the 30° 
reference phase in the ϑE  cut, the location of the first sidelobe is generally 
constant. The ϕE  cut has a more constant first sidelobe location than the ϑE  cut. 

The most significant observation is that the maximum sidelobe level decreased 
with increasing reference phase in the ϕE  plane while the opposite occurred in the 

ϑE  plane. As the reference phase increased, the maximum sidelobe level also 
increased in this plane. The largest maximum sidelobe decrease in the ϕE  plane, 
out of all the reference phase cases, was 4.72 dB at a reference phase of 120° and 
F/D = 1.0. In the ϑE  plane, the largest maximum sidelobe increase, out of all the 
reference phase cases, was about 4 dB at a reference phase of 180° and 
F/D = 0.35. In both planes, the largest increase/decrease occurred at the largest 
reference phase. These results are summarized in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 Change in maximum sidelobe level and reference phase 

F/D Max. sidelobe 
decrease ϕE  plane 

(dB) 

Ref. phase ϕE  plane 

(deg) 

Max. sidelobe 
decrease ϑE  plane 
(dB) 

Ref. phase ϑE  plane 
(deg) 

0.237 2.81 180 2.66 180 
0.35 2.19 180 3.93 180 
0.5 2.73 120 3.23 180 
1.0 4.72 120 2.41 180 

 
e) Cross-Polarization: The important point is that, in both cases, the cross-

polarization level for all reference phases is about 20 dB worse (higher) than the 
0° reference phase case. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.22, which shows the 
maximum cross-polarization levels in each plane. 
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Fig. 2.22 Maximum cross-polarization vs. reference phase 

f) Half-Power (–3 dB) Beamwidth: As the reference phase increased, the 
3-dB beamwidth in all F/D cases was found to decrease by about 1°. The largest 
decrease in 3-dB beamwidth was 0.966 in the ϑE  plane for F/D = 0.237 case and 
0.853 in the ϑE  plane for F/D = 0.5 case. A small portion of this decrease was a 
result of the slight change in zone diameter as the reference phase increased. 

Thus, for the hexagonal FZP increasing reference phase from 0° to 180° causes 
about a 1.3 dB drop in peak gain. In the ϕE  plane, there is about a 4 dB 

improvement in the level of the first sidelobe, with increasing reference phase 
from 0° to 180°. In the ϑE  plane, increasing reference phase from 0° to 180° has a 
detrimental effect on the level of the first sidelobe. The cross-polarization level 
increases by about 20 dB in both planes as the reference phase changes from 0°. 

2.2.5.4 Comparison of Circular and Hexagonal FZP 
 

Figures 2.23 [21] illustrates a comparison of the co-polarized radiation patterns 
between the HFZPL and the CFZPL in the ϑE  and ϕE  planes for F/D = 0.237. In 

order to magnify the effect of the first sidelobe, the angle range is limited to the 
first 50° from boresight. From Fig. 2.23, the CFZPL shows a higher peak 



directivity of about 3 dB compared to the HFZPL. In the ϕE  plane the CFZPL has 
a lower first sidelobe level than the HFZPL by about 8 dB, but in the ϑE  plane 
there was only a 3.3 dB difference. The HFZPL was found to have a bigger 3-dB 
beamwidth in both planes, and the maximum cross-polarization levels (not shown) 
were generally higher for the HFZPL than the CFZPL. The observed trends with 
changing F/D for the CFZPL were very similar to the trends for the HFZPL. As 
the F/D increased in both cases, the peak directivity, first sidelobe level, and 3-dB 
beamwidth all decreased. 

 

 
Fig. 2.23 Co-polarized radiation pattern comparison 

Table 2.7 Summary of CFZPL and HFZPL simulation results 

Circular FZPL 
F/D Peak directivity (dB) First sidelobe level 

(dB)  

ϕE / ϑE  

–3-dB beamwidth 
(dB) 

ϕE / ϑE  

0.237 24.65 –17.8 / –16.3 5.2 / 4.4 
0.35 24.67 –16.6 / –16.6 4.6 / 4.2 
0.5 23.63 –15.8 / –15.8 4.4 / 4.1 
1.0 21.12 –14.4 / –13.8 3.8 / 3.6 
Hexagonal FZPL 
0.237 21.31 –9.7 / –13.0 6.3 / 5.4 
0.35 21.63 –7.7 / –14.1 5.7 / 5.3 
0.5 21.11 –7.8 / –13.7 5.1 / 4.8 
1.0 19.84 –8.2 / –13.5 4.2 / 4.1 
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The results vary depending on the F/D and are summarized in Table 2.7. As 
expected, the CFZPL has better antenna characteristics than the HFZPL, but the 
HFZPL is a fair approximation to the CFZPL performance. It should be noted that 
the drop in directivity with increasing F/D, which was common in both cases, was 
due to the feed not being optimal for the lens in the larger F/D cases. The feed was 
designed to be optimal for F/D = 0.237 case so that when the F/D was increased, 
the 10-dB beamwidth of the feed was much larger than that required for the 10-dB 
edge taper and therefore significant spillover resulted. In practice, higher gain 
horns would be used to feed the lenses with large F/D values. 

The HFZPL and CFZPL antennas were different in the directivity and sidelobe 
results. The directivity of the HFZPL antenna decreased with increasing reference 
phase, whereas the directivity of the CFZPL antenna remained essentially 
constant. Also, although the sidelobe levels in the ϕE  plane were similar to the 
CFZPL antenna, the result in the ϑE  plane showed an increase instead of a 
decrease with increasing reference phase. 

2.2.5.5 “Fractal” Evolution of the Square FZP 
 

In comparison of rectangle FZP, it is possible to explore this area more deeply. 
Actually, one of the designs that could be compared and treated is the one that is 
shown in Fig. 2.24. It is like a “fractal” evolution of the square. The number of 
inverted corners can be growing to finally obtain the sawtooth version of a circle. 

Therefore, whereas the CFZPL antenna showed a clear improvement in the 
sidelobe levels with minimal effect on directivity and cross-polarization as the 
reference phase increased, the HFZPL antenna does not. It can be concluded that 
the reference phase of 0° is the best for the performance of the single HFZPL 
antenna. 

 

 
Fig. 2.24 Fractal version of square FZP (left) and 3D beampattern (right) 



The dimensions of the circular, hexagonal, and fractal FZP are shown in Fig. 
2.25. The comparative results of FDTD simulation of beampatterns for the 
circular, hexagonal, and “fractal” FZPs in E-plane are shown in Fig. 2.26. 

 

 
Fig. 2.25 Design of circular, hexagonal, and fractal FZP 
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Fig. 2.26 FDTD simulation of beampatterns for the circular (solid), hexagonal (dashed), and 
“fractal” FZPs in E-plane 

It appears that these modifications cause a significant drop in directivity 
compared to the circular FZP, but more effective than square FZP. 

2.2.5.6 Antenna Having Star-Shaped Aperture 
 

Let us pass to the results of calculations of WPT systems with transmitting 
antennas of star-shaped aperture [15]. Characteristic examples of the executed 
calculations for apertures with 16 and 32 beams are given in Tables 2.8 and 2.9. 
The normalized area of apertures at any value of F and Nside was kept constant and 
equal to one. 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 2.8 Parameters of transmitting 16-beam star-shaped aperture 

F 1.00 0.80 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 
Rmin 0.566 0.506 0.438 0.400 0.358 0.310 
Rmax 0.566 0.633 0.731 0.801 0.895 1.033 
SL, dB –17.6 –18.1 –20.3 –22.9 –28.4 –30.7 

BW,% 100.0 98.3 92.0 86.9 80.0 71.0 

PTR, 
R = 1.0 

0.553 0.552 0.541 0.529 0.508 0.473 

PTR, 
R = 1.6 

0.784 0.778 0.751 0.723 0.768 0.609 

PTR, 
R = 2.0 

0.838 0.831 0.797 0.763 0.711 0.534 

Table 2.9 Parameters of transmitting 32-beam star-shaped aperture 

F 1.00 0.80 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 
Rmin 0.567 0.505 0.437 0.399 0.357 0.309 

Rmax 0.565 0.631 0.729 0.799 0.893 1.031 

SL, dB –17,6 –18.1 –20.2 –22.8 –28.3 –29.8 
BW, % 100.0 98.2 92.3 87.0 80.0 71.1 

PTR, 
R = 1.0 

0.553 0.554 0.548 0.539 0.521 0.490 

PTR, 
R = 1.6 

0.783 0.781 0.761 0.737 0.635 0.630 

PTR, 
R = 2.0 

0.837 0.834 0.808 0.779 0.730 0.656 

 
Analyses of calculated beampatterns have shown [15] that transition from 

round-shaped aperture to star-shaped aperture (while constant aperture area) is 
followed by increase of antenna dimensions and insignificant narrowing of main 
lobe beamwidth in angular electromagnetic field distribution in the vicinity of 
focusing point. These features of star-shaped apertures intuitive gave, for example, 
the basis to expect increase of power transfer ratio (PTR) in rectenna of constant 
size. 

Unfortunately, due to the angularity of the aperture edge, some features of 
specific-distant sidelobes appear. Specific-distant sidelobes, despite of their rather 
low level, comprise big enough part from general radiated power. It means that 
these sidelobes appear rather wide and cover significant part of focal surface in the 
real angles region. Specific sidelobes can be superseded to the imaginary angles 
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However such shapes of transmitting apertures are completely unsuitable for 
practical application, as a rule. 

 

2.2.5.7 Diffraction on the FZPL with Irregular Boundaries 
 

The expected effect is that the technique would be successful in reducing the 
sidelobe peaks. The average sidelobe level might not be changed very much. 

In Fourier planes, scalar diffractive field in a far zone can be presented by 
Fourier-optics expressions [23]: 
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The limit of integrating )(ϑR  mathematically defines the inequalities of the 
aperture. For calculation of the specified integral, we shall present )(ϑR  in the 
manner of sum of the average radius a and functions )(ϑf describing inequalities 
(see Fig. 2.27): 
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region only due to sharp increase of tooth number in star-shaped aperture. 
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Fig. 2.27 Binary mask of the FZPL with irregular zones 

Thus we have: 
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It could be noted that the functional form )(ϑf  could be varied (fractals, 
random number modulation, etc.). 

The integral from of the first composed represents the integrated form of record 
of Bessel function of the first type 
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For calculation of the second composed (double integral from high-oscillating 
functions), we shall lead replacement of the new variables ar −=β , allowing to 
reduce it to the calculation of product of two integrals: 
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Thus, expression for the calculation of a scalar field in a distant zone diffracted 
on an aperture in the screen in which edges )(ϑR  are described by any function 
is received. 

For example, in Fig. 2.28 below the beampattern of the circular and offered 
FZPL are shown (the binary mask of the “irregular” FZPL is shown in Fig. 2.27 
above). 

 

-50                  -20                          20                 50
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-30

-40
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Fig. 2.28 Beampatterns of a circular FZPL (solid line) and FZPL with irregular zones (dashed 
line) 

As followed from the investigations, the focusing is “robust” against zone 
boundary errors. The average sidelobe levels decrease and the optimization is 
possible. 

2.3 Beampattern with Chiral Symmetry 

2.3.1 Basic Principles of Zone Rotation 
 

Let us consider a plane waves diffraction problem at the system of embedded one- 
by-one alternate (transparent/non-transparent) rectangular screens. As from above, 
in this case a filed intensity distribution at the distant zone in the first approxima-
tion is characterized by the function SINC. 
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The goal of the optimization is to eliminate the pronounced regular (cross-
shaped) structure of the side maximums and to lower a level of the side maxi-
mums. To solve this problem Fresnel zones have been offered to be rotated with 
respect to each other by some angle which depends on the zone’s number 
(Fig. 2.29) [16]. 

 
 

. 
Fig. 2.29 Square FZP with classical and rotating zones  

The zone plates diffraction is characterized by superposition of the diffracted 
waves on each embedded zone. Thus the field intensity distribution at the distant 
zone can be described by the following functional: 
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where nϕ  is constrained by the following condition: a square bounds ia2  and 

12 −ia  must not intersect each other, that is: 
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In microwaves and for elements of micro-optics the number of zones as a rule 
is 115 ...~N , in millimeter-wave band 100...20~N . 

It can be shown that only first several zones can be rotated at a considerable 
angle. It follows from the zone bounds formula. Nevertheless, they are the first 
zones which make a maximum energy contribution. 

Let us represent the problem mentioned before in terms of global optimization. 
Given a function ]1,0[:),(,...,1

→DyxI
nϕϕ  where yx DDD ×=  is a limited set.

It is known that its maximum can be achieved at the point (0,0), 1.(0,0), ...,1
=

n
I ϕϕ

Let )},({max), ...,( ,...,)}0,0\{(),(1 1
yxIW

nILyxn ϕϕϕϕ ∈=  where IL  is a set of local

optimas of the function ),(,...,1
yxI

nϕϕ . The function ),...,( 1 nW ϕϕ  is to be minimized
using vector ),...,( 1 nϕϕϕ =  as a variable value, that is min)( nW

Φ∈
→ϕϕ , where 

nΦ  is a set of allowed values limited by conditions (2.13). In other words, side
maximum values of the function ),(,...,1

yxI
nϕϕ  are to 

zone’s rotation angles. 
As far as )(ϕW  has a complex structure (e.g., when using a real physical 

model )(ϕW  is a table function), it is reasonable to use numerical calculations 
aimed at answering the main question about )(ϕW  optimization capability. 

The function )(ϕW  is complex enough so it is reasonable to use an approxi-
mation )(ϕεW  instead of analyzing )( ϕW .  A value of )( ϕ

εW  is obtained by 
multiple runs of random local search algorithm [17] (Table 2.10) from some num-
ber of points in D. 

be minimized by varying the

ϕ ϕ
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Table 2.10 Random local search algorithm 

1. Select a starting solution Dyx ∈),( 00 . Record the current best-

known solution by setting ),(*)*,( 00 yxyx =  and ),(* 00,...,0 1
yxIvv

nϕϕ== . 

2. Generate ON  solutions in a neighborhood )*),*,(( RyxO  of the 

point *)*,( yx  with a radius R  according to uniform distribution on 
)*),*,(( RyxO . Then choose a point )','( yx  for which the following 

criteria is satisfied: δϕϕ +> *)','(,...,1
vyxI

n
. If no such point is found, 

the algorithm stops.  
Re-set )','(*)*,( yxyx = , '* vv =  and return to step 2.  
 

Let us choose a final number of points DD ⊂ε  such that for any 

Dyx ∈),(  there is Dyx ∈)','(  and  ερ <))','(),,(( yxyx ,  where ρ  is 
Euclidean distance on D. Then random local search is started from every point in 

εD  and it stops near one of the local optimas of the function ),(,...,1
yxI

nϕϕ . In 

the set of local search results the maximal one which differs from (0,0) is selected. 
The resulting local optima is an approximate value of )(ϕW . 

Note that approximation accuracy is affected by the choice of ε  while calcula-
tion time depends on local search parameters (the size of the neighborhood R  and 

ON  – quantity of points to be examined). Exact estimations of approximation ac-
curacy are likely to be found analytically but at this time we do not need them and 
empirical estimations can be used. For instance, after 100 starts of the approxima-
tion algorithm, a maximal deviation is not more than 410− . That is quite enough 
to make further calculations. 

For )(ϕεW  optimization on the set nΦ  the following heuristic global search 
algorithm is used [18] (Table 2.11). 
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Table 2.11 Global search algorithm 

1. Set 0=i .  Generate iN  points },...,{ 1 i

i
N

N ϕϕω =  according  to 

uniform distribution on nΦ  and compute values of )(ϕεW  in these 

points. Let ))}(,()), ...,(,{( 11 ii

i
NN

N WW ϕϕϕϕ εε=Ω  be a set of the 

results obtained. 
2. Select iNk <  minimum values in iNΩ . Search perspective domain

nn
Ni

Φ⊆Φ  using classification obtained by one of the regression analysis 

algorithms (in this work LRP [9] is used). 
3. Select next 1+iN  points 1+iNω  according to uniform distribution 

on nn
Ni

Φ⊆Φ . Update iNΩ  to 1+Ω iN . 

 4. If a termination criteria apply (such as limit on the total number of 
points to be examined), then the algorithm stops, else re-set 1: += ii  and 
return to Step 2.  

 
At the Step 2 perspective domain is chosen. The problem of searching the do-

main nn
Ni

Φ⊆Φ  is well known as classification problem [17]. Most algorithms 

solving this problem are based on a simple hypothesis that in average more per-
spective solutions are closer to the best found solutions than others. In this work 
LRP algorithm [18] is used. However, to increase algorithm efficiency other classi-
fication algorithms can be exploited (e.g., the nearest-neighbor classifier [19]). 

This algorithm is aimed at searching solutions close enough to global optimum 
that allows us to answer the main question about appropriateness of studying the 
new type of Fresnel zones. 

Furthermore, as follows from the algorithm description it can be applied to ta-
ble functions. So a real antenna data can be used instead of mathematical model 
and the calculus accuracy can be noticeably increased by this way. 

Some of function (2.12) optimization results are discussed below. The follow-
ing parameters have been chosen for optimization: wave length λ = 8 mm, rela-
tive diameter D/ λ = 25, f-ratio F/ λ = D/ λ .  For the function )(ϕW  approxima-
tion on D  a random local search with the following parameters is used: 

20=RN , ε⋅= 5.1R , 410−=δ . Local search parameters could be selected accord-
ing to a time/accuracy ration desirable (e.g. necessary parameters could be 
found by a simple enumeration). When using the parameters set from above the 
approximation error was in average less than 410− . The )(ϕεW  optimization 
problem is solved by the global search algorithm with points limit (4000 function 
evaluations). 

Note that the global optimum is hardly to be found by the algorithm above [20]. 
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The changing of the maximum level of a side lobe in optimized Fresnel-zone 
plate relative to a number of full zones is shown in Fig. 2.30. Relative improve-
ment (reduction of the maximum side lobe level) is 50.17%, 39.85%, and 39.33% 
for n = 5, 7, and 9 respectively. 
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Fig. 2.30 Maximum sidelobe level versus number of full zones 

One-dimensional section of intensity distribution along the line from (0,0) to a 
point of the maximum side lobe level is shown in Fig. 2.31.  
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Increasing dimensions (number of full zones) makes the problem much more 
complex because additional dimensions greatly increase the size of the search 
space while reducing a classification algorithm’s efficiency. To rotate only of a 
subset of several zones (e.g., from 1 to 3) partially solves this problem but find-
ing the best number of full zones to be considered in optimization is left to fur-
ther inquiries.  

Fig. 2.31 Solid line – initial distribution, dashed line – optimization result 
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2.3.2 Square FZPs with Rotated Zones 
 
FDTD simulations were carried out for the rotation in the same direction and for 
the rotation in alternating directions. The dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.32. 
Again, a vertical and a diagonal orientation were simulated. As examples the 
patterns are shown in Figs. 2.33 and 2.34 at 30 GHz, for the four cases. 3D 
beampatterns are shown in Figs. 2.35 and 2.36. 

 
Fig. 2.32 Dimensions of square FZPs with rotating zones 
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For the vertical orientation, there does not appear to be much difference be-
tween the rotation in the same direction and the alternating direction. However, for 
the diagonal orientation, the alternating direction has higher gain than the same 

 

Fig. 2.33 Rotation in same direction, vertical orientation at 30 GHz: solid line 0=ϕ , dashed 
line 90=ϕ  

Fig. 2.34 Rotation in same direction, diagonal orientation at 30 GHz: solid line  0=ϕ , dashed 
line 90=ϕ  

direction. 
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Figure 2.37 contains a plot of gain versus frequency for the vertical orientation.  
Gain versus frequency for the diagonal orientation show the same tendency.  
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Fig. 2.35 3D beampattern of square FZPs with zone rotation in the same direction: vertical (left) 
and diagonal (right) orientation at 30 GHz. The chiral symmetry of sidelobes are clearly visible 

Fig. 2.36 3D beampattern of square FZPs: effect of zone rotation. Left – vertical orientation without 
rotations, center – rotation on the same direction, right – rotation on the alternating direction 

Fig. 2.37 The gain versus frequency for the vertical orientation: solid line – no rotation, dashed 
line – rotation on the same direction, dotted line – rotation on the alternating directions.  
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2.3.3 HFZPL Antenna with Rotated Zones 
 
A concept introduced in [6] for a square FZPL antenna was investigated to 
improve the HFZPL antenna sidelobe performance. Since the hexagon is not 
circularly symmetric, it is possible to rotate the metal zones with respect to each 
other as illustrated in Fig. 2.38. The idea is that, by optimally rotating the zones, 
the sidelobe levels of the HFZPL antenna can be improved. 

 
Fig. 2.38. Example HFZPL antenna with rotated zones 

The lens parameters for these simulations were fixed with F/D=0.237 and ref-
erence phase = 00. The same open-ended WR28 waveguide was used to feed the 
lenses. It was placed at the focal point and again oriented such that the E field 
pointed in the y-direction. 

Figure 2.39 shows a typical comparison of the HFZPL antenna radiation pat-
terns in a three-dimensional view with and without the zones rotated with respect 
to each other. The primary sidelobes in the radiation pattern were blackened for 
ease of view. This figure highlights how rotating the zones of the HFZPL antenna 
caused the sidelobes to form a pin-wheel around the main beam. The rotation in 
this case was clockwise which explains why the sidelobes are curved in a clock-
wise fashion. Rotation in the counter-clockwise direction was found to create the 
same result but with the sidelobes curved in the opposite direction. 
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Fig. 2.39. 3D view of radiation patterns HFZPL antenna for different law of zone rotations 

Alternating the zone rotation from clockwise to counter-clockwise was found 
to be ineffective and essentially voided the benefit of the rotation. Also, rotating 
only one zone, no matter which one, proved to have very little effect on the 
sidelobes.  

The case that produced the best overall sidelobe level had all the zones rotated 
to their maximum extent such that they were not overlapping each other. In this 
case, the peak sidelobe level dropped by at least 2.6 dB and, more importantly, the 
location of the sidelobe was found to move further away from the main beam. The 
largest sidelobe movement was found to be about 150 but this could be further im-
proved since an optimal arrangement of zones was not necessarily obtained. This 
effect is illustrated in Fig. 2.40 [21] where it can be seen that, in the ϕE  plane, the 

absolute sidelobe level improved by 3.9 dB, and shifted away from boresight by 
about 8º. In all simulated cases, the peak directivity and 3 dB beamwidths re-
mained essentially constant. The summary of beampattern parameters versus rota-
tion is given in the Table 2.12.  

 

Rotation case Peak directivity Peak relative sidelobe 

No Rotation  21.43 –8.15 
A 21.43 –8.5 
B 21.41 –8.97 
C 21.21 –10.02 
D 21.30 –10.23 
E 21.34 –10.44 

 

Thus as a means of potentially compensating for its sidelobe performance defi-
ciencies, the zones of the HFZPL antenna were rotated in many different configu-
rations. It was found that both the overall peak sidelobe level decreased and the 

Table 2.12 Peak directivity and peak relative sidelobe versus zone rotation 

As it can be seen from the Table 2.4 the gain decreased less than –0.2 dB but 
relative sidelobe peak decreased up to –2 dB versus zone rotation optimization.  
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sidelobes in the principal planes moved away from boresight. This ability to affect 
both the level and location of the sidelobe was important since it meant that the 
location of the sidelobe in the principal planes can be controlled by appropriately 
rotating the FZP lens zones. 

 

 
Fig. 2.40 Comparison with and without rotation HFZP antenna 

2.3.4 FZP Antenna with Hexagonal-Cut Zones 
 

An hexagonal FZPA, described above, was introduced as an alternative to the 
standard configuration of FZP. The primary advantage of the hexagonal geometry, 
as it was mentioned, was that it avoided overlap areas when the elements were 
used in an array. The secondary advantage was that the antenna’s radiation pat-
terns could be altered by rotating the zones with respect to each other since they 
were no longer circularly symmetric. This ability to control the location and level 
of the sidelobes is attractive for applications requiring specific sidelobe templates 
such as terrestrial wireless and certain satellite systems. 

However, the overall gain and sidelobe level of the hexagonal FZPA were sig-
nificantly worse than the standard configuration and thus would have limited prac-
ticality. Below, the hexagonal geometry is applied to the standard FZPA in a dif-
ferent manner [22]. Starting from the outermost zone, alternate circular zones will 
be trimmed, or cut, by a hexagon. In this way, the actual shape of the zones will be 
a mixture of the hexagonal and circular geometries. Figure 2.41 illustrates this 
proposed structure. 
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There are several benefits to this approach. First, because the trimmed zones 
continue to have partial circularity and only alternate zones are cut, the radiation 
patterns and gain will not be significantly degraded from the standard FZPA. 
Second, because the outer zone is trimmed to have hexagonal sides, the overlap 
problem is still avoided when the antenna is used as an element in an array. Fi-
nally, because some of the zones are not circularly symmetric, zone rotation is still 
possible for achieving the sidelobe control. This approach will therefore yield an 
improved FZPA which will have similar radiation performance to the conven-
tional FZPA, but will have the added benefit of sidelobe control and will avoid 
overlap regions when used as an element in an array. 
 

 
Fig. 2.41 FZP antenna with hexagonal-cut zones: all zones (left) and with outer ring cut in hexa-
gon shape (right)  

Compared with the standard version, the FZPA with alternating hex-cut zones 
had a decreased peak directivity of 0.32 dB and, in the H-plane, it had increased 
sidelobe levels by 0.73 dB. These numbers are a significant improvement over 
those of the FZPA with all hexagonal zones as it was mentioned above. Table 2.13 
summarizes these results. The example of standard FZPA beampattern compared 
to FZPA with alternating hex-cut zones in H-plane is shown in the Fig.2.42.  

Table 2.13 Summary of simulation results 

FZPA configuration Peak directivity 
(dB) 

Gain (dBi) Relative Max. SLB over all N 
(dB) 

Standard circular zones 24.65 22.19 –16.30 
Alternating hex-cut zones 24.33 21.92 –15.57 
All hexagonal zones 21.52 19.00 –8.57 
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Simulation results also revealed that the size of the hexagon used to trim the 
circular zone had a significant impact on the peak directivity of the FZPA with al-
ternating hex-cut zones. Removing too much of the circular zone would cause a 
decrease in the peak directivity. The optimal hexagon was found to yield the least 
amount of impact on the directivity. 
 

 
Fig. 2.42 Standard FZPA compared to FZPA with alternating hex-cut zones, H-plane 

2.3.5 FZPA with Rotated Alternating Hex-Cut Zones 
 
As it was mentioned, the main advantage of the new hex-cut FZPA configuration 
lies in the ability to control the sidelobe levels, something which cannot be done 
using conventional circular zones. In this study, many FZPA with alternating hex-
cut (AHC) zones were simulated with varying configurations of rotated zones to 
observe the effect on the sidelobe levels and locations.  

The maximum angle of zone rotation was 60° due to the symmetry of the 
structure. Table 2.14 summarizes a selection of these simulated results where the 
listings of rotation angles go from outer zone to inner zone. All rotations in the ta-
ble are clockwise. It was found that rotations in the counter-clockwise direction 
produced the same results as those in the clockwise direction. Mixing the rotations 
from clockwise to counter-clockwise did not produce desirable results. 
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Several observations were made from the simulations:  
 

• A maximum sidelobe level overall (better than the standard FZPA) by 
0.12 dB. 

• The peak directivity was unaffected by zone rotation. 
• The relative maximum cross-polarization level increased from the no ro-

tation case where it was effectively in the noise. However, the maximum 
cross-polarization was still better than 40 dB down from the co-polarized 
maximum. This change in cross-polarization level was expected since 
without the symmetry, the cross-polarization in the H-and E-planes 
would not cancel as it does in the symmetrical case. 

 
Also, if the rotation was progressive from zone to zone, the sidelobes were 

found to form a pin-wheel while smearing along the direction of zone rotation. 
However, if the rotation was not progressive, the sidelobe smearing would not oc-
cur. Figure 2.43 illustrates this effect in the 3D far-field radiation pattern for three 

Table 2.14 Summary of measured results 

FZPA configuration Peak gain (dBi) Relative Max. SLB over all N (dB) 
Standard Circular Zones 21.07 –15.28 
No Rotation AHC Zones 20.76 –15.68 

Rotated AHC 20.77 –16.00 
 

These results show that the standard FZPA can have enhanced capability when 
alternate zones are hex-cut and then specifically rotated with respect to each other. 
Depending on the exact rotation configuration of the hex-cut zones, the sidelobes 
can be moved in nearly any direction and can also be smeared with one another. In 
this way, the designer can effectively place the sidelobes in a desired location. 
This could be quite useful for antennas in applications where a specific sidelobe 
template is required. Also, the enhanced capability comes with virtually the same 
radiation patterns as the standard FZPA. Rotating the hex-cut zones does not sig-
nificantly degrade the radiation patterns or gain of the FZPA. 
 

different cases, each cut at –18.5 dB from the normalized peak. Summary of meas-
ured results are shown in the Table 2.14.  
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Fig. 2.43 Three-dimensional far-field radiation pattern for three different cases: (a) no rotation, 
(b) progressive rotation, (c) non-progressive rotation 

2.3.6 CFZPL with Outer Ring Cut in Hexagon Shape 

similar to the patterns of the original CFZPL simulations and shown in Fig. 2.44 
as example. 
 

 
Fig. 2.44 Copol ϑE  cut radiation pattern 

 

Far-field patterns of such FZP antenna (Fig. 2.41), in both planes, were very 
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Chapter 3 
FZP Lens Array 

To reduce the profile of a lens antenna, one method is to design the lens with a 
lower value of F/D [1, 2]. But what is the minimal focal distance possible? Let us 
consider the focusing properties of FZP with sub-wavelength focus. 

3.1 The Resolution Limit of FZPL with Small Values 

 
For diffraction-limited optical and quasioptical systems, which are subject to 
paraxial approximation, the Rayleigh criterion gives the spatial resolution Δ for a 
circular lens of diameter D and focal length F as [2]: 

For optical applications, lenses are typically designed with values of F/D much 
larger than 1, due to the physically small values for the wavelength. These lenses 
thus have spatial resolutions much greater than a wavelength. At microwave and 
millimetre wave frequencies, since the wavelengths are much longer, as well as in 
microoptics, it is feasible to design lenses with values of F/D < 0.5. For these 
values, Eq. (3.1) is no longer an accurate estimate of the resolution. Although 
some studies were carried out on Fresnel lenses at microwave frequencies, only 
the impact of having small diameter lenses was investigated [5]. It is thus not clear 
what spatial resolution can be obtained for such designs. Moreover, for small 
values of F, the focal spot is in the reactive near field of the lens, and the effects of 

Δ =1.22λ F
D

. (3.1) 

The Rayleigh criterion defines the xy spatial resolution that can be achieved 
based on the wavelength of radiation that is used, the acceptance angle of the lens, 
and the index of refraction of the medium in which the radiation is propagating. 
From Eq. (3.1), it is seen that the spatial resolution decreases linearly with F/D. 
However, the paraxial approximation is generally agreed to be accurate when the 
value of F/D ≥ 0.5 [3, 4], for which the spatial resolution is limited by Δ = 0.61λ . 
It is well known that optical instruments are limited by diffraction, whose spatial 
resolution limit was originally determined by E. Abbe, to be approximately half a 
wavelength. 

of F/D and Sub-wavelength Focus 



3.1.1 Some Details According Image Quality 
 

As it is well known, a lens is a device that focuses electromagnetic (EM) energy. 
In transmit mode, a lens transforms the phase of a spherical wave originating from 
its focal point into a collimated beam or plane wave on the opposite side of the 
lens. In receive mode, it performs the opposite task of transforming an incoming 
plane wave into a spherical wave at the focal point. The lens accomplishes this 
transformation by introducing an appropriate phase change to the wavefront as it 
passes through the lens such that when the wavefront leaves the lens all parts of it 
will be in phase. In this way, a beam will be collimated. 

Usually, the FZPL antenna is being operated as a transmission device. In this 
section, the opposite scenario is briefly discussed where the antenna is now in 
receive mode. This is the case where the receiver is located at the focal point of 
the lens and the plane waves passing through the lens are diffracted in such a way 
that they focus to the receiver. It is interesting to consider the focal fields in lens 
antenna designs because they allow verification of the correct operation of the lens 
in transmission mode [9]. Detailed description of the field intensity distribution at 
and near focus of FZP are discussed in [10]. For example, FDTD simulation has 
shown that (for a five-zone CFZPL antenna with F/D = 0.237 and D = 15.8 cm at 
30 GHz), if the lens is focusing properly, there will be a peak at the desired focal 
point. This peak in this case occurs at 8.5 cm and the lens is located at 4.75 cm 
(based on the geometry of the structure in the simulation). This means that the 
focal point distance is 3.75 cm, which is correct based on the given F/D and the 
diameter. 

The term “image quality” can be treated in different ways. In the general 
sense, the image quality is understood as a set of parameters characterizing the 
image of an extended object. In this case, besides system properties one should 
take into consideration such factors as the conditions of illumination, detection, 
and observation of the object and its structure. If it is necessary to describe the 
quality of the optical system in terms of aberration properties (as in optic 
waveband), one should examine the image of a point object (response to a pulse). 
In this case, one also needs to take account of system service conditions, the 
fashion of the image recording, for example. However, the influence of this and 
similar factors is not very strong and mostly reduces to the selection of criteria 
most suitable for the estimation of image quality. 

A point image, just as an extended one, is described by a number of 
parameters that are facilitated by different numerical criteria used in estimating the 
image quality. These criteria should mostly satisfy two requirements: reliability 

these reactive field components cannot be neglected, as is the case for larger 
values of F [6]. To investigate the behavior of such lenses, the focal fields of a 
phase-correcting Fresnel lens (antenna in receiving mode) were examined for 
several small values of F/D and with F ≤ 2λ  [7, 8]. Until recently, the resolution of 
the FZPA with sub-wavelength focus remained unknown. 
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and minimum labor content, i.e. a body of calculations needed to obtain this 
criterion. The labor content becomes very important when a system needs 
optimizing, i.e. when it is necessary to exhaust a great number of sets of system 
parameters to get the criterion of quality for each of them. 

3.1.2 Main Well-Known Numerical Criteria of Point  
Image Evaluation 

 
The complex amplitude distribution gives the fullest information about the point 
image. This distribution is derived by using the Fresnel–Kirchhoff integral on the 
base of the wavefront formed by an optical system at its exit pupil. Phase relations 
are, however, important in this distribution only when adjacent point images are 
superposed, i.e. in case of the extended source, which should be illuminated by 
highly coherent light as well. That is why the system spread function or optical 
transfer function is used in evaluating the image quality. The first function is a 
point image intensity distribution. It is known that, for rotationally symmetric 
optical systems and without aberrations, this distribution is the so-called Airy 
function (In 1834, Airy derived an expression for the intensity in the focal plane 
produced by a converging spherical wave limited in extent by a circular aperture 
[11].). Its center is located at the Gaussian image, and the distance from the center 
to the first minimum is called the Rayleigh resolution of the optical system [12]: 

where λ  is the wavelength and u  is the aperture angle of the system in image 
space, i.e. the angle of the system axis with a ray connecting an axial point at the 
image plane with an edge point of the exit pupil. So the Rayleigh criterion of 
resolution is: “Two diffraction patterns with equal intensities may be said to be 
resolved when the central maximum of one pattern is not nearer than the position 
of the center of the first minimum of the neighboring pattern”. As a rule (in optical 
waveband), the quantity δR  defines the limiting capabilities of an aberration-free 
(diffraction-limited) optical system. The Fourier image of a spread function is the 
optical transfer function (OTF). The module of the OTF, the modulation transfer 
function (MTF), provides, for example, the dependence of the contrast on the 
spatial frequency. 

The following can be noted. As it was shown in [2], we can anticipate a priori 
that if, at a given wavelength λ, we have max(⎪ds⎪) << λ where ds is the optical 
path length difference for the rays connecting the radiation source to the surface of 
the sphere cantered at a point on the source image and having the radius equal to 
the rare segment of the objective lens, then waves will be focused in the same way 
as the aberration-free wavefront. In fact, we will be able to show that for a quasi-
ideal wavefront it is sufficient to meet a less rigid condition, 

R
0.61
sin( )u

λδ = ,  (3.2) 



max(⎪ds⎪) < λ/4. 

The data shown in [2] demonstrate that the real aberration wavefront differing 
from the spherical by not more than λ/4 generates the diffractional image of a 
point, which is practically indistinguishable from the ideal one. 

Therefore, when the diffraction lens is optimized (especially a short-focus 
lens), it is advisable to use a criterion that minimizes the deviation of the 
wavefront behind the lens from the sphere whose radius and position of the center 
are specially adjusted (this can be done by minimizing the mean-square deviations 
of the front from spherical shape). But none of the numerical criteria has or can 
have full information about the optical system properties; therefore, depending on 
the features of an image, recording or observation conditions, it is necessary to use 
a criterion that is the most preferable under the circumstances. 

The numerical criteria based on using the OTF are effective in evaluating the 
quality of teleobjectives, photographic objectives, and similar objectives, which 
usually have considerable residual aberrations (it should be noted for comparison 
that the Strehl intensity cannot be used here). In the image formed by these 
objectives for visual observation, details of different size are transferred with 
different contrast. Recording the image on a photographic emulsion is linear and 
retains, therefore there is difference in contrast. Hence, the knowledge of the 
amplitude and phase distortions with which different spatial frequencies are 
transferred permits to analyze the image quality most reliably. 

A different approach is needed in evaluating the quality of an image formed 
by photolithographic objectives, the most perfect objectives at present. In this 
case, an image used for technological purposes is recorded in a photosensitive 
material with highly nonlinear properties, a photoresist, for example, which 
ensures the same contrast in recording details of any size, even the limiting size 
for a given objective (all errors are deviations of the size of details from a nominal 
value). It is then disadvantageous to use the criteria based on the OTF, which 
makes sense only in linear image recording. Moreover, photolithographic 
objectives with small residual aberrations form an image close to the diffraction-
limited one, which also makes the image quality difficult to evaluate by means of 
the OTF. It is known that the OTF only slightly depends on the aberrations in the 
vicinity of limiting spatial frequencies [13], and, moreover, it is uninformative 
when aberrations are almost absent. More detailed comparison of different optical 
criteria may be found at [14]. 

It seems that it is best to evaluate the quality of photolithographic objectives 
by the level of energy in the diffraction pattern, by the part of the total energy, for 
example, that is concentrated within the Airy disk, the radius of which defines the 
resolution of the system (Eq. 3.2). It is reasonable to evaluate the quality of other 
types of objectives (the ones used in optical processing, for example) that also 
form an image close to the diffraction-limited one by means of either this or 
another criterion. Since optical systems based on diffractive elements considered 
in this book have small residual aberrations, we shall pay attention to the criterion 
evaluating quality by the energy concentration and to similar criteria. 
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3.1.3 Anomaly in a High-Numerical-Aperture Diffractive 
Focusing Lens 

 
In almost well-known investigations of the focal distributions of a variety of 
focusing systems, it was determined that the spot size in the focal plane decreased 
monotonically. In the paper [15], the authors consider diffractive rather than 
refractive lenses with high numerical aperture (NA). They investigated the 
intensity distribution at and near the focus of a high-NA diffractive lens. And it 
was shown that diffractive lenses with high NAs behave differently than aplanatic 
lenses. Specifically, unlike the monotonic reduction in spot size with increasing 
NA that occurs with aplanatic lenses, in diffractive lenses there is an optimum NA 
value beyond which focusing degrades. 

Using numerical calculation of Debye integral for the field at the focus, the 
authors of [15] calculated the intensity distribution at the focal plane as a function 
of NA, from which we deduced the spot size. For these calculations, two criteria 
were used. One was based on the first zero and the other on the encircled 84% of 
the energy (which corresponds to the first lobe of the Airy pattern). 

3.1 The Resolution Limit of FZPL

Without aberrations, the relative energy inside the diffraction image disk of 
radius δR  is equal to 0.84. Naturally, this is smaller in other cases. Let us set the 
least value of ( )RE δ  at which an image can still be considered diffraction-limited 
by using the common image evaluation when a system has only a third-order 
spherical aberration. According to the Rayleigh criterion, an image is not 
practically different from the ideal one if the spherical aberration of an optical 
system does not exceed one fourth of a wavelength [13]. In this case, there is 0.73 
of the diffraction spot total energy within the Airy disk. For systems with a low 
level of residual aberrations, we take the value ( )RE δ  = 0.73 as the limiting value 
of the energy concentration criterion. Though this value is rather arbitrary, it is 
well grounded and good practice from the authors’ point of view. In this case, 
there are good grounds for extending the criterion limiting value obtained (or 
chosen) for one type of aberration to all other types, because it is quite clear that 
the same degree of energy concentration in the Airy disk provides practically the 
same conditions of recording an image (especially onto a nonlinear medium) 
independently of an aberration type. The fact that the criterion of energy 
concentration in the Airy disk is independent of the type of aberration makes this 
criterion more reliable than all other numerical criteria. 

While calculating the relative energy ( )0rE  concentrated within the disk of 
the radius r0  greater than the Rayleigh limit of the given optical system, one can 
evaluate the quality of the image and objectives with considerable residual 
aberrations. The expected system resolution at this point will be equal to the radius 
r0 , which provides the energy concentration ( )0rE =0.73. 



As it was shown [15], for a low NA for which the scalar theory is valid, the 
spot size is the same for both aplanatic and diffractive lenses, regardless of which 
criterion is used, so the spot size obeys r=0.6 λ /NA. As the NA increases, the 
spot size of the aplanatic lens, based on the two criteria, as well as the spot size of 
the diffractive lens based on the first-zero criterion only, decreases monotonically, 
which can still be reasonably expected from the scalar theory. However, when the 
84% encircled-energy criterion for the diffractive lens is used, the results reveal 
that there is a minimum spot size near NA ≈ 0.5, beyond which the spot size 
increases significantly. So it was shown an anomaly in which the energy spreads 
outward at the focus of a diffractive lens when the NA increases, thereby 
degrading the effective spot size. This behavior goes against intuition and 
common wisdom and could be taking into account the determination of energy 
criteria for image quality for diffractive focusing optics. 

3.1.4 Results of FZPL Investigations with Sub-wavelength Focus 
 

The binary phase-correcting Fresnel lenses used in this study consist of a set of 
annular dielectric rings whose radii were determined using the traditional Fresnel 
zoning rule for flat surfaces with the geometric optics approximation [2] and are 
given in Table 3.1. (It should be noted that the optimization of the Fresnel zone 
radii, i , for improved focusing was not the aim of this study.) 

Table 3.1 Fresnel zone radii (in millimeters) for different focal length designs 

i F = 2λ F = λ F = 0.5λ

1 15.00 11.18 8.66 
2 22.36 17.32 14.14 
3 28.73 22.91 19.36 
4 34.64 28.28 24.49 
5 40.31 33.54 29.58 
6 45.83 38.73 34.64 
7 51.23 43.87 39.69 
8 - - 44.72 
9 - - 49.75 

 
The thickness (t) of the rings is calculated based on the requirement of 

achieving a 180° path difference between the waves traveling through the 
dielectric rings and those traveling through air: 

t = λ
2 εr −1( )

, (3.3) 
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Fig. 3.1 Normalized power density in the yz plane for the three Fresnel lens designs (left) and 
normalized power density at the distance of maximum intensity (right) 

3.1 The Resolution Limit of FZPL

where rε  is the dielectric constant of the rings. Three lenses were designed at 30 
GHz using a dielectric constant of rε  = 4, which from Eq. (3.3) result in a ring 
thickness of t = 2/λ . The focal lengths for the lenses were chosen to be 2 λ , 1 λ , 
and 0.5 λ . The resultant radii for these lenses are listed in Table 3.1. The 
diameters for the three lenses are somewhat different since an integer number of 
zones was used for each case; the values were chosen as close to D λ/  = 10 as 
possible. The correspondent Fresnel numbers ( 2 /D Fπ λ ) are between 150 and 
600. 



The simulated focal fields in the yz plane (at x = 0) are shown in Fig. 3.1, 
where the focal spots are seen to the right of the lenses. For all three lenses, the 
maximum intensity occurs close to the designed focal length. This can be better 
observed in Fig. 3.2, which plots the power density (normalized to the peak value) 
along the focal axis (x = y = 0). The focal spots in the xy plane, taken at a distance 
from each lens where the focal fields had a maximum intensity, are shown in Fig. 
3.1. The spatial resolution of the three lenses can be estimated from the location of 
the first nulls in the spot-beam pattern, the same rule as used by Rayleigh. Figure 
3.3 shows the normalized magnitude for the spot beams, from which the resolution 
can be determined. The results are listed in Table 3.2. Since the spot beams were 
not perfectly axially symmetrical, the spatial resolution in both the x- and y-planes 

 

 
Fig. 3.2 Normalized power density along the focal axis (x = y = 0) 

Table 3.2 Estimated spatial resolution and aperture angles of the three Fresnel lens designs 

 F = 2λ F = λ F = 0.5λ
Aperture angle 137° 154° 169° 
Resolution (x-plane) 0.52λ 0.45λ 0.40λ 
Resolution 
(y-plane) 

0.48λ 0.45λ 0.37λ 

 

are listed. Except for one case ( F = 2λ), the spatial resolutions are all less than 
0.5λ, which is significantly finer than the spatial resolution achieved from the 
lenses with large values of F/D. 
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Fig. 3.3 Spot beams for the three Fresnel lenses 

Table 3.3 Comparison of spatial resolution between FZPA and dielectric Fresnel lens antenna 

3.1 The Resolution Limit of FZPL

This preliminary investigation on the focusing properties of phase-correcting 
Fresnel lenses with values of F/D < 0.2 and with F ≤ 2λ  has shown that a spatial 
resolution of less than 0.5λ is achievable. The “Abbe barrier” was thus completely 
broken by such lenses. As the F/D values decrease, so does the spot beam size, 
then a finer resolution is achieved. Although the spot beam decreases with 
decreasing F/D, the total amount of focusing power also decreases. This can be 
seen in Fig. 3.1, which shows the focal fields less well confined into a single spot 
as the F/D decreases. There is thus a tradeoff between refined resolution and 
focusing power, and the selection of the F/D will thus depend on the intended 
application. 

The spatial resolution was determined by determining the distance between the 
peak and the location of the first nulls in the spot-beam pattern. These results are 
summarized in Table 3.3, where it can be seen that the spatial resolution of the 
FZPA is also under 0.5 λ  and is close to that of the dielectric Fresnel lens, 
particularly along the x-axis. 

Antenna type (F = 0.5 λ ) X-axis resolution ( λ ) Y-axis resolution ( λ ) 
left side/right side 

Fresnel Zone Plate 0.429 0.429 / 0.404 
Dielectric Fresnel Lens 
( rε =4) 

0.410 0.37 (average of left and right) 
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Fig. 3.4 Average resolving power versus F/ λ  for x-axis (solid line) and y-axis (dashed line) 

Figure 3.4 shows the average resolving power versus F/ λ  for x-axis and y-axis 
and demonstrates the asymmetry of beam spot. 

The reason for the slight axial asymmetry in the intensity patterns arises from 
the anti-symmetrical component of the electric field in the z-direction (direction of 
the incident wave). This component is significant for small values of F/D, since 
the focal spot is in the reactive near field of the lens, and it causes the slight 
asymmetry in the intensity patterns. As the values for F/D increase, the amplitude 
of this component quickly decreases and thus does not contribute significantly to 
the intensity, resulting in a symmetric pattern. 

The ability of the FZPA to create a smaller spot size with increasing sub-
wavelength focal spacing is related to the fact that the operation of the antenna 
depends more on the near fields than on the radiative field components used in the 
standard interference methods. Rayleigh and Abbe’s limits apply to these standard 
interference methods but do not apply when the near fields are significant. This 
explains why sub-wavelength focusing can exceed the standard limits. Thus the 
minimal focal distance equal to half of wavelength is available. 

3.2. Single-Zone FZPA Case 
 

As it was mentioned, one of the disadvantage of the FZPA is its relatively large 
volume compared to planar arrays. Similar to shaped lenses and parabolic 
reflectors, the FZPA has a depth dimension that is dictated by its focal distance. 
Since this distance is typically several wavelengths long, the overall depth 
dimension of the FZPA is significant when compared to a planar array. 
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Planar arrays, however, have their own problems at Ka-band. The microstrip feed 
networks are much less efficient at these frequencies and there are many elements to 
feed. This is another area where the FZPA is advantageous. A low-profile FZPA 
array would also likely involve a microstrip feed network, but there would be less 
elements and therefore less loss. Achieving a small focal distance FZPA would 
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therefore make an attractive low-profile antenna, which can be a viable alternative 
to planar arrays and be potentially used in spatial power combining applications. 

The modeling in this part of the study involved only a single metal zone as 
shown in Fig. 3.5 (left). In this part, the focal distance of the FZPA was 
decreased from 3.75 λ  to 0.25 λ  in increments of 0.5 λ . In Fig. 3.5 (left), the 
ground plane was 10 × 10 λ , which represented the minimum size of ground 
plane required for the microstrip patch antenna. 

Fig. 3.5 Single-zone FZP (left) and 4/λ  superstrate antenna Spaced 2/λ  above a ground plate 
(superstrate 10=rε , 4/λ=h ) 

For each focal distance, the radii of the metal zone were recomputed using Eq. 
(1.17). This equation is valid only for large focal distances (F > 2.8D). It depends 
on the principle of ray-tracing, which requires that the rays make relative small 
angles (<10°) with the focal axis so that they can be paraxial. In the case of small 
focal distances (F < 2.8D), Eq. (1.17) can be used only as a starting point with the 
understanding that the resulting radii would not be accurate [2]. 

The ground plane around the aperture of the waveguide was added in order to 
approximate the performance of the FZPA when fed with a microstrip patch 
antenna. The microstrip patch is the preferred feed for this structure due to the 
resulting attractive compact package where the feed, a layer of foam, and the lens 
can be all sandwiched together. However, in order to focus exclusively on the 
performance of the FZPA without the added interaction from the patch substrate, it 
was decided to use the waveguide feed with a ground plane instead for this study. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates the simulated peak directivity variation with frequency for 
each focal distance with and without the ground plane, respectively [16]. For the 
case with the ground plane, the peak directivity curve generally decreased with 
increasing frequency for each focal distance until it reached about 30 GHz, then it 
would increase again, reaching a maximum at a frequency higher than 30 GHz. 
These curves were quite different compared to the same structures without the 
ground plane at the aperture of the waveguide. Without the ground plane, the peak 
directivity maintained nearly a constant level with varying frequency. This 
indicated that the addition of the ground plane caused the peak directivity to be 
fairly frequency-sensitive and less broadband. 



 
Fig. 3.6 Peak directivity variation with frequency: with (left) and without (right) ground plate 

 

 
Fig. 3.7 Radiation patterns of the FZPA with various focal distances, H-plane 

As expected, the peak directivity decreased as the focal distance was reduced. 
The F = 0.25 λ  case produced the lowest peak directivity levels over the 
frequency band and had a distinctly different curve with frequency. It had a curve 
that was similar to that of the feed by itself, but with more directivity. 

Due to the different sizes of metal zone radii for the different focal distances, a 
direct comparison was only possible for the 3.75 and 1.25 λ  focal distance cases, 
where the aperture diameter was kept constant at about 6 λ  by having two metal 
zones in the 1.25 λ  case and one metal zone in 3.75 λ  case. The smaller focal 
distance yielded a broader band response and a higher directivity at 30 GHz. The 
frequency sensitivity of the F = 3.75 λ  case is caused by the larger separation 
between the lens and the ground plane. This sensitivity is not present when the 
ground plane is removed. 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the H-plane radiation patterns of the FZPA with various 
focal distances at 30 GHz, which shows how only the 3.75 λ  focal distance was 
well focused at this frequency. The shift in frequency confirms that the zone radii 
were not the proper size to obtain the peak at the designed frequency of 30 GHz. 
This was expected based on Eq. (1.17) not being valid for small focal distances 
due to paraxial approximation. 
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3.2. Single-Zone FZPA case

Based on the simulated peak directivity values and the physical size of the 
single-zone FZPA apertures, the effective area and antenna aperture efficiency 
were calculated. Some general statements can be made about the results. The 
aperture efficiencies FZPs with ground plate are generally higher than those 
without ground plate, confirming that the ground plane improves the antenna 
performance. The difference in aperture efficiency between having the ground 
plane and not having the ground plane for the F = 1.5 λ  and 1.0 λ  cases is nearly 
10%, which indicates that these two focal distances are more optimal than the 
others for this FZPA structure. In the F = 0.25 λ  case, the aperture efficiencies are 
nearly the same with or without the ground plane. This was not surprising since 
the lens was unable to provide focusing regardless of the presence of the ground 
plane and so the actual radiation pattern is a version of the feed’s radiation pattern. 

This was the more desirable of the two approaches since it did not involve 
increasing the thickness of the overall antenna. In order to perform the zone size 
adjustment, the F = 0.5 λ  case was selected and the zone radii that were computed 
based on Eq. (1.17) for this case were modified to be bigger by 5, 10, 20, 25, and 
30%. Figure 3.8 illustrates the results of these simulations. 

Fig. 3.8 Comparison of zone size variation for F = 0.5 λ  

As expected, increasing the zone size produced the desired effect of shifting the 
frequency of the peak directivity lower. Unfortunately, the bandwidth and the 
peak directivity dropped progressively with each increase in zone size. The 3-dB 
bandwidth dropped substantially and the peak directivity dropped by over 2 dB 
when the zone size increased to 30%. 



3.2.1 Focal Distance Spacing Adjustment 
 

This approach involved varying the spacing between the waveguide feed and lens 
of the FZPA without changing the radii of the zones. The zone radii were 
computed using Eq. (1.17) and were based on the focal distance of 0.5 λ . The 
zone size was kept constant for each simulation. The focal distance spacing was 
increased from 0.5 to 0.7 λ  in steps of 0.05 λ . Figure 3.9 shows the resulting 
effect on the peak directivity versus frequency graph. As the spacing increased, 
the desired lowering in frequency of the maximum peak directivity was observed. 

 
Fig. 3.9 Comparison of focal distance spacing variations for F = 0.5 λ  

A secondary effect of the larger focal distance spacing was to increase the 
bandwidth of the peak directivity. In other words, as the maximum of the peak 
directivity curve shifted lower in frequency, there were more frequencies over 
which the level of the peak directivity remained constant. The case that yielded the 
largest peak directivity 3-dB bandwidth was the focal distance spacing of 0.7 λ  
while the case that yielded the highest peak directivity was a focal distance 
spacing of 0.6 λ . The 0.7 λ  focal distance spacing case was preferred though due 
to the improved bandwidth. Table 3.4 shows a comparison between 0.5 λ  and 
0.7 λ  focal distance spacing at 30 GHz in terms of aperture efficiency. 
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Table 3.4 Comparison between 0.7 λ  and 0.5 λ  focal distance spacing at 30 GHz 

Focal 
distance 
spacing 
(cm) 

Directivity 
(dB) 

Frequency 
of 
directivity 
(GHz) 

Wavelength 
λ  
(cm) 

Effective 
area 
(cm2) 

Physical 
area 
(cm2) 

Aperture 
efficiency 
(%) 

0.5 5.49 30 1.00 4.04 6.28 4.48 
0.7 14.14 30 1.00 2.06 6.28 32.87 

 

3.2. Single-Zone FZPA case

 
By increasing the focal distance spacing to 0.7 λ , there was an improvement in 

aperture efficiency of 28%. Also it was found that the FZPA could not focus the 
fields at distances below 0.5 λ . 

3.2.2 Single-Zone FZPA Compared with Superstrate Antenna 
 

It was interesting to compare the single-zone FZPA, with ground plane surrounding 
the waveguide aperture, to an antenna based on a quarter-wave thick superstrate, 
spaced a half-wave above the same feed with the ground plane [17] – see Fig. 3.5 
(right). 

A superstrate in this configuration behaves as a leaky-wave antenna and is able 
to efficiently collimate a beam. In this comparison, only the 0.5 λ  focal distance 
FZPA was considered since it was the only one that corresponded to a half-wave 
spacing between the feed and the superstrate. Also, the dielectric constant of the 
superstrate was chosen to be 10 and the size of the superstrate was set to be 25 × 
25 mm square. This size represented approximately the same area as the outer ring 
of the single metal zone in the FZPA. Many other superstrate sizes were modeled, 
but this size yielded the maximum directivity at 30 GHz. 

It is known that in the first-order scalar approximation the total field radiation 
pattern of antenna systems consisting of antenna and ring director may be given as 
follows [18]: 

1 2 dir 1( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )(1 cos( )) exp( )a a aF F F F F i dϑ ϑ ψ ψ ϑ ϑ β≈ + + − − , 
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where ),( 21 ψψ  are the angles correspondent to the radii of a ring director 
),( 21 bb  – see Fig. 3.5, )(ϑaF  – the normalized primary antenna pattern, dir ( )F ϑ  – 

the normalized diffraction pattern of the ring director, given by: 



Here ϑ
λ
π sin2

11 bu =  and ϑ
λ
π sin2

22 bu = , ),( 10 JJ  – are the Bessel functions 

of zero and first-order, respectively. Note that for 59.71 →u , dir ( )F ϑ  is equal to 
(deg))121exp(202.0 i  [18]. 

Figure 3.10 shows a comparison at 30 GHz of the H-plane radiation patterns 
between the single-zone FZPA with F = 0.5 λ  and the superstrate. Because the 
maximum directivity of the FZPA occurred at 34 GHz instead of 30 GHz, the 
difference in maximum directivity between the two is more than 10 dB at 30 GHz. 

 

 
Fig. 3.10 Comparison between FZPA with 0.5 λ  and 0.7 λ  spacing and superstrate at 30 GHz 
(H-Plane) 

However, by increasing the focal distance spacing of the FZPA from 0.5 to 
0.7 λ , while maintaining the same zone size, the frequency of the maximum 
peak directivity became closer to 30 GHz and the difference in peak directivity 
between the two antennas improved to about 3 dB. Figure 3.10 also shows this 
result. Despite the improvement in the FZPA compared to the superstrate 
structure, the superstrate still outperformed the FZPA in terms of peak 
directivity. However, the FZPA with ground plane around the waveguide 
aperture had a larger peak directivity bandwidth. Figure 3.11 shows the peak 
directivity versus frequency of each structure. The 3-dB bandwidth of the FZPA 
is 6.8 GHz whereas the 3-dB bandwidth of the superstrate is only 2.85 GHz. The 
other advantages of the FZPA over the superstrate are the practicality of the 
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structure at lower frequencies and the cost-effectiveness of the overall package. 
The superstrate structure can be very costly due to the expensive microwave 
material required to obtain a high dielectric constant and low loss tangent. Also, 
at lower frequencies, the superstrate is not practical due to the large thickness 
requirements that also serve to further increase the cost. 

So the FZPA was compared to a leaky-wave antenna with a λ /4 superstrate 
spaced λ /2 above a ground plane. This comparison revealed that although the 
superstrate antenna produced a higher peak directivity, the FZPA had a larger 
directivity bandwidth and would be far more cost-effective, especially at lower 
frequencies. 

 

 
Fig. 3.11 Bandwidth comparison between the FZPA and the superstrate 

In order to verify the simulated results, several antennas were selected for 
fabrication with single-zone FZPAs. The antennas were made using the same zone 
radii as in the simulations and were etched on a 0.127-mm FR4 material. They 
were each attached with tape to a piece of foam cut to be the thickness of the focal 
distance. A steel ground plane was fabricated to be the same dimensions as in the 
simulations with a rectangular hole in the center for the open-ended WR28 
waveguide feed. The foam holding the antenna was attached to the ground plane. 
The entire structure was then situated on a custom-made test fixture. Figure 3.12 
shows the test setup in the far-field anechoic chamber. 



The measured peak gain was lower than the simulated gain by about 0.7 dB. 
The minor differences that were observed in the gain and sidelobe areas are likely 
due to the fact that the test fixture was not included in the simulations and the 
exact dielectric constant of the foam and FR4 was unknown. 
 

 
Fig. 3.12 Single-zone FZPA test set-up 

3.3 Small 2 × 2 Single-Zone HFZP Array 

As it was mentioned, by using arrays of smaller lenses instead of a single lens of 
equivalent aperture, the overall profile can be significantly reduced, making for a 
more compact design. Power amplifiers can be placed at the focus of each lens for 
power-combining applications. 

When the array is used as an antenna, high grating lobe levels may result, 
since the spacing between lens elements is typically larger than a wavelength. Of 
course, hexagonal FZP printed lenses do not offer as high a radiation efficiency as 
their dielectric phase-correcting counterparts [1, 2]; however, they are much 
thinner, lighter in weight, easier to fabricate, less expensive, and can be used as a 
simple prototype to phase-correcting lenses. Moreover, a hexagonal shape is 
adopted instead of the conventional circular shape to improve the packing 
efficiency of the array [19, 20]. Figure 3.13 shows the geometry of single-zone 
hexagonal FZPL array. 
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Fig. 3.13 Geometry of single-zone hexagonal FZPL array (after [20], courtesy of the 
Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

The design of the hexagonal Fresnel plate is based on the circular zones of the 
conventional Fresnel lens. The circular zone of radius ir  was determined using 
classical formula (Eq. 1.17). The hexagonal zone most closely approximates the 
circular zone when it intersects it at 12 points, as it was shown in the Section 2.3. 
The half-height Li of the ith hexagon can be related to the corresponding circular 
zone radius by: 

3.3 Small 2  2 Single-Zone HFZP Array× 

ii rL 966.0= . 



Each of the FZPLs would require a separate feed antenna, which would then 
each have to be combined using a power distribution network. The number of 
zones for the FZPLs and the spacing between elements are the design parameters 
that are used to determine the directivity, the shape of the main beam, and the 
sidelobe / grating lobe levels. 

As a proof of concept, a small 2 × 2 array of single-zone hexagonal FZPLs 
was designed at 30 GHz, as shown in Fig. 3.13 [20]. A prototype of a 2 × 2 array 
is shown in Fig. 3.14. 
 

 
Fig. 3.14 A prototype of a 2 × 2 HFZP array (after [20], Courtesy of the Communications 
Research Centre, Canada) 

The zones of adjacent lenses are made to overlap in order to reduce the inter-
element spacing, which decreases the level of the grating lobes. The feed array 
consisted of four aperture-coupled microstrip patches printed on a 0.020-inch 
thick substrate with rε =3.5, while the microstrip feed lines were printed on a 
0.010-inch-thick substrate (also with rε =3.5). The two substrates were then 
bonded together to form a single board. The FZPLs are printed on a thin layer of 
fiber glass substrate (0.008-inch thick) and are suspended above the feed network 
with foam spacers. The polarization of the patches was chosen to be at ϕ  = 30° 
(as shown in Fig. 3.14) in order to simplify the microstrip feed network layout. 
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3.3.1 Microstrip Feed Networks 
 

Microstrip lines constitute the feed network used to excite each element in the 
array. Feed network design is dictated by the required relative phases and 
amplitudes of the electromagnetic waves radiated by each element in the array. If 
we want the array to have the maximum possible gain, the phases of the radiated 
electromagnetic waves from all the elements need to be uniform so as to produce 
the maximum radiation in a broadside direction. 

A commonly used microstrip feed network is the parallel or corporate feed 
network. Such a feed network is characterized by successive divisions of a 
microstrip line to connect to the patch elements in parallel. A corporate microstrip 
feed network, like any feed network, will result in a certain amount of loss of 
antenna efficiency and gain, due to losses in the microstrip lines, undesired 
radiation from the lines, and mutual coupling between patches via surface waves. 

According to the present design, a standard design principle to design the feed 
network was used [21]. The feed consists of a microstrip branch line fed in the 
center by a slot-coupled microstrip line located on a second substrate. A multi-
layer approach was adopted to allow for the integration of active devices in a large 
array of parallel branches. By using the second layer, more area is made available 
for mounting the devices, and good isolation is provided to prevent any spurious 
radiation of the devices from interfering with the antenna pattern [22]. A measured 
pattern of the microstrip patch array at 28.6 GHz is shown in Fig. 3.15. 
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3.3.2 Array Characteristics 
 

Figure 3.16 shows the measured gain versus frequency of the prototype array and 
the return loss. The peak gain was expected to be at approximately 29 GHz (based 

× 

Fig. 3.15 Measured patterns of the microstrip patch array at 28.6 GHz: ϕ  = 0° (solid line) and 

ϕ  = 90° (dashed line) 



on the FDTD simulation of a single hexagonal zone ring) while the measured peak 
occurred at 28.6 GHz. Beampattern of single-zone HFZP is shown in Fig. 3.17. 
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Fig. 3.16 Gain (solid line) and return loss (dashed line) versus frequency 
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There was a significant loss in the microstrip feed network because of the 
relative long transmission lines. Also there was a small amount of misalignment 
between the HFZP board and the microstrip board, which are the main reason for 
the antenna gain to be relative low. 

Fig. 3.17 Simulated pattern of the single HFZP (1 zone): ϕ = 0° (solid line), ϕ = 90° (dashed line) 
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Fig. 3.18 Measured patterns at 28.6 GHz 

3.3 Small 2  2 Single-Zone HFZP Array× 



The peak gain was actually obtained at 28.6 GHz and the normalized patterns 
at this frequency are shown in Fig. 3.18 for various plane cuts. The principal beam 
widths were measured to be 4.6° (for ϕ = 0°) and 6° (for ϕ = 90°) with maximum 
sidelobes of –11 dB below the peak. 

To achieve an equivalent beamwidth using a single lens, a diameter of D = 145 
mm is required, and maintaining the same F/D ratio of 0.64, the feed would have 
to be located at 94 mm, which is a 2.5-fold increase in the overall profile. Further 
reduction in the array profile is possible by designing the FZPLs with smaller 
values of F/D. 

It could be noted these arrays could also be used in imaging applications since 
they will focus the incoming waves into a set of spot beams. 

 

3.4 Arrays of Perforated Dielectric Fresnel Lenses 
 

Low-profile, high-gain antennas are desirable in many commercial and consumer 
applications where esthetics is often of equal importance to antenna performance. 
One of the methods to reduce a depth of lens antenna involves replacing a single 
large lens with an array of smaller lenses. This concept is shown in Fig. 3.19 [23], 
which compares the profile of a single lens of diameter D and F/D = 1 to an array 
of four lenses of diameter D/4 and F/D = 1. So the depth reduction of lens antenna 
is made possible by the fact that each array element can be a portion, d = D/x, of 
the original antenna diameter. This means that the focal distance of each array 
element is therefore reduced by the same portion, f = F/x, in order to maintain the 
F/D = f/d of the original lens. There are, of course, various tradeoffs that 
accompany the reduction in profile of the lens array. Increased losses in the feed 
network and degradation in the pattern due to potential grating lobes are among 
the important factors. 

 

Lens

Lenses

Feeds

Feed

 d=D/4D

F/D=1

 f/d=F/D=1

 
Fig. 3.19 Concept of depth reduction (after [23] with permission by Dr. A. Petosa) 
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3.4.1 2 × 2 Array of Perforated FZP Lenses 
 

A 2 × 2 array of perforated dielectric Fresnel lenses was designed at 30 GHz with 
an F/D = 0.25 [23]. The geometry of the array is shown in Fig. 3.20. The overlap 
of the lenses was required in order to suppress the appearance of grating lobes. 
The lenses were fed with a 2 × 2 array of microstrip patch antennas where the feed 
layer was separated by a distance of 1.5 cm (1.5 λ ) from the lens array. The 
overall profile of the lens array was 2.5 cm (approximately 1" or 2.5 λ ). 

 
Fig. 3.20 Array of perforated dielectric Fresnel lenses designed at 30 GHz (after [23], courtesy of 
the Communications Research Centre, Canada) 



The design of the single element was carried out at 30 GHz. An F/D = 0.25 
was chosen, since the objective was to obtain a low-profile antenna [24]. The 
diameter of the lens element depends on the number of elements in the array and 
the overall array aperture. 

The required values for the dielectric constants is related to the thickness of the 
lens [2, 25]: 

 

 
Fig. 3.21 Single-perforated dielectric Fresnel lens element design (left) and single lens (right) 
(Courtesy of the Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

( )[ ]10 / −−= iiPt εελ , Pi ,...,3,2= . 

Generic curves of the required values of iε  as a function of lens thickness were 
presented in [2, 25]. These required values of dielectric constant were obtained by 
perforating a single dielectric sheet with holes of varying diameters. The 
perforations are implemented as a uniform lattice of holes drilled through the 
substrate. If the separation (s) between the holes in this lattice is kept small 
compared to the operating wavelength, the substrate will appear to have a uniform 
effective relative permittivity. This effective permittivity can be controlled by the 
diameter (d) of the holes: the larger the hole diameter, the lower the effective 
permittivity for a given substrate material. A diagram and photo of the single lens 
element are shown in Fig. 3.21. 
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The peak gain of single-perforated lens was measured to be 19 dBi compared 
to a theoretical directivity of 23 dBi. Approximately, 2 dB of this difference can 
be attributed to the loss in the feed line leading to the patch antenna, while the 
other 2 dB can be attributed to the nonideal pattern of the patch antenna as well as 
mismatch loss due to reflections from the air–dielectric interface of the lens. 
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The normalized E- and H-plane patterns of the 2 × 2 lens array measured at 
30.4 GHz are shown in Fig. 3.22, along with the predicted ideal patterns [24]. 
Despite the fact that the ideal patterns do not include the effects of the overlapping 
lenses, the agreement with the measured patterns is seen to be quite good. 

 

 
Fig. 3.22 Measured patterns of the perforated dielectric Fresnel lens 2 × 2 array at 30.4 GHz 
(after [23], Courtesy of the Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

3.4 Arrays of Perforated Dielectric Fresnel Lenses

3.4.2 4 × 4 Array of Perforated FZP Lenses 
 

Based on an array aperture of approximately 25 × 25 λ , the element diameter was 
chosen to be 6.35 λ , resulting in an array of 16 lenses, which was deemed 
sufficiently large to investigate the performance and to identify the challenges of 
this type of antenna configuration [24]. 

As with any array design, there are various ways of arranging the elements. 
Rectangular or triangular lattices are most commonly preferred for planar arrays. For 



 

 a)

 b)

 c)

 
Fig. 3.23 Array lattice configuration (after [24] with permission by Dr. A.Petosa) 

the majority of planar arrays, low-gain antennas are used as the array elements, 
which are typically separated by a distance between λ /2 and λ , to avoid grating 
lobes. This array is somewhat uncommon in two respects: first, the elements have 
reasonably high gain and will be spaced several wavelengths apart, producing 
grating lobes in the array factor. The second aspect of this array design, which is 
quite rare, is that the elements can physically overlap, allowing them to be brought 
closer together than would be normally possible. This feature allows for a greater 
design flexibility, not normally associated with conventional array elements. 
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Three lattice configurations that were examined in [24] are shown in Fig. 3.23. 
Figure 3.23a and b show the elements arranged in traditional rectangular and 

spacing between elements is such that the elements overlap. The theoretical array 
pattern for these three cases were determined by using the measured pattern of the 
single-perforated dielectric Fresnel lens as the element pattern, and multiplying it 
with the array factor for each case. This approach ignored any coupling that might 
exist between elements and also ignored any phase errors that might arise due to 
the overlapping of the elements. 

Patterns for the three lattices are overlaid in Fig. 3.24, along with the pattern of 
a single lens with a diameter of D = 25λ. Each array pattern is shown in the 
azimuth plane containing the worst-case grating lobe levels. The patterns are 
somewhat asymmetric due to slight asymmetries in the measured element pattern. 
The rectangular lattice results in the worst grating lobe levels (–7 dB below the 
peak), while the triangular array lattice with the overlapping elements achieves the 
best grating lobe levels (–12.5 dB). As expected, all the lens arrays have worse 
sidelobe levels than the single lens; however, by overlapping the lens elements, 
the grating lobes can be reduced to acceptable levels. The triangular lattice of 
overlapping elements was therefore selected for array design. 

 

3.4 Arrays of Perforated Dielectric Fresnel Lenses

Fig. 3.24 Normalized theoretical array patterns 

- - - - - (circle) - - - - - - Single lens (D = 25 λ ) 
- - - - - - - (square) - - - - - - -----Rectangular lattice array (ϕ = 0°) 
- - - - - - - (triangle) - - - - - Triangular lattice array without overlap (ϕ  = 30°) 
________ (X) __________ Triangular lattice array with overlap (ϕ  = 90°) 
(after [24], with permission by Dr. A.Petosa). 

triangular lattices. Figure 3.23c is also a triangular lattice, but the center-to-center 



In addition to the poorer sidelobe level performance of the array configuration, 
compared to the single lens, a second disadvantage is the increased losses due to 
the power distribution network required to excite the elements feeding the 
individual lenses. 

The losses in the power distribution network can be divided into two 
components: one associated with the path length from the initial feed point to an 
element in the array and the second associated with spurious radiation from 
junctions. In general, the actual amount of power lost in the feed network is a 
function of the frequency of operation and the characteristics of the feed substrate. 
In this particular case, a simple T-junction power splitter was used, designed at 30 
GHz on a 0.5 mm substrate having a dielectric constant of 1ε = 3.38 and a loss 
tangent of 0.0027. The simulated insertion loss was found to be 0.6 dB. A 1-cm 
length of 50 Ω  line printed on this substrate was simulated to have an insertion 
loss of 0.13 dB [26]. The insertion loss can be improved by optimizing the 
substrate thickness and permittivity and replacing the T-junction with a Y-junction,
but this was beyond the scope of this investigation. 

For the prototype described in the next section, the path length from the 
input of the power divider network to any of the lens feed elements is 
approximately 30 cm and includes four T-junction power splitters. The 
estimated loss for this network was thus (4 × 0.6 dB + 30 × 0.13 dB = 6.3 dB). 
This loss would not be present in the case of a large Fresnel lens illuminated by 
a single feed antenna; however, amplifiers could be integrated into the feed 
network to overcome these losses. It is also informative to compare these feed 
losses to a printed microstrip array having a similar aperture size, since the lens 
array profile would be comparable. A possible corresponding microstrip patch 
array design would consist of 32 × 32 patch elements spaced 0.75 λ  apart and 
fed with a corporate power divider network. Since the microstrip array would 
require more splitter junctions and longer paths, it would suffer from higher 
losses than the corresponding lens array feed network. Using the same substrate 
parameters and T-splitter design as for the lens array, the insertion loss of such a 
patch array was estimated to be 10.6 dB, more than 4 dB higher than that of the 
lens array. 
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Fig. 3.25 Microstrip feed network for the lens array (after [24], Courtesy of the Communications 
Research Centre, Canada) 

3.4 Arrays of Perforated Dielectric Fresnel Lenses

The array elements were arranged in a 4 × 4 triangular lattice, with a center-to-
center spacing chosen so that the elements overlap enough to eliminate any gaps 
in the aperture. Figure 3.25 shows the power divider network for feeding the array 
of aperture-coupled patches and the location of each of the Fresnel lenses in the 
array. The patch array board was separated by a distance of 1.5 0λ  from the lens 
array. The lens array was fabricated from a single sheet of material having a 
dielectric constant of 5.8 and a thickness of 0.9 0λ . Thus, the overall profile of the 
antenna was approximately 2.5 0λ  at 30 GHz, or 25 mm. 



 
Fig. 3.26 Photograph of the perforated dielectric Fresnel lens array (after [24], courtesy of the 
Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

A photograph of the lens array is shown in Fig. 3.26, and the assembled antenna 
along with the test fixture are shown in Fig. 3.27. 
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Fig. 3.27 Photographs of Fresnel lens array assembly and test fixture (after [24], Courtesy of the 
Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

Figure 3.28 shows the measured H-plane co- and cross-polarized patterns of 
the Fresnel lens array at 28 GHz, where a peak gain of 18.5 dB was measured. The 
gain peak occurred at a lower frequency than the design frequency of 30 GHz and 
may be attributed to the poor performance of the feed network as mentioned above. 

3.4 Arrays of Perforated Dielectric Fresnel Lenses



 
Fig. 3.28 Measured H-plane pattern of the Fresnel lens array at 28 GHz (after [24], Courtesy of 
the Communications Research Centre, Canada) 

The normalized radiation patterns of the lens array at 30 GHz are shown in 
Fig. 3.29. There is some discrepancy between the ideal and the measured patterns. 

There may also be some errors that arise from the overlapping regions of the 
individual Fresnel lenses. The ideal patterns do not account for any interaction 
between the overlapping regions. As it can be seen from Fig. 3.26, there are at 
least of three types of overlapping FZP lens shape, which are schematically shown 
in Fig. 3.30. Any such interactions would introduce phase errors across the lens 
aperture, which would then result in the asymmetries in the sidelobe levels which 
are seen in the measured patterns. 
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Fig. 3.29 Normalized patterns of the perforated dielectric Fresnel lens array at 30 GHz (after 
[24], courtesy of the Communications Research Centre Canada)  

 

3.4 Arrays of Perforated Dielectric Fresnel Lenses



 

Fig. 3.30 Three main types of overlapping FZP lens shape 

Thus by using perforated dielectric Fresnel elements, greater control over the 
grating lobes can be achieved due to the fact that the lens elements can physically 
overlap, thereby decreasing the center-to-center spacing to reduce grating lobe 
levels. The amount of overlap achievable is a tradeoff between a reduction in 
grating lobe levels and an increase in phase errors due to the mutual interference 
of the individual lenses, and a balance must be achieved. 

Although it will not have as high a radiation efficiency as a corresponding single 
Fresnel lens due to the increased losses in the feed network, amplifiers can always 
be integrated into the feed network to offset these losses. The concept of using an 
array of Fresnel lenses to lower the antenna profile is found to be feasible, and this 
type of array would be well suited for spatial power combining applications where 
a much higher EIRP could be obtained compared to a single lens design by using 
several high-power amplifiers integrated into the feed of each lens element [25]. 

 

3.5 Simple Circular Zone Determination 
in Overlapping Case 

3.5.1 Linear Two-Elements FZP Array 
 

The circular zone radii for each FZPA were determined using Eq. (1.17) with a 
focal distance of 0.75 λ  at 30 GHz. The zones for each FZPA were placed, as 
computed, in the aperture plane (i.e. 0.75 λ  from the open waveguide) with a 
separation of 3.162 λ . 
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In order to study the effect of the center zone being blocked, the three metal 
zone case was modeled using two different methods in FDTD. The first method 
used a ring subtraction technique, which meant that the zones were created by 
subtracting the air zones from the metal zones, leaving only the metal zones 
floating in air. With this approach, wherever there is metal, metal will be 
simulated. The second method used a priority technique, which meant that each 
zone was assigned a priority with higher priority zones cutting holes in the lower 
priority zones. In this approach, the outer zone had the lowest priority and every 
zone moving inward was assigned a progressively higher priority. In this way, the 
outer zones from one lens that would normally be blocking the center zone of the 
other lens would no longer be blocking since the center zone had a higher priority 
than the outer zones and would remain as air. Figure 3.31 shows a sketch of how 
these two approaches affected the resulting geometry in the three-zone case. Using 
the priority approach yields zones that more closely resemble the “modified” 
zones shown in Fig. 3.31(b). The modelings were prepared by Ph.D. student Ms. 
Sara M. Stout-Grandy. 

 

 
Fig. 3.31 Ring subtraction approach (a), priority approach (b) 

Figure 3.32 shows the normalized radiation patterns for the three metal zone 
case. Figure 3.32 (a) shows the circular zone case with the ring subtraction 
approach whereas Fig. 3.32 (b) shows the circular zone case with the priority 
approach. The peak directivity of the “modified” zone case was about 0.8 dB 
higher than the circular zone case when using the ring subtraction approach where 
the center zone was partially blocked. However, when the center zone was not 
blocked in the priorities approach case, the directivity difference dropped to about 
0.1 dB. The overall sidelobe level of the “modified” zone case was about 1.1 dB 
better than the circular case using ring subtraction, but this difference dropped to 
about 0.6 dB for the priorities approach. 

 



 
Fig. 3.32 Three metal zones with ring subtraction approach (a) and with priorities approach (b) for 
circular case (with permission by Dr. Sara M. Stout-Grandy) 

The three-zone circular elements, without modification to their overlap areas, 
do not yield comparable radiation patterns and directivity. In order to make use 
of the simpler-to-model circular zones, open areas that were being blocked by 
overlapping zones, particularly the center zone, needed to be removed. When 
this happened, the resulting zones resembled the “modified” zones and the 
radiation patterns matched up more closely. Using the priorities approach in the 
model to avoid this blockage was effective. The “modified” zones, however, still 
yielded a slightly higher peak directivity and slightly better relative sidelobes over 
all phi angles. 

3.5.2 4 × 4 Array 
 

Prior to modeling the 4 × 4 array, a grating lobe analysis was again undertaken to 
determine an appropriate element spacing to maintain the grating lobes better than 
10 dB below the peak. The 4 × 4 array geometry was set as an equilateral triangle 
lattice and the analysis was performed for two different focal distances, F = 0.75 λ  
and F = 1.25 λ , both with two metal zones. The analysis showed that, in the 
absence of mutual coupling and interference effects, the element spacing at 
30GHz should be about 2 λ  for the F = 0.75 λ  case and 2.5 λ  for the F = 1.25 λ  
case. 

Table 3.5 summarizes the results for the 4 × 4 simulated FZPA arrays. 
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3.5 Simple Circular Zone Determination in Overlapping Case

Table 3.5 Summary of simulation results 

Focal 
distance 
( λ ) 

Zone type # Metal  
zones 

Element 
spacing 
( λ ) 

Peak 
directivity 
(dB) 

Max. relative
sidelobe level 
(dB) 

0.75 Circular 2 2 22.68 –4.96 

1.25 Circular 2 2.5 24.56 –5.41 

1.25 Circular 2 3 25.87 –10.16 

Fig. 3.33 The radiation patterns of the 4 × 4 array with F = 1.25λ and two metal zones with 3λ  
element spacing (with permission by Dr. Sara M. Stout-Grandy) 

Figure 3.33 shows the radiation patterns of the 4 × 4 array with F = 1.25λ  and two 
metal zones with 3λ  element spacing. 

Thus using equilateral triangular array lattices, it was found that a low-profile 
4 × 4 array could yield nearly 25 dB directivity and overall grating lobes better 
than 10 dB down from the array peak. 
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Chapter 4 
Some Fields of Lens Array Applications 

4.1 Array of Small Lenses 
 

Usually, the grating lobe criteria [1, 2] that restricts the scan angle of a phased 
array to eliminate grating lobes from entering “real space,” as it was mentioned in 
Sect. 1.2.10, is defined as 

1)/(sin −≤ dλθ , 

where θ  is the scan angle of the array, λ  the operating wavelength, and d the 
spacing between elements. Such a condition eliminates any beam, other than the 
main beam, from forming in visible space, and the antenna designer need not be 
concerned about radiating energy or receiving energy (other than normal 
sidelobes) from unwanted directions. This is a desirable condition (no grating 
lobes in real space) but imposes a strict limit on element spacing. For a 
nonscanned antenna – main beam on boresight – the theoretical element spacing 
can approach λ . For large scan – approaching 90° – the element spacing 
approaches a λ /2 limit. So the condition on the spacing between elements is: 

1sin +
≤

θ
λd . 

In a phased array with limited-scan capability, the radiating element spacing is 
larger than one half wavelength and the element gain is higher than its full-scan 
counterpart to avoid grating lobes. The array element proposed in [3] was low-loss 
and can provide any gain required since the size of the lens can be as large as 
needed. 

There are several methods used to increase the gain of a small array element. 
The most common method is to sub-array several elements together. Although this 
is a very good approach in the microwave range, it becomes very lossy at 
millimetric wavelengths because of the feed network connecting the elements of 



the sub-array. Another technique is to place the radiating element in a metal cavity 
[4]; however, the system becomes heavy and bulky. Dielectric lenses have also 
been used in conjunction with radiating elements, e.g. extended hemispherical 
lenses directly located on a slot antenna [5] or a dielectric lens directly located on 
a microstrip patch [6]. In the latter case, those lenses offer limited gain increase 
because of their small size. 

Gains were measured for the plano-convex lens in various configurations [3]. 
The single patch gain was about 5 dB, but with the lens it increased by 8 dB to 
about 13 dB. The four-element array gain without the lenses was about 8.5 dB and 
increased by 8.5 dB to about 17.5 dB with the lenses. Using the meniscus lens 
instead, the gain increase was about 1 dB more than for the plano-convex lens. 
The main reason is that the meniscus lens has less spillover because of its shape. 
The lenses were not surfaced matched and the gain change caused by this 
mismatch was observed as much as ± 1.1 dB, which shows that surface matching 
would be beneficial. 

The excitation of dielectric spheres by waveguides [7] and the probe excitation 
of a dielectric hemisphere [8] have been investigated. The near fields of the patch 
can be a significant factor in the excitation process and were modeled 
approximately as dipole line sources at the patch extremities in [9]. Experiments 
on a range of different size spheres indicated that increasing the sphere diameter 
beyond about D = 3 λ 0 ( λ 0 = free-space wavelength) yields little increase in gain. 
This is attributed to the inability of the patch to create an optimal field 
distribution. Shaping of the spherical surface and using different shapes of patch 
resonators are some of the many variations that offer additional pattern control. In 
general, the presence of the sphere brings about improved equality of E and H 
beamshapes, a reduction of sidelobes, and some reduction in cross-polarization 
levels [9]. 

The use of spheres to effect pattern control is most marked when considering 
the arrays of these elements [9]. Without the spheres, the patch spacing d was 
made too great for conventional array operation and hence the pattern was 
dominated by grating lobes. With the spheres in place, a well-structured beam 
with sidelobes commensurating with a uniform array distribution was achieved, 
which is in very good agreement with theory. Cross-polarization levels were lower 
than those usually obtained from microstrip arrays, where feed radiation is a 
problem. Further details on such array and another version with closer patch 
spacing are summarized in Table 4.1, which further illustrates the properties of the 
new element. 
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Table 4.1 Antenna array parameters measured at 90 GHz (after [9]) 

 
One of the problems with arrays of high-gain elements is that they have a very 

limited beam scan range capability, due to the appearance of grating lobes because 
of the wide element spacing. These arrays are therefore usually only used for fixed 
beam applications [10]. 

4.2 Lens Array Based on Luneberg Lenses 
 

A single Luneburg lens on an azimuth mount has few advantages, as it is easier to 
move the feed. However, a multiple lens design provides significant advantages in 
overcoming shadowing problems. Because no significant azimuth scanning is 
needed, the lenses can be closely packed horizontally. By stacking these rows on a 
tilted plane, close packing in an orthogonal direction is possible. The whole tilted 
plane is now effectively a filled aperture with a low-frequency cutoff defined by 
the dimensions of the array. Thus, very small lens can be used saving total weight 
and without compromising the low-frequency performance. Use of small lenses 
also allows operation at higher frequencies due to reduced dielectric loss. This 
concept is also applicable to parabolic reflector designs, where it is known that 
reflector cost per unit area decreases with reflector size. Luneburg lens is such a 
design that allows the synthesis of large apertures at low cost. 

As a general guide, the authors [11] were considering the full Luneburg lens 
with diameters of around 5 m or less and for the virtual source lens diameters are 
generally 8 m or more. They believed that the possibility of having several 
simultaneous beams on the sky would give the SKA (Square Kilometre Array 
Radio Telescope) a unique and very attractive feature for a new radiotelescope for 
the 21st century. In a station composed of 176 elements of 7-m diameter, the 
corresponding station diameters are 500 and 250 m for elevation limits of 15° and 
30°, respectively (Fig. 4.1). With this composition, each station is equivalent in 
collecting area to a 93-m diameter dish. 

256 Element 64 Element  
Without spheres With spheres Without spheres With spheres 

00 // λλ Dd =  0.95 0.95 1.90 1.90 

24 27 14 26 
<–20 <–17 <–17 <–20 
<–11.5 <–17 <–18 <–23 
<–15 <–16 <–12.5 <–20 
<–25 <–23 <–15 <–24 

Gain, dBi 
Spurious (H), dBi 
Spurious (E), dBi 
Cross-polar (H), dBi 
Cross-polar (E), dBi 



 
Fig. 4.1 Concept of SKA images with array of Luneberg lenses (Photo credit: “University of 
Sydney Vislab” with permission by Helen Sim, and Images courtesy Chris Fluke, Centre for 
Astrophysics & Supercomputing, Swinburne University of Technology) 

 
The invention [12] utilizes dielectric lenses in the form of an array of 
hemispherical lens mounted on a ground plane to focus into a pencil or fan beam 
the energy radiated from an array of point sources located near the surfaces of the 
hemispheres. When mounted upon the fuselage of an aircraft, the lens array has an 
advantage over a single sphere in free space, in that each hemispherical lens 
extends only one half as far outside of the fuselage and into the air stream as 
compared to a complete spherical lens. Furthermore, because the antenna consists 
of an array of hemispheres instead of a single hemisphere having the same gain as 
the array of hemispheres, the array of hemispheres protrudes outside of the 

4.3 Array of Luneberg Lenses Protrudes Outside 
of the Fuselage 
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fuselage a lesser amount than would the single hemisphere having the same gain. 
For these reasons, the hemispherical lens array is a “low-profile” antenna. 

Although the beam generated by the array of hemispherical lenses may be in 
the form of a “pencil” beam or a “fan”-shaped beam. It should be understood that 
actual shape of the beam generated by the array will depend on the relative 
dimensions of the hemispherical lenses, the number of lenses and point sources, 
the spacing of the lenses in the array, and the manner in which the lenses are 
illuminated by the array of point sources. 

The prototype low-profile antenna [13] consists of four lens hemispheres 
mounted on a ground plane. The lenses are phase-combined to produce a beam. 
The beam is varied in elevation by the movement of the feed assembly and in 
azimuth by the movement of the ground plane. 

The array parameters are as follows:  
• Type of lenses: Luneberg 4-lens array 
• Frequency: 19.2–21.2 GHz 
• Polarization: LHCP or RHCP (selectable) 
• Beamwidth (nominal): 2° (AZ) – 5° (EL) 
• Diameter: 762 mm 
• Height: 152 mm 
 

4.4 Fly’s-Eye Imaging Concept 
 

Arraying of lenses is used extensively at optical frequencies for imaging 
applications [14, 15]. In these cases, the lens array elements are typically being 
used to create a series of spot beams where detectors are placed to pick up the 
light and create an image. Note that at microwave frequencies, antenna arrays 
described in the Chap. 3 are used to enhance gain by focusing the radiation of all 
elements to the same point. Instead of using only a single-lens antenna, it is also 
possible to put lens array in the focal plane of an objective lens. The resulting 
configuration is shown in Fig. 4.2, where the objective lens is either placed in the 
Fresnel zone or in the far field of the lens antenna (eye lens). 

 

 



 
Fig. 4.2 Fly’s-eye imaging concept 

 
For imaging, it is important that a sharp image of a certain object is obtained 

and this means that an incoming plane wave has to be focused to the planar feed 
of one of the lens antennas. In the fly’s-eye concept, the focusing is achieved in 
two steps. First, the objective lens transforms the incoming plane wave into a 
(nearly) spherical wave propagating toward an eye-lens antenna. Then, this 
spherical wave is focused to the phase center of the eye lens. 

4.5 Waveguide Lens Array Technology 
 

Waveguide lens array technology uses waveguide elements as a constrained 
refractive media. The phase velocity in waveguide exceeds the speed of light, and 
the lengths of waveguide between the lens surfaces are chosen to produce a 
collimated aperture distribution. The waveguide is a dispersive media, i.e. the 
phase velocity varies with frequency. As a consequence, the operating bandwidth 
of these designs is limited. Zoning techniques, i.e. truncating the waveguides to 
achieve the required aperture distribution in a modulo 2π  sense, can actually 
enhance the bandwidth of the lens as mentioned in [16]. 

A so-called focusing pseudo-lens with variable gradient of refractive index was 
discussed in [17] (see Fig. 4.3). In this case, the artificial metal-dielectric was a 
waveguide structure – the lens consists of array of circular waveguides with 
different diameter vs. radius. The following relation gives the equivalent refractive 
index of the waveguide structure as a function of the radius r of the waveguide 
cross section: 

( )[ ] 2/1242.3/1/ Rvcn λ−== . 
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The refractive index of the waveguide structure in the converging pseudo-lens 
changes in the radial direction from 0.95 for R = 30 mm (radius of the central 
waveguide cross section) to 0.37 for R = 10 mm. At the wavelength λ = 3.2 cm, 
the thickness of the pseudo-lens was 5.3 cm. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3 Microwave lens made from an array of circular waveguides (after [17]) 

Modification of such a waveguide lens array was used in so-called Cybertenna 

formed by a low epsilon material as the inner volume of the waveguide, and a 
layer of conductive paint placed on the outside of these formed waveguides. The 
material chosen is expanded polystyrene [18]. The antenna operates as a concave 
lens, with an index of refraction n  < 1, which focuses the signals at a focal plane 
behind the antenna. The concave properties of the lens ensures that the received 
plane waves are focused at one point. The phase is shifted forward in the 
waveguide, and it is the length and width of the waveguide that determines the 

[18] – see Fig. 4.4. The following main modifications were used: the diameter of 
waveguides was fixed but the length of waveguides was varied; the circular 
waveguides were changed to rectangular. The Cybertenna was designed as a “zero 
thickness waveguide lens”. The developed technology was called WAVEGUIDE 
LENS TECHNOLOGY™ [19], where a microwave lens antenna consists of an 
array of 680 rectangular waveguides, arranged rotationally symmetrically around 
the antenna axis. To reach the goal of a mass-producible antenna, waveguides are 



shift. There are also two Fresnel zones in the antenna, and for each Fresnel zone 
the signal path is one wavelength longer than the previous one. Due to the circular 
symmetric design, the Fresnel step can be designed with an optimized waveguide, 
which is repeated in this circular zone, avoiding the shadowing effect encountered 
in design attempts by others in past times. The Fresnel zone design demands a 
short waveguide outside the inner waveguide (the Fresnel step). To guide the 
wave around the inner longer waveguide, a dual mode home structure at entrance 
and exit is added to a short, narrow waveguide in between. The result is that all 
signals transmitted through the antenna reaches the focal point in phase. The 
circular symmetry of the antenna eases the control of the electromagnetic behavior 
and reduces cross-polarization. The media inside the waveguides is dielectric 
technical EPS with the effective permittivity ε =1,1. The dielectric makes the 
extremely thin copper waveguide walls possible with good mechanical robustness, 
and it also allows a more compact construction as compared to air-filled 
waveguides. The hole in center was both functional, to give more open appearance 
and to minimize windage – in fact, an 80-cm Cybertenna behaves in wind like a 
70-cm dish. 

 

 
Fig. 4.4 S. Petersson and Cybertenna (Photo credit: Telesatellite magazine with permission by 
Alexander Wiese) 

The idea of waveguide array is not novel. For example, in the paper [20] the 
antenna that consists of a waveguide lens illuminated by a 19-element feed-horn 
array was described. The antenna has a 30-in-diameter aperture and a 30-in focal 
length. It is made up of ≈ 700 lengths of 1 by 1 in square waveguide epoxy 
bonded and supported by four booms and a flange. Although the brass lens shown 
weighs more than 80 lbs, a titanium lightweight unit that is dimensionally 
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identical weighs ≈ 7 lbs. The waveguide lens is a two-dimensional nonplanar 
array of waveguide radiators. It was shown it is necessary to step (or zone) the 
lens to reduce its thickness and to increase its bandwidth. A step in the lens is 
made whether lens thickness exceeds )1/( μλ − ; the length of the waveguide 
removed increases the effective electrical path length by one or more wavelengths. 
The lens may be stepped on either (or both) of its surfaces. However, steps on the 
surface opposite the feed appear preferable in order to reduce shadowing effects. 
In view of the foregoing, zoning a lens has some deleterious effects on its 
radiation characteristics; the principal one being a reduction of efficiency, since 
radiation in the forward direction is greatly reduced for certain radiators. A 
secondary effect is to increase the H-plane beamwidth and decrease the E-plane 
beamwidth. 

It was also mentioned since waveguides are quite dispersive, the bandwidth of 
a waveguide lens antenna is small. However, in a stepped lens, the phase error 
does not increase monotonically as a function of radial distance, but follows a 
stepwise increase, and the effect of such error on the secondary pattern must be 
obtained and the bandwidth determined from the criteria applied to the results. It is 
interesting to note that zoning also results in an improvement of the lens 
bandwidth, as short waveguides reduces the phase distortion due to dispersion. 

4.6 Active Transmit Lens Array Antenna Concept 
 

An active transmit lens array (ATLA) antenna has four major sections, three of 
which comprise the RF lens. The fourth is a feed array. These sections, shown in 
an artists sketch of a proof of concept antenna in Fig. 4.5, are: 
 

• A flat array of radiating elements launches the far-field spot beams. 
• A corresponding array of power modules, one for each radiating element, 

supplies signal power to the radiating array. Each power module contains 
an amplifier and a delay line. Collectively, the delay lines of the modules 
constitute the center portion of the lens. 

• Signals arrive at the modules from individual receive elements at their 
inputs. 

• The receive elements are space-fed, in turn, from an array of feed horns 
that is physically separate from the lens. Each far-field beam is created by 
the signals transmitted from a single feed horn. The beam direction is 
fixed by the location of the feed horn in the feed array. 

 
The attraction of the ATLA is that no beam forming network, per se, are 

required. Thus, in principle, a major difficulty encountered in the active transmit 
phased array concept is avoided. The beam-forming network is the lens that forms 
all beams simultaneously, with directions determined by the geometry of the feed 
array and lens structure. 



 
Fig. 4.5 Active transmit lens array antenna concept 

4.6.1 Hexagonal Array and Active Area for Circular Elements 
 
Hexagonal array numerology is presented followed by calculation of the active 
area of a hexagonal array of circular feed horns [21]. It is determined that the ratio 
of active area to total area is about 0.91 for large arrays. 

In a hexagonal array, the total numbers of elements n for regular hexagonal fill 
areas are 7, 19, 37, 61, 91,127, etc. The number of elements on a principal 
diagonal of the hexagonal area can be defined as: 

number of elements on principal diagonal = 2k + l, 

where k = l for n = 7, k = 2 for n = 19, k = 3 for n = 37, etc. With this 
nomenclature, n may be expressed as a function of k as: 

n = 6[l + (k − l)/2]k + l. 

Let the hexagonal fill area be inscribed within the smallest circle such that no 
part of the hexagonal area is outside of the circle. The diameter of this circle is 
equal to (2k + l)D, where D is the diameter of a circular individual feed antenna. 

The active area of the feed array is equal to the area of all of the n (n = 6[l + 
(k − l)/2] k + 1) feed antenna apertures, or nA, where ( )22/DA π=  is the area of a 
single feed antenna aperture. The total area of the feed array is the active area plus 
the area taken by all of the interstitial areas between the feed antennas. Each such 
interstitial area Ai is obtained as follows: 
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A  i = (area of an equilateral triangle with vertices at the centers of three adjacent 
feed antennas) – 3 (one-sixth the area of a single feed antenna aperture) 

= 222 )2/()6/3()30cos()2/1( DD π− = 22 )2/(05.0)2/(161.0 DD π= . 

It is easy to count the number of interstitial areas i for each hexagonal array and 
establish a functional relationship with k. The result of this effort is: 26ki = . 

The ratio taR /  of active area to the total area of a hexagonal array is then given 
by: 

taR /  = (active area) /[(active area) + (interstitial area)] = =+ )6/( 2
iAknAnA  

[ ]
).1308.3/()133(

)2/(05.06)2/(/)2/(
22

2222

++++
=+

kkkk
DkDnDn πππ  

Values for taR /  are given in Table 4.2. 
 
To obtain an array with 1323 active elements, the value of k should be about 

21. Therefore, the diameter of the array is 43 feed antennas. For any given feed-
antenna spacing, in wavelengths, the diameter may be calculated. 

For example, if antenna spacing is 2.6 wavelengths at 30 GHz, the array 
diameter is given by: array diameter = 43×2.6 (300/30) mm = 1.118 m. 

Table 4.2 Table of values of taR /  for k =l, 2, …, 6 

k  n  
(number of feeds in regular 
hexagonal grid array) 
6[1 + (k − 1)/2]k + 1 

i 
(number of interstices within 
regular hexagonal grid array) 
6k2 

taR /  
(ratio of active area to total 
area of array)* 

0 1 0 1 

5 91 150 0.9220 

10 331 600 0.9149 

15 721 1350 0.9123 

20 1261 2400 0.9110 

25 1951 3750 0.9102 

 
* )13308.3/()133( 22

/ ++++= kkkkR ta . 



4.7 Layered FZPL Antenna Array 
 

As a means of improving the aperture efficiency, Jiang and Zhang [22] proposed a 
double FZPL (DFZPL) antenna (FZP array, which consists of two FZP). The idea 
was to improve the gain of the standard FZPL antenna by using the second lens to 
compensate for, or simply to cancel, the reflection off the metal zones from the 
first lens. This antenna geometry consisted of two standard FZPL antennas 
separated by a specific distance d as illustrated in Fig. 4.6(a). 
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 a)                                             b)                                              c)                
Fig. 4.6 FZP antenna arrays: (a) double Layer, (b) Enhanced Double Layer, (c) Four-Layer FZP 
Array (after [23]) 

Since both lenses must have the same focus, the authors defined the focal 
distance F2 of the second lens to be: 

where F1 is the focal distance of the first lens. The difference in focal lengths 
implies that the radii of the zones in each lens will be slightly different. The 
authors simplified their analysis by considering only the case where the space 
between the lenses was air instead of dielectric to avoid reflections from the 
dielectric interface. By modeling the normalized scattered field at the focus, they 
showed that about a 2-dB improvement in gain could be achieved by selecting odd 
multiple of λ/4. 

Jiang and Zhang [23] also improved the backward radiation of the FZPL 
antenna by halving the radii of the rings on the first layer and then placing the 
other half on the second layer a distance λ /4 away. By doing this, the radiation 
will reflect as per normal off the metal rings of the first lens sub-zone with phases 
180° to 270°. The radiation that reflects off the metal ring on the second layer, 
with phases 270°–360°, will be exactly out of phase with the reflected radiation 
from the first layer. The two radiations will cancel and greatly decrease the 
backward radiation of the antenna. 

dFF −= 12 , 
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According to the ray optics, the spacing between the layers should be: 

d
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where ε r is the permittivity of the media filled between the layers. The radii of 
the l-th ring on each FZP layer can be written as follows: 

( ) ( )( )R F l ll1 2
24 1 2 4 1 4− = ⋅ − + −' λ λ , ( ) ( )R F l ll1 2

22+ = ⋅ +' λ λ ; 

( ) ( )( )R F l ll2 1
22 1 2 1 2− = ⋅ − + −' λ λ , ( ) ( )( )R F l ll2 1

24 1 2 4 1 4+ = ⋅ − + −' λ λ . 

Unfortunately, the sidelobe levels were found to increase substantially in this 
version of the FZPL antenna array in comparison to the FZPL antenna. This 
structure is shown in Fig. 4.6(b). 

The same authors [23] further improved the performance of the FZPL antenna 
array by making a four-layered version. This structure is shown in Fig. 4.6(c) and 
consists of two-elements FZPL antenna array with improved backward radiation 
separated by a specific distance. 

The radii of the l-th ring on each layer are given as: 
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Numerical results revealed a 3.1-dB gain enhancement over the standard FZPL 
antenna. However, this structure achieved improvement at the cost of an increase 
in size and complexity. 

 
Lenses are transforming the incident wave front from one to another form. For 
example, the front of a spherical diverging wave can be changed into a spherical 
converging wave front. In practice, after passing throughout the real lens the 
waves become aberrated. The Gaussian or paraxial optics and quasioptics are no 
longer valid, and such departures from the ideal Gaussian behavior are known as 
lens aberrations. 

4.8 Application of a Short-Focus FZP Array 
to the Hartmann–Shack Sensor 



The Hartmann–Shack sensor is a common noninterferometric wavefront 
sensor, suitable for real-time applications, because it does not enclose any 
movable parts. The sensor consists of a lens array and a focal plane detector to 
capture the spot pattern from lenslets, see Fig. 4.7 for a schematic of the sensor 
[24]. Each lenslet focuses its portion of the wavefront to a spot in its focal plane; 
the distance between this spot and the optical axis of the corresponding lenslet 
gives the local slope of the wavefront entering the lenslet. If the wavefront has a 
local gradient ΔW(xi;j; yi;j) at the lenslet (i; j), the associated spot moves laterally 
in the focal plane ( Δ xi;j;. Δ yi;j) according to the laws of geometrical optics: 

Δ W(xi;j; yi;j) = ( Δ xi;j;. Δ yi;j)/f, 

where f is the focal length of the lenslets. The spot displacements have to be 
determined to reconstruct the wavefront, e.g. by a least-squares fit of the measured 
spot displacements to a set of orthogonal polynomials. Finally, an actuator, usually 
an adaptive mirror, is used in a closed-loop to cancel the wavefront aberrations out 
and achieve a plane wavefront. The diffraction limit of the imaging system is 
reached. 

A Fresnel lens (FZP) could be laid out. This would have the advantage of 
maximum efficiency at a particular wavelength, but would be limited to a narrow band 
because of strong chromatic aberration [25]. Also, whenever a plane wave is 
incident obliquely on a zone plate, higher-order wave aberrations occur [25]. The 
maximum incidence angle maxiψ  for which the off-axis aberrations are 
negligible and good focusing is still possible in the paraxial approximation can be 
calculated by the following inequality [26]: 

2
imax imax2 sin sin

4
NNF N
F
λ λλ ψ λ ψ± − < . 

Here N is the number of all open zones in the Soret zone plate. 
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Fig. 4.7 The Hartmann-Shack sensor concept 

This FZP lenslet array also must be designed to have zero dead space between 
lenses. The standard circular FZP antenna does not pack well in an array and 
therefore causes significant grating lobes. The HFZPL antenna avoids this 
problem and is therefore an attractive candidate for use in a low-profile lens array 
at microwave and millimeter bands. Since FZP may be a hexagonal form (see 
Chap. 2), there is no space in between lenses and hence the array has a 100% fill 
factor. For wavefront sensing, this can be important because any leakage wave 
will degrade the noise performance of the total system. 

As it was mentioned, one disadvantage of FZP lens is a narrow band because of 
strong chromatic aberration. But it could be an advantage in some of cases. In 
combination with FZP lens array, these allow to design the concept of embedded 
spectrometer. The concept is shown in Fig. 4.8. Again, this FZP lenslet array also 
must be designed to have zero dead space between lenses. 

Also these types of FZP array could be effectively applied at the multi-channel 
telecommunication systems of different frequency band. 
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Fig. 4.8 Concept of embedded FZP array spectrometer 

4.9 Exoplanet Detection Array with Unlimited 
Aperture 

 
Images of high angular resolution and high dynamic range are required for the new 
fields of astrophysics such as exoplanet detection and cartography of stellar 
photospheres. Multi-aperture interferometry has been used for many years with 
increasing success. However, in the visible domain, interferometric arrays are still 
limited to small numbers of apertures. 

In Sect. 2.2.4, Fresnel diffractive-interferometric array was described. Seen as a 
diffractive zone plate, this synthesized aperture directly forms images of high 
dynamic range. 
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The resulting wavefront quality is relatively insensitive to array warping and 
only limited by the precision to which the apertures are carved. This constraint is 
also quite loose compared to optical surfacing: a λ /50 wavefront for high 
dynamic range imaging requires either a λ /100 mirror or a 200 λ  precision on 
sub-aperture edges in the Fresnel array described in Sect. 2.2.4. 

But the diameter of array is limited by the precision to which the apertures 
rectangle elements are carved. To design a unlimited aperture, the phase function 
of conventional array modifies on modulo 2N π  [25]. Thus, the first few Fresnel 
zones are conventional rectangle FZP array and classical π2  step. Then, the next 
several zones each incorporate two of the original Fresnel zones and have steps of 

 

 

π4  – see Fig. 4.9, then, the zones of several original zones and step of π6  and so 
on. Thus the diameter of array is unlimited. 

Fig. 4.9 Artist view of  2N π diffractive-interferometris array (not in scale): the solid line is a 
binary 2π  array and dashed line is a 2N π binary array 



4.10 Applications of FZP Array with Reference Phase 

4.10.1 Multi-path Fading in Point-to-Point Communication 
 
Who has not faced difficulties by a dropped mobile phone connection, dropped 
data packets in a wireless network, or the loss of radio reception upon stopping at 
a traffic light? These are all examples of the common phenomenon of multi-path 
fading (MPF) [27]. Multi-path effects are also responsible for ghost images in 
analogue television pictures and can introduce errors in a GPS receiver’s locating 
ability. Previous attempts to eliminate the effects of MPF have not been 
completely successful. In the papers, however, a new technique was developed 
[28, 29] that can drastically reduce MPF and have shown that it can improve 
signal power by at least a factor of 104. 

MPF can occur when an antenna receives a signal from a transmitter, which is 
a sum of the desired line-of-sight (LOS) signal and one or more non-line-of-sight 
(NLOS) signals. The NLOS signals arise from reflections off structures, terrain, 
etc. and from diffraction off obstacles. A schematic of these signal paths is shown 
in Fig. 4.10a. The receiving antenna is assumed to be directional, with no 
restrictions placed on the transmitting antenna. Under real-world circumstances, 
the LOS and NLOS signals can be received with nearly equal amplitude and 
nearly 180° out of phase producing destructive interference and a loss of carrier 
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Fig. 4.10 (a) Schematic of two signals incident on an antenna, one is the line-of-sight (LOS) into 
the main beam and the other is the non-line-of-sight signal (NLOS). The LOS beam is sometimes 
attenuated or scattered by intervening foliage, etc. (b) Vector sum at feed of LOS and NLOS 
signals under MPF conditions 
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power to the receiver or MPF, as indicated in Fig. 4.10b. Historically, a variety of 
diversity techniques have been employed to combat MPF [30]. In these schemes, 
signals arriving from independent fading paths are combined in order to reduce the 
degree of fading, different diversity techniques including space, polarization, 
frequency, spread spectrum, time, and angle diversity involving two or more 
antennas. 

Our approach to combat MPF is based on the discovery of a free parameter in 
the design of Fresnel zone plate (see Chap. 2) and other antennas [31]. 
Historically, going back to Fresnel and Soret in the 19th century, zone plates have 
been designed with a specific choice for this parameter that can be taken to be 
either a reference radius or equivalently a reference phase. It has been shown, 
however, that reference phase θref  can be chosen to have non-standard values, 
which improve the aspects of antenna performance and add new functionality to 
zone plate antennas. We have established both experimentally at Ka-band and 
theoretically that variation of θref shifts the LOS beam phase with a positive linear 
slope through 360° as shown in Fig. 4.11, with only slight changes in antenna 
gain. Importantly, the phase of the 20° off axis NLOS signal does not change by 
an equivalent amount in Fig. 4.11 or can vary with a negative slope at very large 
NLOS angles. The difference in phase sensitivity of LOS and general NLOS 
signals to θref is exploited to eliminate MPF. 
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Fig. 4.11 Phases of LOS and 20° off axis NLOS signals at the feed of the FZP antenna vs. phase 
reference θref 



Note that the variation of ϑ LOS is 360° for a 360° variation of ϑ ref both 
calculated and measured while the phase of the NLOS signal is much different, 
and that the NLOS phase variation is different from that of LOS is true for general 
NLOS angles. 

Figure 4.12 displays the combined signal power of the LOS and NLOS signals 
of Fig. 4.11 at the receiver feed as a function of phase reference. Here, Pavg is the 
power averaged over a period of the carrier and Pinst is the instantaneous power at 
t = 0. In this example, the LOS signal impinging on the antenna is assumed to be 
attenuated by a factor of about 12 times producing a strong signal fade near θref = 
0°. 0 dB is the power of the attenuated LOS signal alone. Attenuation in LOS 
amplitude occurs in practical situations where the LOS signal is partially obscured 
or scattered by foliage, terrain, etc. in outdoor settings or by walls, etc. in indoor 
settings. The net total power at the receiver is less than –30 dB for the standard 
value of θref=0°, demonstrating strong multi-path fading. However, a static change 
of the phase reference increases, for example, the average power to Pavg > 0 dB for 
the broad range 30° < θref < 330°, thus eliminating MFP. 
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Fig. 4.12 The average power Pavg averaged over a carrier period (solid line) and instantaneous 
total power at t = 0 Pinst (dotted line) of the LOS and NLOS signals combined at the receiver feed 
vs. phase reference θref. Note that the total variation of power is very large, over 30 dB 
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4.10.2 Secure Communication Using Directed Phase Modulation 
 

The main idea is to send information by using reference phase to modulate signal 
phase in the main beam. The same phase modulation does not appear in off-axis 
directions. This could prevent eavesdropping from off-axis directions. The 
calculations below were made by Dr. G. W. Webb. 

Below we treat a Fresnel zone plate transmit antenna that is designed to have 
its main lobe a beam on-axis. The reference phase of the antenna is varied from 0° 
to 360° and the power and phase of the signal in the main lobe and side lobe 
directions are calculated. It was shown that the power in the main lobe is nearly 
constant as a function of reference phase while the signal phase accurately tracks 
the reference phase through 360° [29, 33]. Thus, control over reference phase 
allows for signal phase modulation and the transmission of information on a 
constant power beam. 

In off-axis directions, conversely, the signal power is reduced by 20–40 dB, 
and signal power varies by 5–20 dB as antenna reference phase varies through 
360° – see Fig. 4.13a. Note that for the main lobe 0° direction there is one-to-one 
correspondence between reference phase and signal phase. Therefore, reference 
phase phase-modulates the phase of the beam. Also, note that for off-beam 
directions 10°–40° the signal phase does not follow the reference phase. 
Therefore, the phase modulation of the main beam is not transmitted in the off-
axis directions. Importantly, the variation of signal phase in sidelobe directions is 
much less than in the main lobe or varies nonmonotonically and in the opposite 
sense from the main lobe. Thus signal information in the main lobe, encoded by 
reference phase, is not transmitted into the sidelobes where it could be intercepted 
by an eavesdropper. 

Also importantly, note that signal power for the 0° direction is nearly 
constant near 0 dB as a function of reference phase (Fig. 4.13b). Also, note that 
for off-beam directions 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, the signal power is approximately –
20 to –30 dB that of the main lobe and much more strongly varying than for the 
main beam. 

 

It has been demonstrated that destructive interference and thus multi-path 
fading can be eliminated by our new technique of using reference phase to control 
LOS beam phase preferentially over phase from NLOS directions [32, 33]. 
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Fig. 4.13 Phase of the signal (a) and power of the signal (b) for directions of 0°, 10°, 30°, 50° as 
reference phase is varied from 0° to 360° 

These effects may be applied to any different field of applications [34, .35]. 

4.11 Suggestions for Future Work 
 

We conclude with a brief discussion on the future of Fresnel zone array antennas. 
As is well known, a phased array antenna is composed of lots of radiating 

elements, each with a phase shifter. Beams are formed by shifting the phase of the 
signal emitted from each radiating element to provide interference so as to steer 
the beams in the desired direction. The main advantages with phased array 
antennas are advanced beam-forming capabilities and extreme beam agility when 
scanning. But phased array antennas are a very complex structure, making them 
expensive. There are also limitations in what frequency it can be used, since the 
antenna elements are to be located half a wavelength from each other to avoid 
grating lobes. For example, for 10 GHz the distance is approximately 12.5 mm 
and for 150 GHz it is 0.83 mm. 
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Phased FZP array lenses (Fig. 4.14) comprising the diffractive lens technology 
is an innovative approach to address the major drawbacks of a traditional phased 
array antenna, i.e. complexity and upper frequency limitations. By replacing the 
antenna elements with diffractive lenses, the number of phase shifters and other 
components can be reduced by a factor 1:500. Placed behind the diffractive lenses 
are mechanically or electronically maneuverable feed units. When placed behind 
the diffractive lens, the shadowing effects from the feed units on the incoming 
wave is eliminated. A phased array lens antenna is suitable in EHF environments 
as well as in higher or lower frequencies. 

Moreover, if we fixed a beam position, we do not need to use phase-shifted 
devices because we may have to control a phase shift by means of reference 
phase. So the diffractive lens antenna is also a phase shifter and frequency filter 
itself (Fig.4.15). 
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Fig. 4.14 Phased array antenna principles 



 

 
Fig. 4.15 Examples of binary masks of the FZPs with different reference phase 

The diffractive lens antenna is based on a modulation of the phase, and hereby 
the bandwidth is limited. Signals outside the chosen frequency range are 
automatically filtered. This in-built electromagnetic filter improves the signal-to-
noise ratio and improves bit error rate. 

Also diffractive lens antenna saves a possibility of operation up to the focal 
length of half of wavelength, so that such an antenna is “super flat”. Taking into 
account that lens antenna as a rule made from dielectric material, it is a high-gain 
stealth microwave/millimeter wave antenna. In addition, the FZP array beam 
width should be very narrow, much less than an individual FZP. 

High gain stealth microwave antennas: A key challenge in stealth technology 
is to keep the wireless communication link between platforms and units 
undetected. Common dishes “a reflector by nature” are frequently used in such 
communication links due to the need of high gain. The major disadvantage with 
dishes in a stealth communication link is the fact that structural materials or 
specially designed coatings normally used to reduce radar reflectivity cannot be 
used on dishes without loss of gain. Moreover, for a parabolic dish, there is always 
the problem with noise from the surroundings which enter the receiver or feed part 
located in focus. When a plane electromagnetic wave reaches the parabolic surface 
of the dish and is refracted to a focus, it is impossible to avoid that the reflected 
rays cross the incident radiation. Thereby, it is impossible to entirely encapsulate 
the feed unit together with the antenna in order to obtain a stealth system. 

Stealth antenna systems. With the diffractive lens antenna, a stealth 
communication system can be made, preventing the units to be detected. A key 
element in the stealth environment is to achieve stealth communication links in 
order not to reveal, for instance, a units position. Due to an increasing demand for 
bandwidth, a parabolic dish is the most common antenna used. But the big 
drawback for the dish is that it by definition it is a reflector, thereby easily 
detected on foe radar. A diffractive lens antenna is all but a reflector, since it 
focuses the signals behind the antenna. This enables to completely encapsulate the 
complete antenna, making it impossible to detect. 

The lens technology, however, is a straightforward and available technology, 
solving the stealth issues for high-gain microwave antennas. With the feed units 
placed behind the antenna, the complete antenna system can be encapsulated and 
thereby completely stealth. 
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The lens technology, however, is a straightforward and available technology, 
solving the stealth issues for high-gain microwave antennas. With the feed units 
placed behind the antenna, the complete antenna system can be encapsulated and 
thereby completely stealth. 

4.11.1 Zones Structure with Overlapping 
 

One of the big problems with arrays of classical high-gain elements is that they 
have a very limited beam scan range capability, due to the appearance of grating 
lobes because of the wide element spacing. 

For example, Fig. 4.16 shows simulated element pattern for two types of 2 × 2 
FZP arrays. Two-zone case shows that part of the array factor first sidelobes are 
outside of the element pattern. This is even more so for the three-zone case. 

We know that the conventional axisymmetric zone plate with circular zones 
forms a beampattern perpendicular to the reflecting surface. If we now 
“juxtapose” the amplitude masks of two zone plates, new areas of jointly formed 
or conformal zones will appear in the area of intersection of transparent and 
opaque zones. Fig. 4.17 shows such a “composite” zone plate that joins two zone 
plates with overlapping. Obviously, the new zone plate obtained by this operation 
generates simultaneously two different beam patterns [25, 36, 37]. 

 

 
Fig. 4.16 Element pattern (solid line) and array factor of 2 × 2 array (dashed line). Left – HFZP 
with F = 1.25 λ , 2 metal zones with 3λ  element spacing on the equilateral triangle, right – 
HFZP with F = 3.75 λ ,  5 metal zones with 11 λ element spacing on the equilateral triangle 
(with permission by Dr. Sara M. Stout-Grandy) 

 



 
Fig. 4.17 The structure of conformal zones (after [37] with kind permission of Dr. J. Vassal’lo) 

Mathematically, the zones intersection may be found following to algorithm 
[25, 36, 37]. It is easy to show from the geometrical consideration that the points 
of intersection of circular boundaries are located according to the following 
equations: 

dRrdx mnn 2/)( 222 −+= , 4/22 dry nn −= , 

identical FZP, i.e. nn Rr =  (or FZPs with equal reference phase), the correspondent 
equations are: 

,2/dxn =  4/22 dry nn −= . 

In this method, the united phase function of conformal FZP could be 
determined. 

where d is the distance between centers of FZPs, rRd +≤≤0 . In the case of 
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4.11.2 The Main Areas for Further Research 
 

In the conclusion, it appears that there are at least five main areas for further 
research. 

First, the application of the Fresnel zone concept and novel phase-correcting 
techniques to various types of antennas, such as sub-wavelength focus antenna, 
including photon crystal lens, described briefly in Chap. 3, and photonic crystal 
substrate and reflector. 

Second, the development of efficient and low-cost phase-correcting techniques 
with reference phase control optimization. 

The third area is the development and study of FZP array with conformal 
Fresnel zones. 

The fourth area is the study of conformal FZP array on arbitrary 3D surface. 
The fifth area is the study of broadband multi-beam Fresnel zone array antennas. 

At the moment, the telecommunications industry is moving toward the UMT 
Service and other broadband systems, and there is a high demand for novel antenna 
solutions to satellite, cellular mobile, and WLAN radio problems. Moreover, the 
automotive industry is introducing more and more radio technology to make driving 
a safer and more enjoyable experience. And low-cost and broadband Fresnel zone 
array antennas including dynamically variable zones structures will find many 
applications in those areas, including terrestrial and satellite communication systems 
and millimeter-wave ground-based communications. Cellular telephone and data 
link infrastructure are by far the largest commercial applications of millimeter-wave 
systems. 
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